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ABSTRACT
This qualitative, ethnographically informed case-study examines how social, psychological, and
organizational factors of a culture impact writing instruction and practice within an English
Language Arts middle school class. In order to explore possible reasons for stagnant writing
instruction in middle schools, two research questions guided this study: (RQ1) What do the
components of writing instruction look like in one middle school class?, and (RQ2) How does
one middle school ELA class exhibit identity distinction, writing development, and discourse
surrounding writing instruction? I examined how one middle school class exhibits identity
distinction among students and teachers within writing, development of writing, and discourse
surrounding writing instruction and practice. Data were collected through observations, field
notes, interviews, and cultural artifacts (i.e., lesson plans, student data, student work samples,
and district curriculum) over a five week period for a total of 18 data collection days (16 of
which were observations). Observations were conducted in one seventh grade teacher’s class
period and lesson planning meetings. The seventh grade teacher, students, and Testing
Coordinator were interviewed for member checking sessions pertaining to observations and
student work. Semi-structured interview verbatim transcripts were audio recorded and
transcribed, after which the following themes emerged: understanding of writing instruction,
understanding of writing workshop, confidence in students’ writing abilities, establishing spaces
for student engagement, feedback on student writing, and teacher and student identities. Also
included are recommendations for establishing a positive writing culture through improved
middle school writing instruction.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
Since entering the field of education, I have been intrigued with how to establish and
maintain a positive and productive culture of writing instruction. From my first years of class
teaching, I noticed the ebbs and flows of writing instruction, the teacher-student interactions,
tensions around prioritizing time for writing and the writing process, and the lack of support for
teachers and the high number of turnover rates, especially in ELA departments. Throughout my
experiences as a secondary ELA teacher, it occurred to me that teacher expectations for writing
instruction were rarely communicated clearly and there was a lack of helpful support systems in
place for teachers. Because administrators were rarely from the ELA department or trained in
ELA or literacy, receiving helpful insights on how lessons could be made more engaging or
effective was difficult.
Additionally, I noticed that ELA classes tended to have higher classroom management
issues than other content areas. Perhaps, these instructional, motivational, and classroom
management issues could be rooted in issues related to culture, writing instruction, and identity
as authors in middle school classrooms. To better understand why the issues surrounding writing
instruction and achievement exist, it is important to understand the culture that influences the
daily instructional decisions and practices.
In my observations of middle school classes while in the doctoral program, I again noticed
that objectives were not set for middle school students during writing instruction by teachers and
the district curricula provided for teachers. Therefore, students appeared to find little academic
purpose or personal meaning in writing assignments, and they were unsure of what was
happening in their ELA classes, which, based on my observations and conversations with
teachers, led to classroom management issues. As someone who has an ELA secondary
1

education background with certification and experience in teaching writing within K-8 education
for eight years on a deeper level, I was curious about teachers’ writing approaches or lack thereof
in teaching middle school ELA.
Purpose and Rationale
The purpose of this qualitative, ethnographically informed case study is to examine the
writing culture of one class and its impacts on writing instruction in a middle school within a
public-school system in the Southeastern United States. Research has shown a correlation
between school culture and academic achievement (Negis-Isik & Gursel, 2013). Over the years,
the importance of writing has gained more attention because of the changes in standardized
testing to include writing samples at all levels of education and writing instruction policies. As a
result, concerns regarding writing instruction were found within middle school classrooms
(Hodges et al., 2019). Of the nation’s eighth graders, 73% are unable to perform proficiently on
writing standardized tests (National Center for Education Statistics [NCES], 2011). Within the
state of Florida, only 54% of eighth graders performed proficiently on the Florida state writing
assessment (Florida Department of Education [FLDOE], 2014). While the overall emphasis on
the testing of writing has increased, and since the early 2000s, moved to more authentic writing
sample tests, explicit writing instruction is an ongoing issue (Kwok et al., 2012).
Due to increased attention to communication through writing, policymakers’ expectations
for developing writing skills are pushed higher and higher. State and national level policies
impact the educational environment and writing culture of schools (Graham, 2018c). Writing
culture can also vary from elementary to middle school which is important to consider even if
schools are within the same district; further, writing instruction cultures can differ based on
school mission statements (Graham, 2018c). With the increased focus towards developing
2

writing skills, middle school teachers should put more effort into writing instruction (Cutler &
Graham, 2008) as students are not receiving the writing education they need or deserve (Graham,
2019).
Over the years, among elementary and secondary preservice teacher preparation courses,
writing has been compacted into a surface level understanding of the practice of writing with a
higher focus on the literature aspect of English Language Arts classes (Morgan & Pytash, 2014).
Understanding the foundational skills in writing instruction gained in elementary grade levels is
not only crucial to the advancement of English Language Arts courses, but it also benefits other
subjects such as science and math (Schmoker, 2018). Research synthesized by Gilbert and
Graham (2010) demonstrates that foundational skills, such as spelling, grammar, and sentence
construction are not present within middle school writing instruction. Based on this data, a
stronger focus on middle school grades and its approach to writing instruction is needed (Howell
et al., 2016). Middle school is also identified as a critical point where many students tend to lose
their footing in academic subjects (Gilbert & Graham, 2010).
The lack of attention on writing instruction from middle school teachers is evident in the
attitudes of the students (Hodges, et al., 2019). Studies have shown a difference in attitudes
regarding writing between middle school students and elementary students, indicating that
elementary students appear to be more engaged with and invested in their writing lessons
compared to middle school students (Graham & Perin, 2007; Hodges et al., 2019).
Research suggests that helpful middle school writing instruction mirrors and builds upon
the implementation of writing workshops, collaborative writing opportunities, consistent
collaborative lesson planning of writing instruction, and writing courses that are offered for the
professional growth of elementary and middle school teachers (Hall & Grisham-Brown, 2011;
3

Myers et al., 2016). In doing so, it can lead to increased writing skills with improved writing
instruction (Gallimore & Goldenberg, 2001; Gill & Hoffman, 2009; Hall & Grisham-Brown,
2011; Myers et al., 2016). Exploring the culture of writing instruction, specifically, exploring
how and why writing instruction practices are present in a middle school ELA class is the focus
of this ethnographically informed case study.
Statement of the Problem
Due to the lack of training, emphasis, and exposure to writing instruction identified in
middle schools, this dissertation addresses how and why writing instruction within middle school
English Language Arts classes have not shown improvement (Graham & Perin, 2007b). Little
research explores the cultures of middle school writing instruction (Hall & Grisham-Brown,
2011; Hodges et al., 2019). Numerous researchers have attempted to explain the reasons why
some middle school teachers do not follow ideal writing instruction practices and have ignored
organizational factors such as the culture of middle school writing instruction (Gilbert &
Graham, 2010).
Graham and Perin (2007) suggest little data are present on what writing instruction looks
like within schools. Additionally, writing instruction looks different among grade levels. The
lack of consistent, effective writing instruction is a problem because students in middle school
and high schools may rarely write something longer than a paragraph (Applebee & Langer,
2006). In most cases, full essays are written only when preparing for standardized writing tests
(Wright et al., 2020).
The lack of implementation of writing instruction leads to less meaningful and less
cognitively loaded activities, therefore resulting in lower levels of motivation in students as they
encounter higher level content without proper preparation (Applebee & Langer, 2006; Dweck &
4

Leggett, 2000). Additionally, writing in middle school requires little analysis and interpretation
from students (Applebee & Langer, 2006). In middle school, writing is a key component to
students’ success through testing, reports, and projects (Graham & Perin, 2007). If writing is not
well-implemented within middle schools, educators are not only hurting students’ academic
achievements in middle school, but also future successes.
Writing is crucial to student learning because it helps retention, fosters learning, and
improves academic success (Bangert-Drowns et al., 2004). Writing is a key skill needed in
today’s world and allows students to become more connected with each other and the world
(Freedman et al., 2016; Graham, 2019). Frequent writing practice, especially in middle schools,
positively impacts student learning and allows for higher levels of engagement between student
and content (Ray et al., 2016). Additionally, writing improves learning in subjects such as
science, social studies, and math (Graham et al., 2020). A lack of goal setting within the
classroom, in addition to the misalignment of instructional tasks, can lead to lower student
academic achievement (Bangert-Drowns et al., 2004). Additionally, if academic discourse and
context do not align between student and teacher, it can interfere with a student’s learning
(Cazden, 1990).
The existing literature tackles middle school writing instruction and the reasons that
middle schools have not adopted more effective writing instruction, but indicates that there is a
gap. This dissertation examines the possibility that those who seek to affect middle school
writing instruction positively and boost writing gains must explore and understand the culture in
which students, teachers, and writing instruction happens, as well as the culture that guides and
influences instructional choices that writing instructors make daily.

5

Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this qualitative, ethnographically informed case study is to examine how
social, psychological, and organizational factors of a culture impact writing instruction and
practice within an English Language Arts (ELA) middle school class. The problem of practice
that this dissertation addresses is how and why writing instruction within middle schools has not
been improving. Through an ethnographically informed case study, an examination of academic
discourse, social learning, and identities and roles within a class can provide contextual insight as
to why issues pertaining to writing instruction in middle schools persist. This study consists of a
series of observations and interviews conducted during the spring semester in one below level
seventh grade ELA class.
Research Questions
Therefore, this ethnographically informed case study is designed to answer one central
qualitative question: What is the culture of writing instruction in one middle school English
Language Arts class? This study aims to answer the following Research Questions (RQ1 and
RQ2):
RQ1: What do the components of writing instruction look like in a middle school class?
RQ2: How does one middle school English Language Arts class exhibit identity, writing
development, and discourse surrounding writing instruction?

Significance of the Study
The significance of this dissertation is in establishing an understanding of how cultural
practices with instruction impact writing practices and creating a solution to improving writing
instruction within middle schools. This dissertation can serve as a reference on how to improve
6

writing instruction in middle schools and how educators might approach writing differently in
their schools.
Definition of Terms
1. Culture: Culture is the “acquired knowledge that people use to interpret experience and
generate social behavior” (Spradley, 2016). Culture, within this dissertation, is defined as
the way people interact with one another (Gill & Boote, 2012).
2. Writing Instruction: Writing instruction can be defined as a part of a social process and
consists of multiple processes, skills, and strategies (Myers et al., 2016). Additionally,
writing instruction could be defined as “providing students with the requisite skills and
psychological processes to perform writing tasks” (Beach et. al, 2016).
3. Writing Practice: The writing skills and activities carried out from writing instruction;
generally, writing practice includes collaboration and providing feedback (Kaniszoglu &
Comert, 2021, p. 295).
4. Writing Workshop: Lime County Public School (pseudonym) defines writing workshop
as a cumulative space for students to independently focus on writing skills, such as
overall argumentative or informative essays, revise and edit essays unassisted, and
collaboratively engage in student-teacher conferences, peer revision, and additional
writing skills based on their writing performance data. Ms. Mitchell (pseudonym), my
participant, defines (Teacher Interview 5, Part 1) writing workshop as created for two
purposes: (a) to prepare for the FSA Writing test and (b) to fill missing skill gaps in
writing (Teacher Interview 5, Part 1). Alternatively and traditionally, Graves (2003)
defines the writing workshop as a block of time devoted to writing a piece for
dissemination through the writing process. Time is set aside for minilessons based on
7

student need, with the bulk of the time reserved for students to actually write, revise, and
edit based on those minilessons. Essential elements of writing workshop include
conferencing, collaborations, teacher modelling, demonstrations of skills through
literature, books, and student samples, and students sharing their work, especially
publicly (Graves, 2003).
5. Literacy: In general, literacy refers to reading and writing processes. “The ability to use
written language” (Ivanic, 1998, p. 57); “the practice of engaging, creating, consuming,
and critiquing with all kinds of multimodal texts (NCTE, 2018); and a “collection of
communicative and sociocultural practices shared among communities” (NCTE, 2019).
6. Identity: Within this dissertation, identity can be defined as “people’s sense of who they
are as humans and as writers but does not automatically carry with it teaching students
about the connotations of social construction... captures the idea of people identifying
simultaneously with a variety of groups” (Ivanic, 1998, p. 11).
7. Discourse: “A culturally recognized way of representing a particular aspect of reality
from a particular ideological perspective” (Ivanic, 1998, p. 17). Within this dissertation, it
is important to note that certain discourse can shape a person’s identity, be it a teacher or
a student. In this dissertation, discourse that focuses on the perceived role of persons as
writers is the focus and can be defined as speech, conversations, and expressions on
writing within the seventh grade ELA class.
8. Higher, Middle, Lower Performing Student: Lime County Public Schools determines
a student’s academic ability based on student’s overall ELA FSA scores, which are the
combined Reading and Writing scores. A student considered higher performing is based
on their FSA score from the previous school year (student scored a four or a five). A
8

student considered middle performing scored a three on the ELA FSA. A student who
scored a one or two on the ELA FSA is considered lower performing.
9.

504 Versus IEP (IDEA) Plan: The 504 plan is a federal civil rights statute that requires
schools who receive federal funding for educational purposes to not discriminate against
children with disabilities (deBettencourt, 2002). With each 504 plan, schools must
provide accommodations for children within their class (deBettencourt, 2002). An IEP
(or IDEA) plan is an essential element that is put into effect per a federal law that governs
all U.S. special education services (deBettencourt, 2002).

10. Title One School: A school where students from low-income families make up at least
40% of the school’s student body. This allows for the school to be eligible to use Title 1
funding to support these students (U.S. Department of Education, 2018).
My Role as the Primary Researcher
As the only researcher gathering data using an ethnographically informed case study, I
worked to identify major assumptions, my reflexivity, and my positionality before beginning
data collection or analysis.
Assumptions
For the purposes of this dissertation, based on Florida’s ELA instructional standards that
teachers are expected to follow to tailor instruction, one should assume that ELA middle school
teachers are responsible for both reading and writing instruction and are following an established
curriculum. Additionally, this dissertation assumes that students within an English Language
Arts middle school class should be able to demonstrate an understanding of basic conventions of
English grammar and usage and demonstrate capitalization, punctuation, and spelling when
writing. As a former secondary educator, my beliefs contradict Florida’s ELA instructional
9

standards regarding the understanding of basic conventions within writing; however, this speaks
to my reflexivity in becoming aware of my instructional beliefs and what was implemented
within my research setting.
Reflexivity
Reflexivity can be defined as “the self as reflexively understood by the person in terms of
her or his biography” and is the awareness of self, particularly the researcher, within the world
(Elliott, 2015). It is important for me to remember that I am present in the class gathering data as
a researcher, and not as a former middle school ELA teacher. To ensure my positionality
throughout this study, I reviewed my goals and expectations within the setting as needed and
referred to my awareness as a researcher within this study (Elliott, 2015). Because I was once a
teacher, I am an advocate for teachers and using this research, will create support for improving
writing instruction within middle schools (Stake, 1995). Within each observational setting, I
intentionally reminded myself of the specific research questions of this dissertation, by
highlighting them at the top of my data collection notebook.
My professional background is as an English Language Arts and Reading teacher for
seven years from fifth to eighth grade. During my time as a teacher, I often combined and
integrated the two subjects, because I believed that writing could and should be implemented
into any content area to strengthen understanding and analysis skills in my class. It is important
to note for the purpose of this study, that Reading and English Language Arts were seen as two
discrete, different subjects that are taught in two separate classes within this public school district
and its administration. Additionally, writing instruction is housed within ELA and is expected to
be taught in courses titled as English Language Arts in middle schools as opposed to Reading
courses.
10

While my personal bias views reading and English Language Arts as subjects that should
be taught in tandem, this school district believes otherwise (FLDOE, 2014). During my time as
an active observer and researcher, I also had to push aside my personal views as a former teacher
and view the ELA schedule as separate subjects. Within this district, separate Reading courses in
middle school are largely devoted to remedial efforts and are viewed as the subject where
reading skills such as comprehension, the understanding of the main idea, identifying supporting
details of the main idea, determining theme, and analyzing character development are the main
components of the reading class (FLDOE, 2014). The English Language Arts curriculum for
middle schoolers within this district focuses on Reading and Writing and thus requires students
to demonstrate understanding of the foundational skills in writing, and in the genres of
arguments, informative, and narrative texts in response to a topic (FLDOE, 2014).
Delimitations
Given the nature of the timeline, one middle school teacher’s class was the focus across
16 days, which consisted of two additional days for interviews and member checking sessions
for a total of 18 days for data collection. Additionally, choosing to focus on a novice teacher who
held a temporary teaching certification delimits the data and scope of this topic and does not
speak to the entirety of issues found within middle school ELA classrooms.
Summary
The present study utilizes an ethnographically informed case study approach to collect
and analyze qualitative data, including teacher and administrator interviews, observations, and
cultural artifacts, in one seventh grade middle school class. This study focused on a below-grade
level seventh grade class within an urban middle school within a public school system in the
Southeastern United States. The following chapter provides the related research literature, while
11

Chapter Three outlines the methodology for data collection and analysis. Chapter Four provides
the analysis of results, and Chapter Five summarizes and discusses findings, implications and
limitations within this study, and recommendations for future research.
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW
This ethnographically informed case study sought to examine how social, psychological,
and organizational factors of a culture impact writing instruction and practice within a middle
school class. A prominent culture of writing practice in a school leads to better teacher
instruction and positive beliefs surrounding writing and its instruction (Buehl & Beck, 2015).
However, the culture of middle school writing instruction to date is not known for supporting
effective instructional practice that positively impact the culture of writing, student learning, and
teacher instruction. While reform in writing instruction calls for more time, writing-focused
curriculum, and direct writing instruction itself, there is little evidence that suggests that the
instructional practices used in middle school writing have improved (Hodges et al., 2019).
Research suggests that teachers consider the social and psychological aspects of writing
within the culture of the class, especially within a middle school setting. Many students are not
receiving the writing skills they need to be successful citizens today (Graham, 2019). Challenges
in writing can result in students failing to realize their educational, occupational, and personal
potential (Harris et al., 2009). Students who receive inadequate writing instruction and who are
missing basic writing elements, such as sentence and paragraph writing, are unable to make gains
in writing skills (Beach et. al, 2016). Graham’s (2019) review of 28 studies indicates that current
writing instruction is not sufficient. This chapter will further discuss the factors of writing
instruction, what writing instruction looks like in middle school, identities as writers, and the
theoretical frameworks of writing within this dissertation.
Factors of Writing Instruction
Writing instruction allows students to think deeper in all content areas (Schmoker, 2018).
Effective writing instruction enables students to write for a purpose and an audience, show
13

ownership of their writing, and work collaboratively within all academic subjects (Graham &
Sandmel, 2011). Writing is a process of meaning making and emphasizes communication for an
authentic purpose (Bruning & Horn, 2000). Writing instruction is an institutionally supported
cultural practice (Tolchinsky, 2006), which is crucial to understanding the different elements of
instruction to properly implement writing, debunk writing myths, and overcome internal biases
teachers may have towards writing to benefit students.
Process Writing Approach
The predominant approach to writing instruction in K-12 schools has switched from a
product approach in which the focus was on the content’s mechanics and grammar to a process
writing approach (Harris et al., 2009). While the writing process is recursive, rather than linear
(Strech, 1994), the process writing approach consists of five reiterative stages: prewriting,
drafting, revising, editing, and publishing, and is consistently agreed upon as best practice.
Goldstein and Carr (1996) define the writing process approach in which writers make multiple
decisions:
“Process writing” refers to a broad range of strategies that include pre-writing
activities, such as defining audience, using a variety of resources, planning the
writing, as well as drafting and revising. These activities, collectively referred to
as “process-oriented instruction,” approach writing as problem solving.” (p. 1).
The process approach allows students to see writing as a process to make meaning and
utilize self-expression (Harris et al., 2009). While this approach may take longer, it ensures that
students are reflecting and communicating as real authors, with not only teachers, but also with a
larger audience that includes their peers (Bruning & Horn, 2000).
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The writing process or process writing consists of four factors: skills, knowledge,
strategies, and motivation to write, all of which are pertinent for students to become proficient
writers (Graham &Harris, 2009). Students should be able to develop writing skills such as
spelling and grammar (Vue et al., 2016). Knowledge is an essential part of a student’s writing
development and can help students in navigating the processes of writing (Saddler & Graham,
2007). Motivation in writing can be compartmentalized into four components: self-efficacy
beliefs, goal orientations, interests, and attributions for outcomes (Troia et al., 2012). Studies of
students’ efficacies in writing skills, writing tasks, and self-regulation of student strategies for
writing showed a positive correlation with student writing performance (Vue et al., 2016). By
integrating these four factors, students will be able to improve text production, development of
ideas, and their quality of writing (Graham & Perin, 2007a; Graham & Sandmel, 2011).
Feedback in Writing
Another crucial factor of writing instruction is feedback (Graham, 2018b). Feedback
allows students to enhance their writing skills, knowledge, and motivations through guidance and
questions of clarity provided by their teacher (DiYanni & Borst, 2020; Graham, 2018b).
Instructional feedback can also help students focus on the task of writing; it allows for students
to be stronger, more confident writers (Hattie & Temperly, 2007). Students need specific and
timely feedback that is responsive as opposed to correction of their writing (DiYanni & Borst,
2020). Writing is considered a social practice, especially as feedback from teachers and
colleagues allows for a community of writers within the classroom; the collaborative nature of a
community of writers also enables conversation and interaction among students and teachers
(Graham, 2018b). When a teacher is without the knowledge of process writing instruction, the
result is little to no culture of writing within middle school class (Harward et al., 2014).
15

Therefore, the lack of a writing culture can result in the belief that the product takes
precedent, and that writing process itself is not beneficial to a students’ academic success
(Harward et al., 2014). Pajares (1992) defines knowledge as the possession of schemata,
constructs, and information around a topic. Therefore, if a teacher is not knowledgeable in the
writing process and related strategies, their absence of writing instruction disallows a
communicative and social learning environment that should be present within the writing culture
of a middle school class.
Writing Workshop
DiYanni and Borst (2020) assert that students learn to write first, and then they write to
learn; writing and learning inform one another and are reciprocal. Graves (1985, p.193),
emphasizes, “Writing is a social act.” The writing workshop is an instructional framework that
supports students’ growth as writers (National Council of Teachers of English [NCTE], n.d.) and
is an approach that encourages students to become more immersed with their writing by using
their own topics and taking ownership of their work (Calkins, 1994). Fletcher and Portalupi
(2001) defines writing as “the skill of writing down particular words, in a particular order, to
create particular effects” (P.1). These authors also affirm that the writing workshop creates an
environment for students to acquire and build on their writing skills that allows them to see
themselves as writers within the classroom (Fletcher & Portalupi, 2001).
While Murray (1968) initially framed writing process into three stages: prewriting,
writing, and rewriting, Graves (1985) expanded the writing process into five stages: prewriting,
drafting, revising, editing, and publishing. Graves (1985) argues that writing should allow the
choice of topic, feedback from teachers and peers, stimulating learning environment,
independent time to write, and a class community of authors that allow for vulnerability.
16

Calkins (1994) and Atwell (1987) delve further into the writing process and expand into
processes within the writing workshop and implementation of minilessons to develop writing
skills. The writing workshop strategy relies on social learning theory; therefore, writing
workshops in middle schools should also consider the students’ social and emotional needs
(Atwell, 1987). Within a middle school writing workshop, teachers should regulate student
writing behaviors by intervening and modelling the writing process and demonstrate teacher
expertise by directing students’ writing products (Taylor, 2000). Calkins (1994) explains that
within a writing workshop, there should be skills taught within that context of what students are
writing and there should be high input from both student and teacher. Within a writing
workshop, the following components are generally expected (Atwell, 1987; Calkins, 1994;
Graves, 1983):
(a) Minilessons are administered in a whole group at the beginning of class and focus on
a small, focused skill, based on student need, such as use of commas to set off
appositives, the practice of using transitions to include elaborations, replacing weak
verbs with power verbs, or how to structure and write a thesis statement.
(b) Independent writing where students are working on their writing piece, following the
writing process, usually of their chosen topic. Teacher support as well as
collaborative avenues are provided throughout this time.
(c) Conferences between student and teacher to generate focus, promote writing growth,
provide assistance, motivate students to generate meaning, and allow a space to talk
about their writing should occur. Teachers may also pull small groups of students
with similar writing needs for additional minilessons.
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(d) Peer review among students, providing feedback on each other’s writing, is part of
the process to motivate students and improve student writing through clarification.
(e) A time and space is expected for students to share their work and celebrate their
writing pieces. Published works should also be celebrated and displayed.
The effectiveness of a writing workshop hinges on the teachers willingness to share and
talk through their own writing, model vulnerability by writing alongside their students, and make
mistakes with their students (Graves, 1985). Teachers should not be center of the writing
workshop, rather, they should be guides and models for their students (Fletcher & Portalupi,
2001). For writing workshops to be impactful, Graves (1985) also states that allowing oral
rehearsal of student writing with a partner can clarify thoughts, reveal mistakes in their writing,
encourage students to self-edit, and engage more fully in academic discourse as authors. Last,
Graves (1985) states that a sense of community is imperative because without a supportive
community, students will not benefit from oral rehearsal or collaboration with colleagues.
Writing workshops should include time for students to conference with their teacher and
perhaps a partner to identify strengths and weaknesses about their writing piece (Graves, 1985).
Calkins (1994) believes that writing workshops should be modeled after art studios and research
labs that engage students in the process by watching, demonstrating, and giving out pointers.
Furthermore, teachers of writing should consider writing a process, not a product to be assessed
(Murray, 1968).
Writing Instruction in Middle Schools
A disconnect in writing instruction between what teachers know and what they can do,
how schools and their curriculums emphasize on writing, and what researchers suggest
contribute to the issues present in writing instruction within middle schools (Wright et al., 2020).
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Middle school teachers focus more on preparing students for the state writing sample test,
therefore, denying students opportunities to engage in writing with meaningful purpose (Wright
et al., 2020). It is important to understand the cultural context in which teachers are attempting to
implement writing instruction. In both elementary and middle schools, teachers often do not
consider writing a priority because they feel unprepared to teach these skills to their students
(Cutler & Graham 2008; Harward et al., 2014). Regardless of improvements in writing
curriculums and professional developments regarding writing instruction, a notably apathetic
approach to writing from many middle school teachers is still present.
Previous researchers who have studied this topic have attempted to explain the low levels
of achievement in middle school writing in several ways. Studies have shown that middle school
writing instruction often lack the challenges of higher levels of cognitive demands, goal setting
within classes, and understanding that writing should be a form of communication between
students and teachers (Bangert- Drowns et al., 2004; Grisham & Wolsey, 2007a). This line of
research concluded that low achievement in middle school subjects are reflective of the research
regarding the issues of writing instruction within middle school classrooms.
By the time students enter middle school, the autonomy of allowing students to choose
writing topics appears to recede and focuses more on content-area writing with assigned prompts
in order to learn specific skills in preparation for high school and college writing tasks (Wright et
al., 2020). In middle school, a more intense focus on analytical writing, such as argumentative
and explanatory essays, demands that students learn how to write an evidence-based or textbased essay on a given topic to prepare for standardized scoring (Fang et al., 2020). However,
Schleppegrell (2004) asserts that if lexical and grammatical development does not align with
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school expectations, then students will be at risk of not meeting writing demands of their grade
level.
Over the years, countless efforts to reform writing instruction and writing curriculum
demand increased focus on the approaches of the teachers who implement writing instruction
and those who do not, especially in middle school classes (Harward et. Al, 2014). Teachers and
parents say they value writing; however, Hodges and colleagues (2019) found negative feelings
surrounding the implementation of writing instruction that stems from lack of practice,
professional development, and low self- efficacies (Hodges et al., 2019). Hodges and colleagues
(2019) demonstrated that the quality of preparation and professional development make a
significant difference in effective outcomes of writing instruction in K-6 classrooms (Harward et
al., 2014). However, many middle school teachers appear stagnant in terms of their writing
instruction, as researchers found that ineffective teachers also do not incorporate the social nature
of writing instruction within their classes (Graham & Perin, 2007b). Middle school teachers
recently reported that the lack of writing instruction preparation in teacher education programs,
the lack of time devoted to writing in their classes, weak curriculum support, and their own
stagnant personal writing skills are related to students’ writing instructional needs not being met
(Graham et al., 2017). In a vibrant writing culture which includes collaborative planning, social
writing practices, and overall writing workshop approaches, middle school writing instruction
can improve in the long term. Therefore, this study focuses on the occurrences within one class
as well as interviews with the seventh grade teacher of writing in an effort to reveal how the
culture of writing instruction impacts the practices, processes, and perhaps products, within one
middle school class.
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Factors Impacting Overall Middle School Instruction
To better describe the influence of culture in writing instruction in middle schools, one
should understand the general issues found within middle school instruction. Middle school
teachers are either primarily prepared to teach the content (secondary certification) or to teach
children (elementary certification) but are rarely prepared to teach the unique developmental
needs of middle school students with increasingly challenging content (Cooney, 2000). Unlike
elementary schools, most middle schools do not have consistent common planning times which
impacts the quality of instructional planning and delivery within the classroom (Mertens &
Flowers, 2003). Some research has revealed that middle school teachers often do not receive the
type of preparation needed to fully address the developmental and learning needs for middle
school students (Mertens et al., 2002). Middle school teachers should consider these
developmental factors, because if educators do not consider their students and how they identify,
they are hurting their students’ academic progressions (Englert, 1992). Furthermore, while
studies suggest that 50% of middle school teachers implement writing to deepen student
knowledge, students with disabilities are still struggling to write due to lack of focus on
foundational writing skills in middle school (Berninger et al., 2015; Graham et al., 2014; Ray et
al., 2016). Due to these factors contributing to issues in middle school instruction, a further
exploration of what writing instruction looks like in the middle school as well as the culture of
writing can add to the research and help describe the cultural influences on writing instruction.
Writing Through a Cultural Lens
School culture is among the important factors that play a role within school efficacy and
success (Negis-Isik & Gursel, 2013), however, little research has been found regarding the
culture of writing instruction in middle schools. Culture is the “acquired knowledge that people
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use to interpret experience and generate social behavior” (Spradley, 2016). Culture influences the
way that people interact with one another (Gill & Boote, 2012). Gill and Boote (2012) also
explain that the beliefs, values, and motivations demonstrated by teachers are the byproduct of
the culture present and not the culture itself.
Cultural factors such as home and school literacy cultures also influence how specific
types of writing are formed within a school setting (Heath, 1983; Purves, 1996; Sribner & Cole,
1981 as cited in Lapp & Fisher, 2017, p. 326). Students should have a social context in which
they learn how to write (Beach et al., 2016). Through a cultural lens, middle school students and
teachers were observed in the ways that they collaborate with one another and how both teachers
and students interact with writing instruction.
As a result of poor training and exposure to writing instruction, middle school teachers do
not know how to develop curriculums catered to their students; there are social, emotional,
cognitive, and moral developmental factors that should also be considered (Howell et al., 2016).
One study found that half of the intuitions among 45 states that offer teacher preparation
programs do not offer courses specific to middle level education (Howell et al., 2016). Kiuhara
and colleagues (2009) found that 60% of teachers did not use evidence-based writing instruction
practices. Not having a general understanding of what writing methodology and practice should
look like impacts all students, including those with learning disabilities (Englert, 1992) and
students who are English Language Learners (Kwok, 2016). An overwhelmingly substantial
number of teachers have negative perceptions of students who are English Language Learners
(Lucas et al., 2015) and of students with learning disabilities (Kiely et al., 2015). Teachers must
not assume that students fit under one umbrella as this could also hinder the roles and discourse
that students assume within the class (Woodard & Kline, 2016). The roles, norms, and the
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community of young authors and writing within the classroom were observed to describe how
the culture of writing instruction Influences what middle school students learn about writing
(Beach et al., 2016). How teachers and students identify themselves as writers are also a result of
the writing culture present within schools and how writing instruction is enacted within middle
school ELA classrooms.
Identities as Writers
Given the definition of identity as a writer, it is important to consider the multiple
dimensions of how a teacher or student may identify themselves within the scope of writing
instruction. Ivanic (1998) asserts three components of a writer’s identity: the autobiographical
self, the discoursal self, and the self as an author. The autobiographical self is the part of the
identity which is shaped by a person’s social and discoursal background (Ivanic, 1998). The next
component, the discoursal self, of the writer’s identity can be shaped by the person’s values and
beliefs through a social context. Ivanic (1998) notes that the writer may convey themselves
within their writing. The last component, self as author, is the identity piece in which writers see
themselves as authors, to whatever capacity that may be (Ivanic, 1998). The upcoming sections
will further discuss the identities of the teacher and student as writers.
Teachers’ Identities as Writers
The way a teacher perceives him or herself as a writer also has an impact on how students
interact with and experience writing instruction (Hodges et al., 2019). Middle school teachers
should be ready to teach writing within the class, and if they do not identify themselves as
writers, it can severely impact student achievement (Hodges et al., 2019; Morgan & Pytash,
2014). It is important to consider that teachers’ own identities as writing instructors can impact
how students perform and identify themselves within a writing class (Myers et al., 2016). Class
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practices stem from teachers’ beliefs and skills which are rooted in culture (Rietdijk et al., 2018).
Social scholars define identity through a sociocultural lens as an “ongoing social process of selfmaking in conjunction with others through interactions” and entail elements or aspects that relate
to culture (Bartlett, 2005; 2007). Identity consists of socially shared meanings (Bartlett, 2005).
A lack of teacher’s own implementation of writing instruction can hinder the teacher’s
identity as a writer and influence what instruction and practice looks like in the classroom
(Morgan & Pytash, 2014). A teacher’s identity could be developed through cultural artifacts
necessary to the progression of literacy (Bartlett, 2005; 2007). For example, a teacher who
identifies themselves as a writer becomes a model for their students and can demonstrate social
interactions among classmates, how to approach overcoming mistakes, and use think aloud
strategies to help overcome difficult concepts within writing (Hall et al., 2010). Studies show
that because of teachers’ exposure to positive experiences as writers in their K-12 education or in
their preparation program, teachers have been more encouraging in practice and promote social
processes in writing (Hall, 2016; Morgan & Pytash, 2014). However, not all teachers have had
positive experiences and thus, the result is reflected in many classes.
Beliefs can be shaped from past experiences and impact how we present current actions
(Pajares, 1992). Studies show differences of opinion on writing instruction between those who
are considered high implementers and low implementers of writing within the classroom
(Harward et al., 2014). Differences between elementary and middle school teacher beliefs
surrounding writing instruction has contributed to the major distinctions seen across ELA
classrooms, especially in middle schools (Grisham & Wolsey, 2011). Teachers’ writing beliefs
also attributes to how well and how often a subject is taught (Hall, 2016). Teachers’ beliefs in
writing instruction should be reflected with the following: correct writing, explicit instruction,
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and natural learning (Graham et al., 2002; Rietdijk et al., 2018). Middle school teachers’ beliefs
will then impact how a teacher presents writing instruction; the language, actions, and discourse
would also be impacted by the teachers’ beliefs about instruction. Some studies show a teachers’
beliefs impact the outcome of a students’ writing (De Smedt et al., 2016; Ritchey et al., 2015).
Contributors to these differences in practice are teachers’ experiences as students in writing
courses and their exposure to writing methods courses in their preservice training as
undergraduate students (Harward et al., 2014).
Moreover, Graham and Perin’s (2007b) meta-analysis on writing instruction found that
effective writing teachers dedicate time to writing and writing instruction, involve different
genres of writing over time, treat writing as a process, engage students in thoughtful, meaningful
writing activities, model, explain, and provide guided assistance, exhibit enthusiasm about
writing, create a positive learning environment, set high writing expectations for students, and
adapt writing instruction to meet the needs of their students.
Grisham and Wolsey (2011) define teachers as either high or low implementers of
writing instruction. High implementers of writing instruction are defined as effective writing
teachers who enact positive experiences with writing and see value in writing instruction. Low
implementers would be those who did not see value in writing instruction, had little to no
positive writing experiences, engaged in negative experiences, and did not fully implement the
practice of writing process within their classrooms. Morgan and Pytash (2014) offer one
explanation of how teachers land on this continuum from high to low implementers; how
teachers approach their present writing instruction is often linked to the teachers’ past
experiences as students themselves, which shape how they view writing and writing instruction.
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Writing self-efficacy has been linked with teachers’ writing performance and teacher
beliefs about how to teach writing (Graham et al., 2001; Pajares, Johnson, & Usher, 2007).
Additionally, Bandura (1977) asserts that if teachers do not expect literacy instruction to be
successful because of their self-efficacy, then teachers are less likely to put forth effort into
instructional planning and delivery of content. No doubt, through the lens of Grisham and
Wolsey (2011), these teachers would be viewed as low implementers of writing instruction. As
mentioned previously, many middle school teachers lack exposure to writing courses or had
negative experiences early on with writing instruction. Research has shown that poor writing
instruction within middle schools is a result of lower self-efficacies from teachers regarding
writing and lack of proper training in preservice teaching programs (Gilbert & Graham, 2010;
Hodges et al., 2019). As a result, middle school teachers who have not had enough positive
exposures to feel efficacious do not implement writing instruction, thereby impacting the writing
culture and identities of middle school students as writers.
Students’ Identities as Writers
Teacher beliefs, attitudes, and instruction in writing can impact student identity as a
writer (Hodges et al., 2019). If a student’s teacher feels that writing is important and a part of
everyday life, then students within that class will likely feel the same (Frager, 1994). The role of
context and culture in writing development underlies as a sociocultural perspective to the ways
that writers develop practices and identities over time (Woodard & Kline, 2016). Building an
identity means that students can see themselves in a certain social space, in this case, an ELA
class (Johnston, 2004, p. 23). As pertinent as it is for teachers to have an identity as a writer to
teach effectively, it is equally important for students to develop identities as writers within the
class to maintain motivation and feel efficacious enough to write effectively (Traux, 2018). A
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key component of functioning writing instruction is how one identifies as a writer (Frager, 1994).
It is crucial that educators build on students’ existing capacities as writers as it helps them
develop a sense of self and who they are as a person within the world (Creely, 2020). Developing
an identity as a writer helps students create a sense of authority and ownership of their writing
and helps raise awareness of how writing is key to academic and professional developments
(Park, 2013).
If a student does not form an identity as a writer, it can result in a lack of motivation to
write, with many students falling into a fixed mindset when it comes to writing (Traux, 2018). If
students think of themselves as such poor writers, then they often become frustrated and avoid
writing altogether (Traux, 2018). One way in which students can maintain their motivation and
confidence to write is through constructive feedback and self-assessment (Hattie & Temperly,
2007; Traux, 2018; Williamson, 2020). Through objective and constructive feedback and
knowing one’s strengths and weaknesses, students’ writing motivations as writers are then
enhanced by growth mindset and willingness to continue writing effectively (Traux, 2018;
Williamson, 2020).
Furthermore, culturally aware teachers understand varying grammars and languages
present, especially for multilingual speakers (Woodard & Kline, 2016). Woodard and Kline
(2016) use the example that if a Black student is constantly told by her European Caucasian
teacher that her spoken or written language is simply incorrect, without consideration of her
native tongue, the result is often students losing motivation to write and diffusing academic
progress. A student’s identity could be interpreted in different ways and the process of becoming
an identifiable person and learning as a writer can mesh with one another (Wortham, 2006).
Because middle school students are at a critical stage for developing personal and social
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identities within writing, teachers should consider these identities when implementing writing
instruction (Johnston, 2004). The concept of a culture of writing in relation to a student’s identity
can provide teachers and researchers with a better understanding of how to positively influence
students’ cognitive and academic development using a sociocultural lens (Gallimore &
Goldenberg, 2001).
Theoretical Framework
This study used a qualitative, ethnographically informed case study approach with the
lens of two theoretical frameworks. Throughout the study, both the Cognitive Process Theory
and Vygotsky’s (1978) Sociocultural Theory of writing will be utilized to describe how the
culture of writing instruction might influence the culture of writing and what middle school
students learn about writing. Writing involves complex cognitive, physical, and social processes
(Myers et al., 2016). Vygotskian theory suggests that higher cognitive processes are learned in
social interactions with more knowledgeable users who model the process and then talk about the
process (Englert, 1992). Writing is not just a cognitive process, but also a social and cultural one
(Woodard & Kline, 2016).
Cognitive Process Theory of Writing
Writing is viewed as a complex system of cognitive processes (Hodges, 2017). The
cognitive process theory is based on the ideologies that authors should go through thinking
processes, compose required goal setting, and create both macro and micro goals to complete
writing tasks (Flowers & Hayes, 1981). The lack of motivation seen in middle school students
also contributed to the lack of cognitively demanding activities that require analysis and critical
thinking (Wright et al., 2020). Psychologically, the lack of motivation toward writing instruction
from middle school students is a result of policies, curriculums, and testing requirements
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(Hodges et al., 2019). Middle school students show low levels of motivation, especially
regarding their self-efficacy in writing activities such as moving their ideas into words,
describing their ideas, and continuing to write even when it is difficult (Bruning et al., 2013).
If teachers do not have the academically appropriate curriculum and are having to
produce their own curriculum, it does not allow much time or room for teachers to create higher
level curricula within class (Gilbert & Graham, 2010). If students do not find a purpose to write,
then motivation to participate and engage is completely disregarded (Bruning et al., 2013).
Therefore, setting goals for writing is crucial to promoting a stronger culture of writing
instruction (Bangert-Drowns et al., 2004).
Hodges (2017) states that cognitive processes allow for good writers to understand their
audience, their purpose for writing, and their own goals for writing. Graham (2006) also claims
that cognitive processes such as external influences in writing, planning, and goal setting for
writing tasks have had an impact on writing composition. In providing writers with these
parameters, a level of understanding from students about the purpose of writing will ensure
motivation for writing (Hodges, 2017). Growing cognitive capabilities allows for students to
shift from knowledge-telling to knowledge-transforming and provides students the ability to use
information to accomplish purposes for writing (Bruning & Horn, 2000). Writing then becomes a
form of conversation and communication which Bruning and Horn (2000) say often results in
students becoming motivated writers as they can interact with one another.
Sociocultural Theory of Writing
Vygotsky’s sociocultural theory (1978) has demonstrated how the teacher has an impact
on the learning process of writing instruction (Traux, 2018). A sociocultural perspective accounts
for and attempts to understand the impact of culture and the difference of cultural groups
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(Englert et al., 2006). Prior (2006) writes “sociocultural studies of schooling sought to describe
not only how writing is used and learned in school but also how school writing is located in
larger and deeper currents of sociocultural practice.” (p. 55).
The sociocultural approach to writing ensures that writing instruction is meaningful and
provides for real-world applications beyond the classroom (Perry, 2012). Looking through
Vygotsky’s lens was appropriate for this study as different settings (in this case, demographics,
or social setting of the school) can have an impact on the culture of writing practice. Cazden
(1988) also uses Vygotskian theory to support the notion that peer-led and small-group activities
are productive for students in their writing practice and discourse.
Sociocultural theory argues for viewing writing as a mode for social action, not simply a
means of communication (Prior, 2006). Writing is teaching and learning through social contexts
(Myers et al., 2016). Social interactions within classrooms constitute a key context for the
development of literacy practices (Bartlett, 2007). Social relationships in the culture of writing
are salient as “literacy practices are more usefully understood as existing in the relationships
between people, within groups and communities, rather than a set of properties residing in
individuals” (Perry, 2012). Practices in literacy have more meaning if they are embedded within
social goals and cultural practices (Perry, 2012).
Through the sociocultural lens, the ideology that writing is a social practice and should be
treated as such is supported (Myers et al., 2016). If teachers do not allow students to grow as
writers through social processes, the development of writing practice will continue to hinder
progress and only hurt students of all academic abilities (Englert, 1992; Kwok, 2016). The
sociocultural perspective of the writing process works to allow teachers to understand and
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leverage the different ways in which people communicate and make meaning to improve writing
instruction (Perry, 2012).
The sociocultural theory states that writing is beyond the classroom as it prioritizes the
interaction between teachers and peers, allows for student writing to occur, and presents contexts
to include prior knowledge (Hodges, 2017). Even though writing appears to be an individual
practice, the roots of writing stem from social interactions through thoughts, words, and actions
(Englert et al., 2006). The social practice of literacy can help to describe what types of
knowledge are needed for effective literacy practice (Perry, 2012).
The following chapter provides a full description of the research design and
methodology, while Chapter Four presents the analysis of findings within this study. Chapter
Five summarizes and discusses findings, implications and limitations within this study, and
recommendations for future research..
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CHAPTER THREE: RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY
Introduction
This chapter describes the methodology used to explore the research questions in this
ethnographically informed case study to (1) understand what teacher beliefs, teacher discourse,
and practices regarding writing instruction looks like in one seventh grade middle school class,
and (2) to understand how a student’s identity and discourse and the writing process surrounding
writing instruction contributes to the culture of writing within this seventh grade ELA class. The
study consisted of observations, interviews, and collection of cultural artifacts such as student
work samples, student scores, and lesson plans. This chapter includes six sections: Research
questions, Research design, Participant recruitment and sampling, Context of the research
setting, Data collection and procedures, and Data analysis.
Research Questions
The central research question for this study was: What is the culture of writing instruction
in one seventh grade ELA class? To this end, the study aims to answer the following Research
Questions (RQ1 and RQ2):
RQ1: What do the components of writing instruction look like in a middle school class?
RQ2: How does one middle school English Language Arts class exhibit identity, writing
development, and discourse surrounding writing instruction?
Research Design
Since this study is focused on understanding how the social, psychological, and
organizational factors of a culture impact writing instruction, an ethnographically informed case
study is best suited for this research. Qualitative researchers are interested in the analysis of the
fine details of behavior and meaning in every social interaction (Dyson & Genishi, 2005).
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Limitations in previous research (Frank & Uy, 2004) have highlighted the need for further
research within ethnographic approaches to writing instruction in class such as class discourse.
Creswell (2016) described ethnography as an approach that includes description and
interpretation of a cultural, social group, or system. Because of stagnation of writing instruction
in middle schools (Hodges et al., 2016), examining the culture within a class at a middle school
holds the possibility of contributing to a better understanding of how the practices may be related
to the present issue of poor writing performance in middle school grades. Ethnography does not
simply imply a collection of data, but it insists on participation with others in establishing
knowledge and meaning through social interactions over time (Pryor, 2004). An
ethnographically informed approach to the case study, therefore, can provide insights and related
understandings of how observations of writing instruction, student responses, writing and
curricular artifacts, and student and teacher discourse in one middle school ELA class contributes
to the culture of writing instruction. Utilizing an ethnographically informed case study approach
allows for the study to draw on the rich context of writing instruction within a shorter amount of
time (Parker-Jenkins, 2016).
An ethnographic approach to the case study informs this research in terms of examining
writing instruction and its implementation. Utilizing this methodology may establish an
understanding in the language, practices, and value of writing among students, teachers, and any
administrators in this seventh grade ELA class. By using this ethnographically informed
methodological approach, this research study can consider the ways that “historical and political
forces behind these parameters determine language, modalities, and norms of use for institutions
of formal education” (Heath et al., 2008, p. 17). An ethnographically informed approach within
this one middle school ELA class provides more insights on how particular discourse may affect
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instruction, be central to the social practices, and to understanding how talk within the class
forms structure (Frank & Uy, 2014). It is also important to note that ethnography focuses on
what is happening within the setting as opposed to what is not happening (Heath et al., 2008),
which is another reason to frame this study as an ethnographically informed case study.
Therefore, the researcher tried to anticipate the possibility that writing instruction may not occur
within the setting, further posing a possible limitation of observations of writing instruction.
Depending on what is occurring in the class instead, the researcher created an avenue to pivot the
analysis and reflection.
Within this ethnographically informed approach, this case study involves the study of one
case over time within a real-life context or setting through in-depth data collection utilizing
multiple sources of information such as observations, interviews, and documents (Yin, 2014).
Case studies allow for analyses of what is happening and processes of education (Dyson &
Genishi, 2005) and ‘how things get done’ (Stake 2008, p. 444). Teaching and learning are
complex social happenings and understanding them as such is the grand purpose of qualitative
case studies (Dyson & Genishi, 2005). Additionally, a case study is intended to focus on a
particular issue in an intensive analysis of a single unit “bounded by space and time” (Hancock
& Algozzine, 2011; Noor, 2008, p.1602). Within this context, an ethnographically informed and
instrumental case study will allow for the researcher to conduct an in-depth exploration of
understanding writing instruction within one middle school ELA class (Stake, 2008).
This research is framed as an ethnographically informed case study, rather than a pure
ethnography, because its scope is limited to participatory observations and data collection of one
middle school ELA class which seeks to understand writing instruction through a cultural lens.
Due to time limits of the dissertation, the research’s timeline was unable to commit to an
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ethnography, yet the ethnographically informed case study still allowed for the study to reach
saturation of the data. Using the ethnographically informed case study approach invites an
exploration of the culture of writing instruction over an extended period of time, until saturation,
within the natural setting of one seventh grade ELA class.
Recruitment and Participant Sampling
This section will explain the setting, recruitment, and participant selection as well as the
context of the study, including a brief overview of this study’s participant, the teacher of writing.
Setting
This study took place in one middle school seventh grade English Language Arts (ELA)
class. The geographical area within this school district is demographically diverse and represents
the historical and political forces that have influenced the education agenda within these schools.
A seventh grade class was chosen because this grade contains many data points to tease out
possible reasons why the standardized tests of eighth graders are not scoring at proficient levels
(NCES, 2011). Because seventh grade is the middle grade in middle schools as well as the grade
prior to eighth, a seventh grade class holds the opportunity to provide salient insights as to why
low writing test scores persist for eighth grade and how the culture of writing instruction may
impact practice.
Participant
Before the start of data collection, I obtained IRB approval from both the university (see
Appendix A) and the school district (see Appendix B). Once the public school district approved
the IRB, I contacted middle school principals zoned in District Three explaining my study and
purpose. Only one middle school principal responded indicating interest in my study and
therefore was selected to participate in my research. Additionally, after meeting with Plant
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Middle School’s (pseudonym) administration team to further explain my study, expectations, and
research goals, a seventh grade ELA teacher in his/her early years who has been teaching for 0-5
years was suggested to me who met the criteria. By choosing a teacher in his/her early years of
experience in teaching writing, the research data could provide insights about the culture of
writing and the implementation of writing instruction. A nascent teacher can also demonstrate
the recent educational training provided from either their teacher preparation program and/or
through training provided by their district. As approved in the dissertation proposal, the ELA
teacher selected did not need to be traditionally certified, nor did they need to have a professional
certificate within the state of Florida. However, even if the selected teacher had possessed a
temporary teaching certificate (valid for one to three years), they would be in consideration of
this study. For the purposes of the study as approved in the proposal, the qualifying teacher did
not need to go through a traditional teacher preparation program.
The principal of Plant Middle School suggested Ms. Mitchell (pseudonym) as she
believed she would be a good fit for my study based on the research criteria. Additionally, Ms.
Mitchell was chosen for this study because she was the only teacher who met the inclusion
criteria and indicated interest. Ms. Mitchell currently holds a temporary teaching certificate in 612 English Education. She identifies as female and as a Black woman from Brooklyn, New
York, and Jamaica. She earned a Bachelor’s degree in English Literature, a Master’s in
Secondary Education, as well as another Master’s in Theological Studies. Ms. Mitchell has three
years of teaching experience. At the time of the study implementation, she taught two grade
levels: sixth and seventh grade.
Ms. Mitchell joined Plant Middle School’s staff in the previous year in February 2021 as
a substitute teacher for the rest of the year as the teacher she was covering was out due to
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maternity leave. When one seventh grade teacher quit earlier in the current school year, Ms.
Mitchell was asked to return in mid fall semester 2021. Even though Ms. Mitchell is a dual-prep
(two grade levels) teacher, she is only required to attend one grade level planning session. She
attends the sixth grade lesson planning meetings, since the seventh grade team meets during her
lunch break. Based on interview responses, Ms. Mitchell reported that she was not provided with
any professional development or trainings on writing instruction or writing workshops as a part
of writing instruction at the beginning of her teaching career. She has not received any training
throughout her time as teacher from the school district or from any school in which she has been
employed since.
Ms. Mitchell described herself as a teacher who is passionate, organized, and impartial
(Teacher Interview 3). Furthermore, she is a published author who believes in the power of
writing through “liberation” (Teacher Interview 5, Part 1) in that students should have the
“freedom of thought” and “expression” (Teacher Interview 1). Ms. Mitchell is “all about social
emotional development incorporated into English” (Teacher Interview 5, Part 2).
As a published author herself, Ms. Mitchell believes that an educational background in
English Literature is essential for teachers to have a passion for writing, “it [passion] simply
won’t exist” (Teacher Interview 5, Part 2). Furthermore, she feels that administration should also
have an educational background in English Literature; without this background, it makes it
difficult for Ms. Mitchell to see her assessing administrators as instructional leaders, “I feel that
having someone above me that has a background in English would [pause]- they would be able
to validate what I think they would be able to see through the façade and validate the importance
in the lessons,” Teacher Interview 5, Part 1).
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Throughout my conservations and member checking sessions, Ms. Mitchell stated that
she does not believe in “teaching to the test “and feels that writing should be taught beyond
preparation for standardized testing. To her, writing should also encompass the practice of
preparing students to communicate effectively in writing beyond K-12 education and into the
real world. Ms. Mitchell initially revealed that she believes that her students should use her as a
resource and a guide as opposed to someone with definitive answers. She strives to create a
classroom environment where her students utilize the resources she curates and makes available,
the positive examples of writing to follow, and the explicit steps incorporated into the class
writing assignments instead of always asking their teacher for help.
Context of Research Setting
In any case study, understanding the context of the research setting is crucial to the
overall understanding of the data and themes that arise. Through these contexts, the researcher
can make meaning of the interactions and create interpretations of the case I am building (Dyson
& Genishi, 2005). Contexts for this study are broken into four components: the school,
curriculum, Florida State Assessment, and the class.
School Context
Plant Middle School is a relatively large Title One school within a public school district
in the Southeastern United States. Their mission is to “create enriching and diverse pathways that
lead students to success” (Redacted, 2021). In line with its district’s vision statement, Plant’s
vision statement is “To ensure every student has a promising and successful future” (Redacted,
2021). Plant Middle has 936 students enrolled, of which 316 students are in seventh grade.
Within the state of Florida, 51% of middle school students performed proficiently on the FSA
ELA. Of middle school students, 50% performed proficiently on the FSA ELA within the school
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district where the selected school data collection took place. At Plant Middle, 31% of its students
performed at or above the proficiency level for reading (Redacted, 2021). Plant Middle School is
diverse with 68% of its population consisting of Hispanic students, 20% are Black, 8% are
White, and 3% are Asian students (Redacted, 2021). In Plant Middle School, 16% of its students
are ELLs (English Language Learners) and 10% of its students are ESE (Exceptional Student
Education) (Redacted, 2021).
According to Ms. Miller, the Testing Coordinator at Plant Middle, seventh grade is
historically the weakest team of teachers according to Plant Mock writing test scores, literacy
data based on I-Ready (a district funded online program for students to practice reading and math
skills), and academic performance. I also wrote in my field notes that the seventh grade team has
the highest teacher turnover rates. Due to this history, Ms. Miller works closely with the seventh
grade team to coordinate lesson planning and provide resources to boost writing scores for the
team. While Ms. Miller is officially listed as an ELA teacher on Plant Middle School’s website,
she takes on the roles as a Testing Coordinator, Title I Compliance Officer, and acts as a kind of
literacy coach providing consistent writing support for ELA teachers. For the purposes of this
study, I will refer to her as the Testing Coordinator.
Contextual understanding on Plant Middle’s writing performance is equally important.
Plant Middle School’s seventh grade mean score on the Writing portion of the 2019 FSA were as
follows:
(a) 2 out of 4 in the category, “Purpose, Focus, and Organization”;
(b) 2 out of 4 in the category, “Evidence and Elaboration”; and
(c) 1 out of 2 in the category, “Conventions” (FSA Assessments, 2022).
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Likewise, in the state of Florida and in Lime County, the seventh grade averages in the Writing
portion of the 2019 FSA were as follows:
(a) 2 out of 4 in the category, “Purpose, Focus, and Organization”;
(b) 2 out of 4 in the category, “Evidence and Elaboration”; and
(c) 2 out of 2 in the category “Conventions” (FSA Assessments, 2022).
In the 2020-2021 school year, Plant Middle School saw only a 4% increase from their
previous school year (Redacted, 2021). To promote academic growth from the prior school year,
Plant Middle implemented a schoolwide literacy plan in this current school year. (Redacted,
2021). One of the steps toward improving literacy (reading and writing) achievement is the
Viking Period. Plant Middle has created an additional time set aside for select students to receive
additional support in either math, reading, or writing, depending on the upcoming testing
schedule to prep for test score improvement. Instructional coaches and teachers, in addition to
their normal ELA teachers, are assigned students to work one-on-one during this additional 30minute block that is carved out the first period block on Tuesdays and Thursdays.
Another strategy for improving standardized test scores that Plant Middle School takes
great pride in is administering a mock writing test that is usually twice a school year. This year,
Plant Middle School’s improvement plan included three mock writing tests: one in the fall, one
in the winter, and one in the early spring. Ms. Miller, the school’s testing coordinator, shared
with me that on their most recent mock writing test administered in February, 54 of 282 (19 %)
seventh grade students scored a 0 out of 10. A zero score indicates that these essays were either
incomplete, blank, or could not be scored because the essay was off topic. Of Plant Middle
School’s seventh graders, 88% did not score at a proficient level of 7 out of 10. Of Ms.
Mitchell’s overall seventh grade students, 96% of her students did not perform proficiently on
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the most recent mock writing test. Unfortunately, I was unable to obtain these latest mock
writing scores for the third period class. To maximize instructional time, students were given 90
minutes to write for this mock test, as opposed to the regular 120 minutes given on the actual
writing assessment.
Prior to each mock writing test, teachers hosted two-week, writing workshops in each
ELA class period. During the writing workshops preparing for the actual FSA Writing test,
writing boot camps were held on Saturday by Plant Middle School where the least proficient
writers were encouraged to attend and focus on either how to write an argumentative or
informative essay. My participant, Ms. Mitchell, mentioned that none of her students from her
third period class attended the writing bootcamp.
The prepared writing workshops were provided by the school district’s middle school
literacy team and distributed via an online portal for Lime County teachers to access throughout
the school year. Ms. Mitchell would follow and use these workshops during her ELA class but
would add her own touch by addressing her students’ overall needs regarding writing by
including step-by-step instructions and examples within her assignments and creating
PowerPoint slides for students’ reference. After UCF and Lime School District IRB approvals
and selection of the teacher and class period, my data collection process began on the second day
of the two-week writing workshop designed to prepare students for their upcoming Florida State
Assessment Writing Test.
Curriculum Context
A major component of practicing for the FSA Writing test are two-week writing
workshops at the end of each quarter. These writing workshops are created and provided by the
school district’s secondary literacy team. The writing workshop is intended to be a cumulative
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task to practice on specific skills taught throughout the quarter (Cultural Artifact: Middle School
Writing Plan Overview Video). Lime County School’s Secondary Literacy Department defines
writing instruction as instruction to “guide students into proficiency in the academic
requirements of the essay prior to asking them to consider the creative aspects” (Cultural
Artifact: Middle School Writing Plan Overview Video). As my observations began in Quarter 4
of the school year, the district and school’s expectations are for teachers to engage in a writing
workshop that focused on student areas of growth in writing based on their data on writing
abilities. It is encouraged to use the curriculum and resources provided by the district with
fidelity.
In Quarter 1 of the school year, teachers were expected to focus on the following writing
skills: unpacking the prompt, establish a purpose for reading, read and mark the text, organize
evidence, create a thesis statement, create a topic sentence, and write academic paragraphs
(Cultural Artifact: Middle School Writing Plan Overview). Based on the overview, direct
instructions for introductions and conclusions will begin in Quarter 3.
In Quarter 2, teachers were expected by the district? School? To focus on argumentative
academic writing and build on writing counterclaims, a skill that students begin to learn in
seventh grade. Writing skills that should also be practiced in Quarter 2 are creating topic
sentences, creating a thesis statement, academic paragraphs, organizing evidence, elaboration,
and counterclaims. It is important to note that writing a topic sentence and writing a thesis
statement are different within this context. A culminating eight day writer’s workshop is
introduced in this quarter where the district encourage students to work on their essays
independently with embedded support by their teacher. Students should also be revising and
editing their essays as teachers are encouraged to hold student conferences on their works in
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progress during the writing workshop. In the overview video, Lime County’s Secondary Literacy
Team discusses that students are expected to focus on academic writing prior to practicing how
to open and close their essays creatively.
In Quarter 3, teachers are encouraged to focus on writing skills such as introductions,
conclusions, and elaborations. This quarter should focus on both argumentative and informative
elaborations. Teachers should use student writing data to provide differentiated instruction and
mock essays should be embedded for students to practice providing feedback and targeting
student writing deficiencies. The Secondary Literacy Team suggests working to perfect the
creative aspects of the essay such as writing an introduction including a hook. There should be
timely and targeted feedback to ensure student growth. Within the third quarter writing
workshop, students should be exposed to exemplary essays and experience cold reads so that
they are able to practice responding to FSA writing prompts and to experience a complete cycle
of practice prior to the FSA Writing test. A cold read is explained as the practice of students
reading the passage set for the prompt without the teacher teaching the central idea, the key
points, or providing any scaffolded questions to help students better understand the text. Students
should also practice pacing and using their time wisely during the standardized test and
demonstrate self-editing, peer edit essays, and engage in teacher conferences regarding their
student writing abilities. The Secondary Literacy Team provided differentiated lesson plans and
practice for students of varying levels, including ELL or students with exceptionalities, for their
thesis statements, claims, evidence, and elaboration.
In Quarter 4, after the FSA Writing test was complete, the district’s materials encourage
teachers to focus on narrative or research writing and students can practice their creative writing
skills. In this final quarter, teachers are encouraged to incorporate a standards-based literature
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circle, and to create a narrative writing piece imitating point of view, style, or themes within the
novel.
Florida State Assessment Context
Since the timing of my observations ended up overlapping with the required state
standardized test, it is also important to note the context and breakdown of the Florida State
Assessment (FSA) Writing test and how it is scored. Within the FSA scope, the term “ELA” is
used when referring to the combined Reading and Writing assessment score (FSA: Test
Development, 2019). Writing is referred to when addressing the text-based writing task (FSA:
Test Development, 2019). The writing items on the FSA are not included in the item count for
the ELA test (FSA: Test Development: 2019) which implies that the FSA Writing test does not
hold a heavy weight on the FSA ELA test. Teacher beliefs on the FSA will be discussed further
in Chapter Four.
According to the FSA Test Design Summary and Blueprint for seventh grade, the writing
component of the FSA contributes 10 raw points to the overall FSA ELA. The total raw score
could not be disclosed; however, the highest scale score on the ELA assessment is 397. It is
important for the reader to note that the scale score is the weighted score based on questions
answered correctly based on level of difficulty. On the overall ELA assessment, student scale
scores are broken into five achievement levels and is scored from 1-5. The testing materials state
that the raw score should not be taken into consideration when examining the student’s overall
performance on the ELA test (Test Design Summary and Blueprint: English Language Arts,
2016). The FSA Reading portion is not scored using a percent correct method; rather, the FSA
utilizes a pattern scoring method in which students will get more credit for answering a more
difficult question correctly than a less difficult question (Test Design Summary and Blueprint:
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English Language Arts, 2016). As a result of this FSA Scoring, no definite percentage of a
student’s scale score is derived from the FSA ELA Writing component (Test Design Summary
and Blueprint: English Language Arts, 2016). This context is especially important to note as it
played a major factor in the teaching approaches to best practice in writing and how class
assignment procedures were conducted.
Usually given during spring semester in seventh grade, the FSA Writing test is conducted
on a laptop or computer; however, students are given a scrap paper to plan their writing on.
Students without accommodations (i.e., ELL students or students who do not have an IEP or 504
plan that need additional time) have two hours to read a set of three reading passages and write
either an argumentative or informative essay based on a prompt given to the students. All
seventh grade students across the entire state are given the same topic and prompt, and are
expected to not discuss the test and its contents after taking the assessment.
Writing scores are calculated based on a rubric (refer to Appendix C) that is shared with
both students and teachers to reference to throughout the year prior to the test. This also allows
teachers to have a sense of how to guide instruction and to inform students of the subcategories
of which they are being evaluated. The writing score, out of a total of 10, is broken into three
analytic categories: Purpose, Focus, and Organization (4 possible points); Evidence and
Elaboration (4 possible points); and Conventions (2 possible points).
Class Context
Middle school students in LCPS usually have a schedule of seven classes or courses with
almost all courses ability grouped across the whole grade level per class period. All classes are
grouped based on the year prior’s FSA Reading state assessment scores and determined by the
Assistant Principal of Instruction (API) and the grade level guidance counselor. In order to have
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real-world applications to today’s ELA writing instruction, one of the inclusion criterions
required that the class for my observation was diverse in race, gender, and intellectual abilities.
Additionally, this study observed one class period with lower performing students. Lower
performing students are categorized as those who score a 1 or 2 out of 5 on the statewide reading
assessment. These students normally perform one or more grade levels below their grade level.
Focusing on lower performing classes allowed this ethnographic case study to observe and
analyze a range of discourse and interactions between teacher and student and student to student.
This class context also allowed for insight on instructional practices and discourse with students
who are ELLs or with students identified as having an exceptionality, such as a learning
disability.
Ms. Mitchell’s seventh grade third period class was selected for this study, because this
group of students met the inclusion criteria regarding diversity and because she was only teacher
who responded to the principal’s query. Ms. Mitchell’s class consisted of 20 students, 13 females
and 7 males. There are five students who have an IEP or a 504 plan in this third period class and
three are ELL students. While only three students are identified by the district as official ELL
students, a majority of students’ first language was Spanish who struggled to read and/or write at
a proficient level in English. There are 5 Black students, 14 Hispanic students, 1 Caucasian
student, and 1 student labeled as “Other race/ethnicity” in Ms. Mitchell’s third period class.
During the first week of my observations, Ms. Mitchell desks were arranged in single file
rows from the front to the back of the classroom (refer to Appendix D for classroom layout). In
the second week and onward, she maintained the single file row setup, but grouped her desks so
that there were approximately 12 desks in the back of the classroom with the remainder of the
desks in the front. Students are aware of the division in the desks. To ensure students understood
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the demarcation of student desks, a walking gap for traffic flow separated the two groups. At the
beginning of each class, Ms. Mitchell would remind her students of where they should be (front
or back) and why (if they were ahead in terms of writing completion, they would be in the back,
if they needed additional assistance, students would be in the front). Ms. Mitchell told me she
grouped her desks in this way to help her differentiate between students who were behind on
their assignments or writing tasks and those students who were up to date in terms of
instructional pacing. Ms. Mitchell’s decision on grouping her students was based on completion
of their assignments, not on their potential, proficiency, or motivation. This layout, remaining for
the five weeks of my observation, also helped Ms. Mitchell to know which directions, pertaining
to the assignment, she should provide for each group of students.
Ms. Mitchell’s desk was placed in the front left corner of the classroom away from the
door or near the door. Situated behind her were a whiteboard, a Smartboard, and two additional
whiteboards that posted directions, the agenda of the day, and a motivational quote that would be
posted for students to read and refer to as they entered the class as well as during the class.
Motivational quotes would change weekly for students as Ms. Mitchell strongly believes that
students need to hear and see motivational inspirations to help guide them as “developing
people”.
As Ms. Mitchell teaches both sixth and seventh grade classes, she attends the sixth grade
planning meetings, and does not attend the seventh grade planning meetings, since this meeting
is during her lunch break. In previous years, the entire ELA department across all middle school
grade levels met, yet these larger meetings did not happen this school year. In an interview, Ms.
Mitchell stated that she does not find value in the planning meetings with her teammates, largely
because these meetings do not count towards her earning a professional teaching certificate. Ms.
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Mitchell is working to earn her professional teaching certificate, since she is alternatively
certified with a temporary teaching certificate.
Data Collection and Procedures
My active participant observations were conducted in Ms. Mitchell’s ELA third period
seventh grade class over a span of five weeks. Observations occurred three days a week on
varying days to provide observations of instructional modes and procedures. Member checking
sessions with Ms. Mitchell occurred weekly to clarify and contextualize occurrences within the
class. I was able to observe both sixth and seventh grade PLCs since Ms. Mitchell taught both
grades. Yet, with many PLCs either cancelled due to testing, testing preparation, or teacher
absences, I observed only one PLC meeting for sixth and one for seventh grade
After my first observations of this seventh grade class, I began informally interviewing
students at random throughout the duration of my data collection to gain more insight on their
writing practice and beliefs regarding writing instruction. As an additional data point, I also
collected cultural artifacts, such as student writing samples, writing lesson plans, district
provided writing curriculum and videos, and individual or aggregated student essay scores on
their most recent mock writing test. A table of the different date sets and its purpose is included
to provide clarity on the data collection process (see Table 1 below).
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Table 1. Data Collected and Purpose

Data
Member Checking Sessions (Formal and
Informal)

•
•

•

Purpose
Interviews, or member checking sessions,
were used to answer both research
questions.
Informal interviews were held during
observations for points of clarification.
Follow-up interviews were held once a
week after coding and analysis of data for
further points of clarification.
Both formal and informal interviews were
useful in providing clarity of what
occurred in the class and why without
leaving room for assumptions.

Observations

•

Observations were conducted three times
a week to address both research questions.
This provided insight on the discourse,
actions, and engagement within a class
regarding writing instruction. Field notes
were also used to document observations
and used as a method of reflection.

Cultural Artifacts

•

Cultural artifacts such as lesson plans,
student writing samples, student group
work, and student assessments such as
essays, were collected from a total of six
different students of varying academic
performance to provide insight on the
effectiveness of writing instruction.

To ensure variation and validity across the observations, I did not observe or member
check on the same days throughout the duration of my data collection. The days highlighted in
yellow below in Tables 2 and 3 indicate the participant observations days I was in Ms. Mitchell’s
third period class, for 16 observation days (of the total 18) across the multiple week
ethnographically informed case study. Due to scheduling conflicts on the part of Ms. Mitchell or
my work schedule, I observed only one Friday class during my data collection process. The
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following overview of observation visits for March and April 2022 show the ongoing
observations that were made to reach saturation (see Table 2 for March and Table 3 for April
below).
Table 2. Overview of Observation Visits in March 2022
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Table 3. Overview of Observation Visits in April 2022
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Each observational period began with taking field notes on my laptop with each research
question clearly visible at the top of every page in my field notes to provide focus and to
corroborate my data collected with my research questions. My research questions were also
color-coded on a separate notecard to guarantee that my purpose was forefront and related to the
data. Additionally, to ensure that I was completely addressing RQ1, I wrote the components of
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that question on a different notecard for reference. During the observations, I recorded field notes
audio recordings to ensure accuracy of notes and reflections during the data collection process.
Informal interviews with students were also held in class for any points of clarification and
understanding of student approaches and practices regarding writing instruction. These
interviews were similar in nature to my member checking sessions with Ms. Mitchell in that I
gained insight on both students’ beliefs and teacher’s writing instruction as well as how each
approach writing practice. During many points throughout the in-class participant observations,
if students sought help from me, I would work with either small groups of students or with
students one-on-one to assist while also generating more of their student discourse regarding
writing, writing instruction, and their thinking processes.
After observations were conducted, audio recordings and field notes from the
observations would be transcribed each week, and then coded initially to create member
checking questions with Ms. Mitchell for additions and clarifications. At the end of each week, I
created weekly analysis through conceptual memos that were written to reflect on my thoughts,
findings, and connections between the weeks of observations and interviews. Each week, these
conceptual memos were reviewed and further fleshed out in conjunction with the dissertation
chair, including discussions and analysis regarding initial coding for themes held over Zoom
each week.
Data Analysis
The researcher’s purpose is not only to organize data, but to create insights and meaning
from it (Dyson & Genishi, 2005). Through the social interactions, contexts, and experiences
during the data collection process, codes of various themes rise to create the whole picture within
this case study. The central research question for this dissertation is: what is the culture of
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writing instruction in one middle school English Language Arts class? To help answer the central
question, analysis was broken into focusing on two Research Questions: (RQ1) What do the
components of writing instruction look like in one middle school class?, and (RQ2) How does
one middle school English Language Arts class exhibit identity, writing development, and
discourse surrounding writing instruction? The table below represents the process of data
analysis for this dissertation:
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Table 4. Data Analysis Process

Step 1
- Observe class
- Transcribe
- Code transcriptions and document content analysis

Step 2
- Conduct member checking sessions with teacher
- Transcribe member checking sessions
- Code member checking sessions

Step 3
- Write weekly conceptual memos (triangulation starts Week 2)
- Confer with Chair (weekly)
- Repeat Steps 1-3

Step 4
- Once I reached saturation, I reread all transcriptions, field notes, conceptual memos, and documents collected
- Trianagulate data and finalize themes and overarching pattern of culture

For both research questions, I first used an open coding method (Dyson & Genishi, 2005)
while transcribing and reading my field notes, re-reading transcriptions, along with the collection
of weekly cultural artifacts from a total of six students of varying academic performance to note
any reoccurring patterns of teacher or student behavior, phrases, or strategies. These six students
were chosen as they were the students most open to talking to me in class and met the criteria I
was looking for regarding student data collection.
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Formal interviews, which will be referred to as member checking sessions within this
dissertation, consisted of semi-structured questions (refer to Appendix E for member checking
protocols) to allow for room for open conversation, ensure validity and accuracy of interpreted
data, and create trustworthiness with the participant (Stake, 1995). Member checking sessions
also allowed for the researcher to gain more insight on the participant’s lived experiences and
cross check data (Candela, 2019; Stake, 1995; Yin, 2014). Additionally, member checking
sessions were used as a space for reflection for my participant (Candela, 2019). Themes were not
determined a priori, however, triangulation helped determine emerging themes while reviewing
and analyzing the data (Atkinson & Hammersley, 1998; Stake, 2005). Weekly consultations with
my dissertation chair were used as a reflective space to unpack and reflect on emergent themes I
noticed during my observations, conversations, and cultural artifacts and how they related to my
research questions. The weekly conceptual memos reflect the themes from each week and the
researcher’s own positionality during data collection (see Appendix F for each of the five weeks
of finalized conceptual memos). Additional transcripts and field notes are available on request
per the researcher.
Research Question One
RQ1: What do the components of writing instruction look like in one middle school class?
To answer RQ1, I first transcribed audio recordings of my class observations and lesson
planning meetings, as an initial stage of analysis. After transcribing, I used the open code method
(Dyson & Genishi, 2005) to search for reoccurring words, patterns of language, and actions to
help create questions for weekly member checking sessions with Ms. Mitchell. After each
member checking session, I would transcribe and open code the transcriptions to find
connections between my field notes, member checking sessions, and cultural artifacts. After
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triangulating the weekly data, I wrote conceptual memos to reflect on my thoughts, connections,
and findings. The weekly conceptual memos also contained emerging themes from that week’s
data collection.
Week by week, through consultation with my dissertation chair, we discussed when the
data collection process might arrive at data saturation (Heath et al., 2008). At the end of Week 5,
we agreed that with the instructional focus in Ms. Mitchell’s class shifted from writing
instruction to preparation for the FSA Reading test and with persistent questions answered, the
data collection process for this study was fulfilled. Once the entire data collection process was
complete, I reread the totality of transcriptions, field notes, cultural artifacts, and conceptual
memos to establish themes and patterns to answer RQ1. To ensure that I was completely
addressing this research question, I wrote the components of that question on a notecard for
reference. RQ1 entailed the teacher’s discourse, and practices such as strategies, techniques, and
accommodations within Ms. Mitchell’s third period class. I printed out all my collected data and
coded RQ1 in blue highlights, categorizing the words, phrases, and patterns of behavior that
would eventually emerge into the themes that arose during my collection period.
Research Question Two
RQ2: How does one middle school ELA class exhibit identity, writing development, and
discourse surrounding writing instruction?
My analysis process for RQ2 followed the same protocol as the analysis process for RQ1.
As I delved deeper into the data collection and analysis process for this research question, I
found myself wondering about the differences between these two research questions. After I
finished rereading my collected data, I realized that distinct differences existed between the two.
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The second Research Question addresses the Ms. Mitchell’s identity and her students’ identity as
writers demonstrated during my participant observations.
RQ2 highlights identities as writers, their writing process, and student discourse, as it
further demonstrates the culture of writing instruction within one seventh grade ELA class.
Words, phrases, and patterns of behaviors were coded in green highlighting for RQ2 during the
rereading and analysis stage which revisited all data collected. Then, those highlighted words,
phrases, and behaviors were organized into themes that became apparent during the data analysis
stage. Additional themes arose during the last coding stage of data analysis. The final resulting
themes analyzed across both research questions will be presented as findings in Chapter Four.
Later, Chapter Five summarizes and discusses findings, implications and limitations within this
study, and recommendations for future research..
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CHAPTER FOUR: ANALYSIS OF FINDINGS
Introduction
The purpose of this qualitative, ethnographically informed case study was to examine the
social, psychological, and organizational factors that contribute to the culture of writing in a
middle school ELA class. The findings presented in this chapter include the analysis of results
from observation, interview, and cultural artifact data to: (a) determine what the components of
writing instruction look like in one middle school class and (b) understand how the middle
school class exhibits identity, writing development, and discourse surrounding writing
instruction. Numerous codes and themes surfaced during weekly write-ups of reflective
conceptual memos.
Research Question One
Research Question 1 focused on the components of writing instruction in Ms. Mitchell’s
seventh grade, third period, ELA class. This research question, “what do the components of
writing instruction look like in one middle school class?” included examination of Ms. Mitchell’s
teaching practices such as strategies, techniques, and accommodations surrounding writing
instruction. While many codes emerged during the data analysis, five key themes, supported by
substantial evidence, emerged throughout the five week period with Ms. Mitchell.
Theme 1: Understanding of Writing Instruction
The initial theme that surfaced during my data analysis was the understanding of writing
instruction in Ms. Mitchell’s class. As I read and reread the district materials, the team planning
meeting transcripts, interview transcripts, and field notes in terms of definitions and the
occurrences of writing instruction, I observed inconsistencies among the district level materials
disseminated through the Lime County Secondary Literacy Team, the Plant Middle School
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Testing Coordinator, and Ms. Mitchell’s approaches to implementing writing instruction. Parts of
these inconsistencies may stem from each entity’s goals, most of which are in direct response to
boosting the writing scores of the lowest third of the seventh grade student population within
Plant Middle School. When asked about the teaching techniques and writing strategies that the
administration provided for her, Ms. Mitchell said they have given teachers many ideas, but “the
main thing they have been leading with strongly is [sic] groupings. They [administration] want
to see children working in groups and so forth.” (Teacher Interview 3).
The inconsistent ideas regarding evidence-based writing instruction were first
demonstrated during my seventh grade lesson planning meeting, when Ms. Garcia, another
seventh grade teacher, asked the Testing Coordinator to identify the most impactful strategy for
writing (Seventh Grade Lesson Planning Observation, Week 1). Mr. Smith, the Instructional
Coach, and Ms. Brown, the ELA Department’s Assessing Administrator and Assistant Principal,
both felt that students’ understanding of the rubric and reviewing “good and bad essays” were
impactful in writing (Seventh Grade Lesson Planning Observation, Week 1). Ms. Miller, the
Testing Coordinator, and Ms. Mitchell, on the other hand, stated that the best approach to
teaching writing is planning, including an outline of what will be written in an essay. I observed
Ms. Mitchell creating a Google doc with seven tables for students to essentially plan their entire
essay, breaking the writing into smaller and more digestible steps. Ms. Mitchell and the literacy
team could agree on planning as a priority for writing instruction. She commented on the value
of this planning document where “everything is tiered” (Teacher Interview 2) and allows for
“differentiation” (Teacher Interview 2) for students.
However, in a different interview, Ms. Mitchell stated that she believed the most effective
writing strategy for her students is understanding the structure of the essay. The structure of an
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essay was implied within the Google doc with these headings: 1) Deconstruct the prompt 2)
Thesis statement 3) Introduction 4) Body paragraph #1 5) Body paragraph #2 6) Conclusion 7)
Putting your paragraphs together (refer to Appendix G). Yet, over the five week period, I did not
observe a demonstration of the structure of an essay or a reference to a prior lesson on the
structure. Additionally, during my observations, I did not observe Ms. Mitchell’s writing
instruction including the display of any anchor charts for students within her classroom or her
referencing the resources on Canvas about the structure of an essay. The next theme further
explores the understandings of writing workshop and how these perceptions contribute to the
culture of writing instruction.
Sub-Theme 1: Preparing for the FSA Writing Test
In the first few days of my observations, Ms. Mitchell told me that she did not agree with
“teaching to the test.” She also said, “I don’t use the FSA as a tool for education” (Teacher
Interview, 2). She believes that the writing test holds a great deal of weight in proportion to each
student’s overall ELA score on the FSA. Contrary to Ms. Mitchell’s beliefs concerning the FSA
Writing test scores, the Testing Coordinator, Ms. Miller, mentioned in our member checking
session that the minimal focus on writing instruction from administration was due to the writing
portion not “counting for much and we don’t know the breakdown for FSA testing (this year).”
Her reminders of the upcoming FSA writing test also were reminders of the value of
writing as it pertained to the FSA, “…does everyone understand this [writing] is not just busy
work, I want you guys to attack this because this is preparation, preparation, preparation,”
(Classroom Observation, Day 1), and “You are getting ready for this [FSA]. Understand you’re
not sixth graders, you’re seventh graders. It is expected that you know how to write a hook,”
(Classroom Observation, Day 9). Ms. Mitchell expressed to me after Day 8 of our observations
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that she felt pressure from administration regarding the FSA Writing test scores. In this same
conversation, she felt that her students did not care much for the FSA, and therefore, did not care
much for writing. She told me her reminders were also why she constantly needed to discuss the
FSA as well as why writing was important (Classroom Observation Field Notes, Day 8).
Perhaps, the pressure of her students not writing proficiently felt higher as a result of the
different perspectives of writing instruction between Ms. Mitchell, Plant Middle’s
administration, and Lime County’s Secondary Literacy Team.
Additionally, the Testing Coordinator explained that focus on writing practice occurs in
“waves” and as the FSA Writing test approached, focus on writing practice increased (Testing
Coordinator Interview). These “waves” may explain the differences in understanding of writing
instruction as my five-week observational period coincided with one of the most focused
“waves” of the school year on writing. Ms. Mitchell’s beliefs in approaches in preparing for the
FSA ELA test feed into her understanding of implementing the writing workshop. The next
theme further explores the understanding of evidence-based practice of the writing workshop and
how it contributes to the culture of writing instruction.
Theme 2: Understanding of the Writing Workshop
The previous theme was derived from my analysis of data and relates to the perceived
understanding of writing instruction observed in this middle school ELA class. Evidence based
practices (Atwell, 1978; Calkins, 2005; Graves,1985) in writing instruction have been studied to
grow effective writers, not necessarily in terms of test preparation.
During the first week of my observations, all students in Ms. Mitchell’s class worked on
one prompt that was provided by the school district to be used during their writing workshop
time.
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Lime County’s understanding of writing workshop time appears to be based on a linear practice
of revision after feedback and practice of writing skills. Within this dissertation, I will be
referring to the writing workshop as defined by Lime County’s Secondary Literacy Team. Ms.
Mitchell’s understanding of the writing workshop is as a timeframe to prepare for a standardized
writing test is different from the historical origins of writing workshop (Calkins, 2016; Routman,
2005). Ms. Mitchell shared with me that she believes writing workshops to be a “deviation”
(Teacher Interview 5, Part 2) from her lessons in that the writing workshop’s major focus is on
“teaching to the test” in preparation for standardized testing (Teacher Interview 5, Part 2). Based
on my conversations with Ms. Mitchell, she views small groups within the writing workshop to
be an “interruption,” because “they’re [students] still going to behave the way they behave in the
small group, you will only get a 1% difference [in writing performance].” (Teacher Interview 5,
Part 1).
Throughout the duration of the district’s writing workshop time enacted the two weeks
before the FSA test, Ms. Mitchell focused, not on targeting, developing, or differentiating skills
through revision, but working toward completion of an essay on one prompt. I observed Ms.
Mitchell concentrating on student effort put into the completion of assignments and maintaining
classroom management, “If you’re talking, you’re not working,” (Classroom Observation, Day
2), “Be able to make it work and get to work,” (Classroom Observation, Day 5), and “I just want
you to sit up… I’m not telling you if it’s correct. I want to see you do your work and I will
correct it when I’m grading” (Classroom Observation, Day 6).
I did not observe techniques of implementing writing support for students during the
district’s writing workshop time within the classroom. District materials provided three different
scaffolds designed for students with varying writing proficiencies for different levels of writing
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proficiency (labelled A, B, and C) to practice during the writing workshop through the district
created Middle School Writing Plan. These scaffolds provided sentence stems, introduction and
conclusion checklists, as well as teacher scripts on how to guide conversations on writing
practice based on the levels of student writing proficiency. Students had access to the sentence
stems and scaffolds uploaded on Canvas, the online web course for Ms. Mitchell’s students. I did
not observe Ms. Mitchell make references or utilize the resources on Canvas when working with
her students who were struggling during writing development, especially during their
introduction stage. Instead, Ms. Mitchell divided the group into two groups based on effort: those
completed with the effort and those still working to complete a seven table Google doc
assignment associated with the prompt. These two themes related to the understanding of writing
instruction and of the district’s writing workshop contribute to the upcoming theme of Ms.
Mitchell’s confidence in her students’ abilities as writers
Theme 3: Confidence in Students’ Writing Ability
Throughout the data collection process and my analysis of the data, the theme of Ms.
Mitchell’s confidence in her students’ writing ability surfaced. On my seventh day of conducting
observations and three days prior to the FSA Writing sample test, Ms. Mitchell expressed that
she wants to be an impactful teacher for her students because she wants to instill confidence in
their lives (Class Observation Field Notes Day 7). While Ms. Mitchell incorporates weekly, selfquoted positive affirmations such as, “The two greatest gifts to bestow a student is [sic] a
microscope and a telescope!!! Both will send the student on an adventure to learn all that they
are, and most importantly, who they are meant to be.” While she plays inspirational songs, such
as “Rise Up” by Andra Day at the end of the week for her students, Ms. Mitchell does not
believe that most of her students have the writing capabilities to perform proficiently on the
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upcoming high stakes test. In my second member checking session with Ms. Mitchell, she
expressed that her students do not like to write. In our third session, she explained that her
students do not put in the effort to practice writing: “They’re not even trying to do it” (Teacher
Interview, 3). When it comes to writing, Ms. Mitchell feels that her students do not want to
accept that “challenge half the time. Kids will read before they have to write. That (writing)
means they’re requesting more energy and effort from their brain” (Teacher Interview 5, Part 2).
In the beginning of my observations, Ms. Mitchell insisted that her seventh grade
students use a story hook (students were instructed to hook the reader with either a personal
anecdote or fictional story) for their informative essay introduction, but when many of her
students were unable to use this strategy, she told students to use a quote, fact, or question
method as their hook, “I had a feeling they would end up wanting to tell a whole story like the
three little bears... I realized that they’re not in a place to be able to do that type of hook... so
that’s why I had to take it a notch down, because they just couldn’t grasp the concept of
storytelling” (Teacher Interview, 2).
I considered this theme of confidence when I observed Ms. Mitchell’s belief of her
students lacking writing capabilities to be mostly internal, since she was careful to encourage
students, tell them they could be successful with lots of effort, and she never demonstrated her
lack of confidence to them through her actions or instruction in her class. However, her beliefs
seem to transfer into Ms. Mitchell’s practice of “spoon feeding” (Teacher Interview 1) her
seventh graders the means to complete an assignment containing practice of the writing process.
For the purposes of this dissertation, when I refer to Ms. Mitchell’s “internal beliefs,” I am
referring to Ms. Mitchell internal feelings about her students’ writing capabilities. In the first
week of observations conducted, Ms. Mitchell asked students to partner with a classmate and
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work on deconstructing the testing prompt; however, she then said, “Okay, we’re not going to
work as teams, because I can already see how this is going to work out” (Classroom Observation,
Day 1). Ms. Mitchell proceeded with her lesson to deconstruct the prompt in a whole group
format, without most of her students following along actively.
Much of Ms. Mitchell’s “layering” (Teacher Interview 1) of information was usually
conducted with the whole group, without student interaction or engagement as evidenced by their
actively following along or practicing different writing strategies (writing the thesis statement,
the hook, or ordering the evidence). I noticed that Ms. Mitchell would give a verbal reminder to
break down the different components of writing an essay as opposed to demonstrating and
modeling alongside students on writing their introduction, body paragraph, or supporting details.
This theme was demonstrated in the first two weeks while students were working on their essay
in preparation for the FSA Writing test:
“Alright, now once I know what the topic is, step two is telling you, you have to
write the thesis statement. So, step two is your topic. I built this central idea, main
idea topic, whatever you want to call it. Here’s the topic. Here are the two reasons
I found and I didn’t get to my words, they would create higher confidence they
would decrease this concern. Now the last part is the third step. I combined this
and this to create this final statement. If you guys haven’t noticed, there’s this
thing right there it says example. So, if you’re having a difficult time, here’s an
example. Here’s the example. Here’s the final result. Here it is. I will leave it
here.” (Class Observation, Day 3).
The theme of confidence in her students’ writing abilities was also demonstrated on my
fifth day of class observations. While looking over students’ work as they were working or
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waiting for her, Ms. Mitchell stated “in elaboration, I would simply explain the benefits of how a
student might be able to focus in one class, if it’s single gender versus co-ed based on the
evidence from the text...Once you do that, I would suggest you go back up here. And the second
supporting idea is … there it is” (Class Observation, Day 5). During the first three weeks of my
observations, which was also the implementation of the district “writing workshop,” Ms.
Mitchell would tell her students what to do rather than have conversations with her students and
talk through their writing processes with them, “When I’m verbalizing it, you should be thinking
to yourself, ‘Okay that’s what I’m writing about.’ That’s what you’re writing about when you’re
on the right path” (Class Observation, Day 4).
This practice of giving instruction seems to have led or perhaps supported students in
their own lack of self-confidence as writers, as pointed out by Ms. Mitchell. “They spent more
time second guessing their thoughts and because of their thoughts, they don’t want to engage.”
(Teacher Interview, 1). Additionally, Ms. Mitchell’s third period class consisted of seven to eight
students whose first language was Spanish, and who were still learning how to speak, read, and
write proficiently in English and on grade level. One of the key comments, coded as beliefs, that
Ms. Mitchell held of her Spanish speaking students was that they “did not care” to learn to speak
English proficiently, they had an “entitled behavior, no matter how they’re struggling,” and that
her Spanish-speaking students use their “race and culture as an excuse to why they’re not getting
things.” (Teacher Interview, 2). While examples of this belief were not prominent or obvious to
the students in her class, this lack of confidence in her majority Spanish-speaking students likely
underlies the overarching beliefs and low expectations Ms. Mitchell holds of her students
academically.
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Ms. Mitchell became a seventh grade teacher in October this year, which was the first
quarter and two months after the start of the school year. She graded her students on their effort,
rather than evaluating these struggling and developing writers in terms of the FSA subcategories
which would allow for feedback to improve. In Ms. Mitchell’s third period class, she explained,
“…so you guys got that easy A, like you did something in first quarter. Second and third
marking period, I was here. You guys got graded for your effort.” (Class Observation, Day 7).
Ms. Mitchell also expressed, “I don’t grade heavy, I just grade fairly. I grade off of effort and
that’s pretty much in [sic] my concept of writing. It’s [writing] your tool of freedom, if they
[students] want it” (Teacher Interview, 1). The theme of self-confidence and confidence was
observed each day and is inextricably intertwined with students’ uncertainty about how to
improve as writers. Examples of student self-confidence and Ms. Mitchell’s confidence
demonstrate the next theme of how spaces for student engagement were established.
Theme 4: Establishing Spaces for Student Engagement
Another theme that illustrates the culture of writing instruction within one middle school
ELA classroom was the level of student engagement within the classroom. Throughout the
duration of my class observations, I observed weak student engagement with writing and the
little to no student-teacher discussion surrounding writing instruction, especially throughout the
duration of the writing workshop. Students were not actively engaged, discussing, or writing
while Ms. Mitchell told her students what to write (giving students answers for deconstructing
the prompt, Class Field Notes Day 1; “I gave it to you. All of this,” Class Observations Day 4;
“All you’re doing is restating this, ‘young children require a lot of care because’ and then list the
reasons why 'because you must provide for their physical needs, you must provide for their
emotional needs, and you must help them grow mentally” Class Observation Day 8). During the
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district writing workshop time, Ms. Mitchell often mentioned throughout her instruction and in
her member checking sessions with me that she expects her students to be independent workers,
and they should see her as a “guide” (Teacher Interview 5, Part 1), and not as a teacher who will
“hold [their] hands” (Class Observation, Day 8). While independence as writers is a
commendable goal, her students’ success in their writing growth may actually be inhibited by a
facilitated, but hands-off approach.
I also observed that writing strategies, such as writing a narrative hook in an informative
essay introduction, were presented to students in quarter three of the school year (Cultural
Artifact: Middle School Writing Plan Overview). Likely, students had been introduced to and
had practiced how to write a hook across many elementary grades, yet my observations
confirmed that numerous students were initially struggling to write an introduction, particularly
one with creative introductory hooks. Ms. Mitchell’s instructional decisions to focus solely on
the genre of informative and argumentative writing were observed almost daily, which should be
the focus per the district’s desire for test preparation. I observed students’ lack of focus or taking
ownership of their writing as well as a culture of writing that considered creativity in writing as
an indulgence. This mindset may have contributed to the culture of writing I observed where
most students actually avoiding writing. I observed students waiting for their teacher to help
them individually by telling them the answers, students that followed the template, having them
copy what they should write (i.e., “I told you guys to copy the thesis statement.” Class
Observation Day 4).
Ms. Mitchell acknowledged in an interview that her students were struggling with the
story hook approach to be used within their introductions. Modeling, scaffolding, or other
evidence-based practices in writing instruction were not observed or referenced during my 13
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observation days in the writing workshop time frame. Separately, Ms. Mitchell reflected and told
me she pivoted with the instructional decision to tell her students to use a quote or question hook,
rather than a story hook. Ms. Mitchell had many available examples provided in the course
materials on Canvas to which she often generally told students to refer. These examples from the
district were not shown or mentioned in the oral or written feedback that I observed.
Moreover, Ms. Mitchell placed importance on using self-evaluative rubrics in our
member checking sessions, in alignment with her goal to facilitate and to support their
independence as writers. When seventh graders were given the opportunity to score each other’s
essays using the FSA’s rubric or a modified version of the FSA (see Appendix H), she reported
students were unable to successfully peer-review essays as evidenced by my observation on Day
8 and my conversation with her after this class was over. Day 8 of my classroom observations
(about two days before the state writing test) was the first time during my observations that
students saw or used a rubric on how the state would score on their FSA essays.
While listening to the district’s video on the Middle School Writing Plan Overview, I
learned that the district’s expectations were that students should engage in peer-reviewing during
the third quarter of the school year. Perhaps because Ms. Mitchell did not view her students as
capable, during the time of my observations, I saw no evidence of a successful peer review.
Indeed, the students were in fact in the lower third of the whole seventh grade. Prior to the third
quarter, the district encouraged teachers to hold student-teacher conferences to provide
individual feedback and discuss their essays under progress. As Ms. Mitchell walked around the
room during district writing workshop time, she provided verbal communication regarding
student progress within the assignment to prompt them toward completion of their essay.
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Theme 5: Feedback on Student Writing
The lack of confidence and low levels of engagement exhibited from Ms. Mitchell in
regard to her third period students seems to be related to the method of feedback practices she
provided during their writing workshop. Throughout the data collection process, a recurring
admonition was Ms. Mitchell’s reference to find and follow the provided examples as students
completed the writing exercises, such as writing the thesis statement, writing the hook, and
presenting the evidence and its accompanying elaboration. Rather than Ms. Mitchell modelling
writing techniques in real time or providing strategies, approaches, or minilessons to model the
different skills such as writing an introduction, citing evidence, or writing an elaboration, I
observed many instances where students were uncertain of how to write or approach their writing
during the writing process, some of the conversations heard during my observations are included
in the table below (see Table 5):
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Table 5. Examples of Ongoing Feedback on Student Writing

Example
Juan: “I don’t understand”
Mitchell: “What are you confused about?”
Juan: “I don’t understand”
Mitchell: “You keep pointing to that. You’re
not using your words to explain. What are
you confused about? Yesterday you did the
assignment fine.”
Mitchell: “Okay how… Because, come here.
What are you talking about? In this you were
talking about one thing, right? You’re talk
about how girls can’t focus in class. And then
you found evidence that shows that in single
gender class girls can focus because they’re
able to do stuff, right? Now you’re going to
explain that. Explain how because girls can’t
focus in a co-ed class versus if they were in
the single-gender class. Do you see the
connection?
Miona: “What do I do with the elaboration”
Mitchell: “What do you mean, what do you
do with the elaboration? All right. Nope,
nope, nope, nope. Because you’re not using
your beautiful brain. This template that you
guys have in front of you, you guys are not
reading. And the craziest thing is that you
have to read. On the side, it explains
everything. Underneath the elaboration, it
tells you where you explain how your
evidence supports your idea. The fact that I
give you so many resources in the directions
shows me that you guys are not choosing to
read the directions. You’re choosing not to
use the resources that will help you. You are
refusing the help.”
Mitchell: “What do you need help with?”
Lyla: “I don’t get it.”
Mitchell: What don’t you get? I think you
need to read that whole table again because
it’s self-explanatory.”

Occurrence
Class Observation, Day 6

Class Observation, Day 7

Class Observation, Day 8
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Her students’ lack of effort and understanding of how to write elaborations specifically
led to Ms. Mitchell’s frustration in her students and her belief that they did not want to try. It is
also important to note that much of Ms. Mitchell’s discourse with her students was actually onesided conversations. The following Table 6 provides examples of conversations with of the
triangulation of data points within this case study.
Table 6. Examples of Teacher Writing Procedures

Example
Occurrence
Mitchell: So when you say you don’t know
Class Observation, Day 2
what to do, you’re telling me you don’t want
to apply effort. Here’s an example, I gave you
the answers for the first one. I told you all you
have to do is find your reason. What don’t
you understand?
Alexa: I got all that, I’m just not sure how to
pull it all together
Mitchell: It gave… It shows you an example.
Did you read the example? Are you telling me
you read all of these examples, so then how
are you not able to combine them?
Mitchell: You need to look at the example
Class Observation, Day 7
and show me how do to it
Mitchell: If you did not examine this
Class Observation, Day 8
example, to see how it makes sense, you’re
not—you’re cheating yourself. I give you an
example. If you’re not reading the directions
and you’re not examining the example, you’re
doing yourself a disservice.

One important insight that was repeated throughout my field notes was that Ms. Mitchell
refers to these examples in their class writing resources multiple times in each class that could be
found online in a Canvas page for her third period. However, I did not observe her open these
documents or go over them with her students throughout the five week duration of my data
collection process.
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On her class Canvas page, a course website where Plant Middle School teachers were
expected to upload their assignments and course resources, Ms. Mitchell uploaded four resource
pages, such as an Evidence and Elaboration (subcategory of FSA writing test), sample sentence
stems for thesis statements, and a page of example transition phrases to use in their informative
essays. As a participant observer, when I brought the Canvas page with these resources to Allen,
Bryan, and Annie’s attention while working with them independently, the students said they
were unaware of these resources and did not know that these were on their ELA course page.
Additional examples of how Ms. Mitchell’s lack of clear feedback throughout the writing
process may be a part of her students’ lack of cognitive and affective engagement with writing
are illustrated below. The following table (see Table 7) presents examples of the teacher’s
written feedback to her students on their mock writing test after the test was completed. As
seventh grade students take the FSA Writing test online, the mock writing test mimicked the test
style and required students to write their essay responses on their laptops and submit them online
to their teacher through Canvas. Ms. Mitchell’s feedback was written in the form of a comment
on the electronic assignment in Canvas. The examples provided below are from the students’
mock writing test taken earlier in the school year. Evidence that students acknowledged or read
Ms. Mitchell’s feedback was not provided.
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Table 7. Examples of Teacher Feedback After Mock Writing Test

Seventh grade student

Teacher feedback

Annie, Higher Performing ELL Student.

“There should be more than four sentences in a
paragraph. There needs to be evidence from the
sources to support your claim. There needs to be
rebuttal and counterclaims.”

Rosie, Middle Performing Student

“This is not acceptable at all. There need to be
more than four sentences for it to be a
paragraph. There are no evidence, no
elaborations, no rebuttals or counterclaims.”
“This is completely unacceptable.”

Bryan, Lower Performing Student

Withholding clear, structured, formative feedback is likely a direct result of Ms. Mitchell
not receiving professional development in writing within a traditional teacher education program
or as a new ELA teacher in the district. Perhaps, her lack of writing strategies for her middle
schoolers is a result of not being traditionally certified, which would include a course focused on
writing instruction, and not receiving district or school coaching on writing instruction. While
Ms. Mitchell has a Bachelor’s in English Literature (Arts and Humanities) and a Master’s degree
in General Secondary Education, she was not observed using evidence based practice in writing
teaching strategies, such as actively modeling how to utilize sentence stems for those students
who are struggling, properly modelling how to scaffold evidence and elaboration so that students
can take ownership of their writing, or modelling how to create an outline to plan their writing
out on a planning sheet.
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Furthermore, when grading their essays and short answer responses, Ms. Mitchell
reported that she is looking for “comprehension and reliability” (Teacher Interview 4). She also
conveyed that she is an “objective grader” (Teacher Interview 3). For analysis purposes, I only
focused on student planning and written examples of their introductions and first body
paragraph. If students did not complete or write a full body essay, I focused on what was written
during the planning stages of the writing process. In the table below (see Table 8), one may note
that Ms. Mitchell scored her students’ essays out of 50 points, while the FSA Writing test is
scored out of 10 points.
Table 8. Examples of Teacher Grades and Feedback on Writing Workshop

Student

Annie, Higher
Performing ELL
Student

Portion of Typed Writing Sample
In response to Writing Workshop Prompt,
“What are the benefits of single-gender
classes?”
Essay: Introduction and Paragraph 1
Introduction in Essay: When I was younger
[sic] I didn’t know there were single gender
classs. If I did [sic] I probably would’ve
begged my mom to let me join an all boys
[sic] class, I might’ve gotten in a lot less
trouble and paid more attention in class. There
are two different types of classes, co-ed which
means there is no separation in gender in those
classes. Then we have single gender classes
which means only one gender is being taught
in that class. I have plenty to talk about but for
now, let’s just focus on some important topics
first.
Body Paragraph One:
We all know that most kids don’t pay that
much attention in class , [sic] Maybe [sic]
that has to do with competition with the boys.
Everybody goes through puberty, [sic] it
affects the body and mind of the child/teen.
This could lead teens to want someone to be
with, and maybe if they were separated we
wouldn’t have that problem and kids could
focus more on the material being taught.As
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Teacher’s Online
Written Feedback and
Score
Score: 50/50

Student

Rosie, Middle
Performing
Student

Portion of Typed Writing Sample
In response to Writing Workshop Prompt,
“What are the benefits of single-gender
classes?”
[sic] it states in Single-Sex Education: The
Evidence, in paragraph 5, “But once we made
the switch, the boys were able to focus on
academics, and so were the girls. ”This [sic]
means that before the switch, kids got
distracted more easily and didn’t pay much
attention. So [sic] after the switch the kids
were able to pay attention to the material that
was being taught. So [sic] boys were able to
focus on things like mathematics, sports,
reading, and not have many distractions. If
kids get separated, kids will [sic] most likely
to pay more attention being taught to them.
There won’t be many distractions for them.
They would do their work and there won’t be
a feeling needing to compete with others,
other than the work being taught. But [sic]
what about behavior?
Body Paragraph 1 Outline (Essay was left
blank)
Topic Sentence: A lot of students that they
get discarded because a lot of girls and boy
[sic] talk to each other [sic] and they don’t
pay attention to the teacher and then they get
in trouble with the teacher [sic]
Evidence: (left blank)
Elaboration: This means that only women
can write romance novels and only men can
write on political views.

Teacher’s Online
Written Feedback and
Score

Score: 25/50
Feedback: “You have to
stop doing this because
this is only hurting you
and I am viewing as
sneaky and disrespectful.
Please get back into the
habit of doing your work
while the class is doing it
and submitting your work
on time. No effort was
put [sic] into completing
the assignment. None.”

Conclusion: (left blank)
Allen, Lower
Performing
Student, ELL

Body Paragraph 1 Outline (Essay box was left
blank)
Topic Sentence: Boys may feel
uncomfortable around girls [sic] and it makes
them act differently in class and not pay
attention. But in single-gender class boys will
[sic]
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Score: 40/50

Student

Portion of Typed Writing Sample
In response to Writing Workshop Prompt,
“What are the benefits of single-gender
classes?”
Evidence: boys [sic] went from being in the
10 to 30 percent listing [sic] to 73 percent.
They went from a reading average of about 20
percent to 66 percent.

Teacher’s Online
Written Feedback and
Score

Elaboration: In a single-gender class, I [sic]
think that boys and girls will be able to focus
more because they will be with their own type
[sic] like their own gender and they will not
focus on the boys or the boy not focusing on
the girls [sic]
Conclusion: So, in my opinion, I think that
being in single-gender classes will help us
focus more on ower [sic] work or classes
instead of focusing on how to act around a
girl.
As I re-examined and re-scored Annie’s essay utilizing the modified FSA Friendly rubric
(refer to Appendix H) that Plant Middle School teachers incorporated in the class for students to
understand and follow, I found that she would not have scored a 10/10 on this essay. As a
reminder, the FSA rubric subcategories are Focus, Organization, and Support (4 possible points),
Evidence and Elaboration (4 points), and Conventions (2 points). Per the FSA rubric, evidence
from multiple sources should be included, without overly relying on any one source (Evidence
and Elaboration). Additionally, many of Annie’s sentences and ideas were unclear (Focus,
Organization, and Support). As demonstrated in Table 8 above, Allen and Rosie’s scores
assigned by the teacher also convey inconsistencies in that they are scored quite differently, yet
they should have similar scores, mostly because their work was incomplete. Further, complete
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effort was not put into this assignment by Allen or Rosie as they did not complete their
assignments, left boxes blank, or wrote incomplete ideas.
Additionally, I asked Ms. Mitchell how she ensures that students write complete
responses for any assignment they turn in and she explained that she does not. “While all I can
do is revisit and reemphasize, a lot of time when I’m grading it [their responses], I grade in class
and pull them up to talk about what they’ve highlighted and what the author’s purpose is.”
(Teacher Interview 4). She explained that she often postpones providing feedback or going over
the answers in class, because of the number of students who do not finish their assignments. The
inability to revisit and reflect with her students on their written responses and how the evidence
connects to their prompt’s response has resulted in the writing culture in Ms. Mitchell’s class. It
keeps students in need of improving their writing scores with lower writing proficiencies with
unclear or absent feedback in their writing practice.
The theme of grading students on turning in the work or on effort, rather than on Focus,
Organization, Purpose, Evidence and Elaboration, and Conventions also demonstrates a writing
culture of low expectations that falls in tandem with their reported low writing skills in this ELA
middle school class. Additionally, the lack of ongoing formative and clear feedback shows a
possible theme of best practice writing instruction that could contribute to Ms. Mitchell’s
student’s lagging motivation and writing performance. Research Question Two will explore
additional analysis that represent the culture within Ms. Mitchell’s class.
Research Question Two
RQ2 focused on how Ms. Mitchell’s class exhibited identity, writing development, and
student discourse surrounding writing instruction. To address this research question, I examined
student identity through their actions, beliefs, and attitudes towards writing, their writing efforts
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demonstrated in their work samples, and their oral and written responses to Ms. Mitchell’s
approaches to writing instruction. Notably, the learning environment of this seventh grade class
did not allow or encourage much student discourse and, therefore, identity was difficult to assess
through discourse especially among students in class.
Furthermore, while this research question sought to explore the writing development and
discourse within a middle school class, I did not see examples of neither writing development
nor discourse among students during my observations. My transcriptions during my observations
showed less than 150 words of students discussing their writing and their writing development
from my participant. Ms. Mitchell discussed more about the writing process than the writing
development and growth of her students’ writing abilities. Throughout my observations and
member checking sessions with my participant, the focus of writing tasks was more on
completion and effort put into written work as opposed to the written content within this seventh
grade class. Examples of Ms. Mitchell’s approaches to writing instruction are discussed
throughout the themes in RQ1. As a result of the lack of examples of writing development and
student discourse, I was unable to establish themes that contributed to the culture of low
motivation and low effort into higher cognitively demanding tasks.
Theme 1: Teacher Identity as a Writer
To further understand the culture of writing instruction within one middle school class,
this section explores the theme of Ms. Mitchell’s identity as a writer. Perhaps, Ms. Mitchell’s
identity as a facilitator rather than a model may have inadvertently created an absence of
accountability. Her role as a teacher of writing appears to mirror her students’ lack of effort
given to the writing practice during the writing workshop which will be further discussed in the
next section. Ms. Mitchell identifies as someone who does not “model after anyone” (Teacher
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Interview 3) which may indicate why true demonstration of writing practice and techniques were
not observed. Ms. Mitchell’s identity as a writer also represents the possibility of what the “dayto-day” teaching looks like within her classroom prior to my data collection. Ms. Mitchell’s
identity as her being “[my] own” (Teacher Interview 3) writer exhibits a culture of independent
writing development and practice observed in her class.
Interestingly, in my third member checking session with Ms. Mitchell, she explained that
while she is a published author, she does not want her work to be known to her students, “I’m
trying to create a façade to the students” (Teacher Interview 3). Ms. Mitchell’s option to create a
“façade” to her students may be interpreted as her wanting her students to create their own
unique identities as she also does not model after anyone (Teacher Interview 2; Teacher
Interview 3). Ms. Mitchell’s charismatic personality and her upbeat quotes and her sincere
encouragement stand ready to celebrate her students’ successes. Ms. Mitchell’s hesitancy to
share her own writing, to show ownership and the earned authority as a published author of her
own writing seemed to miss opportunities for her students to celebrate writing, to highlight
author proximity, and perhaps to display young authors’ student writing within her class.
Theme 2: Student Identity as Writers
The theme of Ms. Mitchell’s students’ identities as writers within the classroom highlight
how the contextual context and social, psychosocial, and organizational factors may impact the
culture of writing practice. I observed the culture of writing practice to be straightforward, with
focus on writing achievement on the FSA writing test that only evaluates informative and
argumentative writing each year. This culture was about encouraging students to be their best
selves, but not necessarily authors. Ms. Mitchell’s good intentions are to teach them to complete
their writing prompt for the FSA as evidenced by her implementation of the district’s writing
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workshop time. Each day of my observation, typically, after the first seven to eight minutes of
class had passed, Ms. Mitchell began her lesson for the day. For example, during the first week,
as a whole group, Ms. Mitchell reviewed how to write a thesis statement, a hook, and the overall
essay introduction on the district’s suggested topic, “the benefits of a single-gender class.” While
Ms. Mitchell conducted whole group reviews, seven to eight students’ heads would be down,
with some playing games on their laptops. Once Ms. Mitchell finished going over the task that
needed to be accomplished for that class period, students pulled up the weekly assignment
containing the writing prompt on their laptops and looked toward their teacher with hopeful eyes
that she would come help them independently.
These students’ actions demonstrate how they did not identify as writers who were
efficacious enough to complete the work without any guidance. Throughout the duration of the
16 classes in which I was a participant observer, at least four or five students each class period
would often sit there, falling asleep, playing with their fingers, or would continuously look at
their teacher hoping she would catch their eye and help them. While Ms. Mitchell verbally
explained how to write the thesis statement, many students would not actively participate or even
attempt to write the thesis statement:
“When you guys deconstruct the prompt properly, you’re to immediately look at
the board [points to board], know what you have to write…Right after you find
out the kind of essay you have to write. The next thing the prompt is going to tell
you is what you’re going to write about” (Class Observation, Day 3).
The culture of implementing the district’s writing workshop time led to most students
avoiding writing, even when Ms. Mitchell worked hard to break the assignment into smaller,
more reachable segments. Even during explanations such as above, I noticed that students would
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not write down ideas or examples of the different components of their essays. Even though my
observations showed that consistently more than half of Ms. Mitchell’s students struggled with
writing their thesis statements, introductions, evidence, and elaborations, my observation is that
they wanted to work for Ms. Mitchell. Students wanted to tap into her positive encouragement,
because I also heard and observed their motivation to please Ms. Mitchell, which is reflected in
my first member checking session with her, “If they [the students] can believe in themselves,
they can believe in their thoughts. That leads them to believe in writing.”
While Ms. Mitchell believes in motivating her students to work hard to complete their
assignments with phrases such as, “You know where the first place that you have to have faith in
[sic]? Your mind.” (Class Observation, Day 2). This motivational belief in general appealed to
students, however, it did not seem to translate into student writing practice during the district’s
“writing workshop” time.
Bryan
To avoid generalizations in regard to student identity, I interviewed two students in this
regard. The following paragraphs address the student identity as writers of these two seventh
graders. While generally unmotivated to complete his work independently, when given the
opportunity to work with Ms. Mitchell or myself, Bryan demonstrated the identity of a writer as
long as he received academic support. On Day 5 of my class observations, a lower performing
student in writing, Bryan, sought my help and was able to make connections between his
Evidence and Elaboration and tie his evidence found back to the topic (the benefits of single-sex
classes). While he was able to explain everything in depth verbally, he struggled to capture his
ideas in writing. After I guided him to the Canvas page on Transitions and Evidence, and
Elaboration sentence stems (provided in the class page of Ms. Mitchell’s Canvas course) and
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modeled for him how he could write his sentences, he was able to form his ideas a little better.
Furthermore, I observed that his lack of skill and confidence in spelling slowed his drafting
progress down significantly. Bryan required constant encouragement, guidance, spelling
assistance, and reminders of going back to the text or the sentence stems to continue writing.
On Day 8 of my class observations, the class was finishing a separate thesis statement
activity to build on their thesis writing skills from the previous week. I worked with another
struggling developing writer, Jake, who required constant redirection, guidance, and feedback.
When asked to work on his own after much support, he was still unable to write a thesis
statement. After five to six minutes of Jake “working” on his own, when I asked to see his work,
he was hesitant to show me his work. Unfortunately, he did not write anything in the time that
had passed. Again, he immediately asked for help. Like Bryan and Jake, I noticed a trend aligned
with another group of students with whom I worked. While difficult to say if it was necessity,
they requested constant support, guidance, and redirection, were unable to write essays on their
own without any human academic support. As students were struggling to write their ideas in
their own words or write how the evidence connected to the main topic, time lapsed and the
testing day grew nearer.
Allen
Based on my observations and supporting data points, I recognized Allen’s identity as a
writer who, like Bryan, was unmotivated to independently work on his writing without the
support of another. Another lower performing student, Allen, who is also an ELL, was provided
much support and guidance on the development of his essay from Ms. Mitchell and me. While
working with Allen, he was able to draft his insights and was able to find evidence supporting
the topic on the benefits of single-gender classes. Furthermore, when he drafted his initial ideas,
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he struggled and needed frequent support on how to write his sentences. When expected to work
independently, Allen would put his head down, play games on different websites, or would talk
to his cousin who was also in the same third period class. Even with the amount of help provided
on his essay on the benefits of single-sex education, Allen submitted a blank essay with many
incomplete boxes (refer to Table 7). Allen submitted a blank thesis statement document as well
and demonstrated similar behaviors observed the writing workshop process (i.e., putting his head
down, playing games, etc.).
In order to get a feel for these students’ identity as writers, I spoke with four students,
including both Bryan and Allen, querying them regarding their confidence in writing. Each of
them expressed that they valued and enjoyed writing. Perhaps Ms. Mitchell’s students said they
valued and enjoyed writing to please their teacher or me, Bryan responded with a simple “yeah”
(Interview, Class Observation Day 10). Allen explained “yeah, I like writing stories and plays…
writing helps you and can learn about the type [sic] of topic” (Interview, Class Observation Day
10). Another student, Clara, who is of average ELA proficiency, expressed, “I enjoy writing
during my free time,” (Interview, Class Observation Day 4). Eliza, a highly proficient student,
conveyed “I think I am a confident writer, and I like writing elaboration the most” (Interview,
Class Observation Day 10).
Additionally, I spoke with the same four students regarding their level of preparation on
the upcoming FSA Writing test. In terms of their identities as writers, they generally valued
writing and felt that it was an important component to their learning. On the other hand, they did
not demonstrate proficient writing when I analyzed their classwork. All four students expressed
confidence in their upcoming performance on the FSA. I followed up with the same students
after the FSA Writing test, and they all felt confident that they did well. However, while two
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students felt that they did well, they thought the FSA prompt, “How is procrastination a good
thing?” (Annie, Class Observation, Day 10), was difficult to answer, because they did not like or
really agree with the prompt. This sentiment reflects the overall student belief regarding their
level of confidence for the FSA Writing test as seen on Day 9. On Day 9 of my class
observations, Ms. Mitchell played a Kahoot game to review FSA writing practices with her
students. One question asked, “Do you feel prepared for Thursday’s FSA Exam?” The student
answers from the whole class were as follows:
(a) Four answered “absolutely!”
(b) Three answered “a little bit”
(c) Three answered “heck NO!![sic]
(d) Three answered “better than I felt yesterday””
I believe that during this unique time preceding the FSA writing test, the focus on
preparation for the FSA Writing test demonstrated their identities as writers for academic
writing, but my observations did not consist of examples of how students identified themselves
as authentic authors or writers. Based on member checking sessions with Ms. Mitchell, while she
believes in her students as their own personas, she does not necessarily believe in them as
writers. The lack of a collaboration or community as writers within the classroom can leads to a
culture of students working in silos. During the entire duration of what Ms. Mitchell referred to
as the writing workshop was the district based as opposed to the evidence-based idea of a writing
workshop where students initially work together, but then also have a space to learn together,
talk together, and reflect with one another about their writing to promote academic growth in
writing. Additionally, student samples from the reading assignments represent the impact of the
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different FSA beliefs between the Reading and Writing tests and what the culture of writing
instruction looked like in Ms. Mitchell’s third period seventh grade class.
Summary
This qualitative, ethnographically informed case study collected data sources like
observations, interviews, cultural artifacts, and member checking sessions for the duration of 18
days. These themes were coded based on analyzing transcripts from class observations
conducted three times a week at varying days of the week for six weeks, semi-structured
interview transcripts, and cultural artifacts such as student grades on assignments, student work
samples, and teacher lesson plans for the writing workshop. The emerging themes suggest a
difference of understanding in writing instruction and implementing the writing workshop, a lack
of confidence in the participant’s student’s writing abilities, which were documented as low
levels of engagement within the classroom, and her missed opportunity for formative feedback
for improvement, and the identities of Ms. Mitchell and her students as writers. These themes
resulted in the culture of struggling writers who avoided writing and lacked overall effort to put
into their writing practice. The final chapter will discuss these themes more thoroughly.
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CHAPTER FIVE: DISCUSSION AND CONCLUDING REMARKS
In the final chapter of this ethnographically informed case study, I add discussion and
conclusions of the findings to address the central research question: What is the culture of
writing instruction in one middle school classroom? This study was broken into two research
questions: (RQ1) What do the components of writing instruction look like in one middle school
class?, and (RQ2) How does one middle school ELA class exhibit identity, writing development,
and discourse surrounding writing instruction? The purpose of this study was to examine how
social, psychosocial, and organizational factors of a culture impact writing instruction and
practice within an ELA middle school class. This chapter discusses the findings and arrives at
conclusions. Additionally, this chapter addresses the limitations of the study, its educational
implications, as well as recommendations for future research.
Discussion of Findings and Implications for Practice
This section discusses the findings of the two research questions which guided this
research study. This dissertation aimed to establish an understanding of how the culture of
writing can impact writing instruction and perhaps illuminate solutions for creating a positive
writing culture to improve writing instruction and writing achievement in middle schools. This
dissertation can also serve as a resource for improving writing instruction in middle schools and
creating a positive culture of writing. The following table (see Table 9) represents a summary of
the themes and implications for RQ1:
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Table 9. RQ1 Discussion and Implications

Theme

Issue

Solution

(1 & 2) Understanding
of Writing Instruction
and Writing Workshop

Teachers and
admin/county staff
are on different pages

Collaborative PLCs to ensure unity and
deepen understanding (Fives & Buehl,
2012) of approaches in writing, rubrics, and
writing workshop (Calkins & Ehrenworth,
2016)

(3) Confidence in
Student Writing Ability

Lack of confidence in
students’ writing
abilities

Professional development on differentiation
of teaching writing (Kiely et al., 2015;
Mungia, 2017)

(4) Establishing a
Space for Student
Engagement

No
community of writers
or sense of identity as
a writer

Writer(s)-Within-Community (Graham,
2018)

(5) Feedback on
Student Writing

Feedback was not
rubric based or a oneway dialogic
approach

Focusing on specific skills, practice, and
regroup (Atwell, 1987; Calkins, 1994);
providing audio feedback during writing
process to reflect on together (Kirshner &
Merriënboer, 2013; Solhi & Eginli, 2020)

RQ1: What do the components of writing instruction look like in one middle school
class?
RQ1 addressed the components of writing instruction and what it looked like in one
middle school class. The following codes were created to establish the themes found in the
analysis: (a) teacher beliefs, (b) academic discourse and language used, and (c) teacher practices
(i.e., writing strategies, techniques, and accommodations). After analysis, five themes emerged:
(1) understanding of writing instruction (2) understanding of the writing workshop (3)
confidence in students’ writing ability (4) establishing spaces for student engagement and (5)
feedback on student writing. Within this chapter, themes one and two will be combined and will
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be discussed below. The themes discovered in RQ1 support the overarching pattern that the
culture of this middle school class demonstrated low expectations of students which fed into low
motivation and low drive to engage in cognitively demanding writing activities. To provide
discussion on each of these themes that emerged in RQ1, I link the findings from prior research
literature to each of these themes.
Themes 1 and 2: Understanding of Writing Instruction and Writing Workshop
Chapter Four captured the data points demonstrating Plant Middle’s value of writing
and their understanding of the importance of writing and its practice, and there was not a unified
approach to writing instruction. Routman (2005) declared that setting schoolwide expectations
that are reasonable, rigorous, and clearly articulated is important.
School leaders need to provide their teachers with the time, opportunities, and
resources for professional development, ongoing support, and collaboration (Fives & Buehl,
2012). Ms. Mitchell was not provided ongoing professional development on writing instruction
and strategies through her district. A proposed solution to ensure effective and even joyful
writing instruction would be to require more training and ongoing professional development on
differentiation, modelling, and scaffolding writing lessons (Fives & Buehl, 2012). Schools that
commit to collaborative teacher planning and in-class coaching prioritize these valuable
experiences in middle schools and create spaces for teachers to learn, create, and implement new
instructional strategies (Lawrence & Jefferson, 2015). Given the high turnover of teachers in this
grade level and the prevalence of alternative certification, schools must encourage and find
spaces for teachers to grow a community of writers within the school; Calkins and Ehrenworth
(2016) suggest utilizing this model to ensure a rich community of writers (p. 8):
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Figure 1. Levers for Lifting the Level of Student Writing Across a School and District

By utilizing Calkins and Ehrenworth’s (2016) model, teachers and administrations will be able to
demonstrate unity regarding approaches to writing instruction. This approach can also deepen
understanding of writing instruction (Calkins & Ehrenworth, 2016).
Consistent, teacher-driven professional learning communities (PLCs) allow teachers
to support one another by co-planning, co-assessing, and owning the rationales for their
instruction which will improve student outcomes (Bergeron, 2020; Gill & Hoffman, 2009).
Therefore, ongoing professional development, PLCs, and even weekly planning meetings can
bring focus, support, and clarity on implementing best practices regarding writing strategies, and
can lead to establishing a positive writing culture.
Additionally, teachers across many grade levels might consider aligning their efforts
to familiarize students with and use common rubrics for evaluating writing to ensure that
students understand expectations, work toward becoming better writers by focusing on
subcategories, such as focus, organization, or support. In addition, the use of uniform rubrics,
including rubrics using student-friendly language, allow for teachers, trained raters, and even
students to evaluate or self-evaluate and provide needed formative feedback. Utilizing selfevaluative rubrics not only establishes ownership of their writing, boosts writing skills, but also
develops students’ critical thinking skills (Andrade, 2000; Spandel, 2006). However, teachers
should be cognizant of utilizing rubrics to help students to frame their writing instead of solely
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writing to meet the criteria within the rubric (Kohn, 2006). The use of uniform rubrics will also
allow students to gain clear expectations of the standards for written work as well as how to
improve their writing (Maghsoudi & Haririan, 2013; Silva, 2014).
Furthermore, using the districts’ established rubrics consistent with the FSA across
all grade levels is a perfect scenario. This rubric can be deconstructed in ways that are friendly to
students, parents, and volunteers, and have the potential to also benefit ELL students as well as
students with exceptionalities to understand how to specifically improve writing, to enjoy the
satisfaction of authors meeting writing goals, even those pertaining to tests (Andrade, 2000;
Blankenship & Wilson, 2009). By utilizing rubrics for formative feedback in a consistent
manner, writing skills are demystified through the subcategories showing the breakdown of how
essays are graded and pinpoint student strengths and weaknesses as a writer (Bui & Vuong,
2022). The practice of consistent writing feedback and clear expectations, offered as part of
writing workshops and in formative timelines, can make a positive impact on their academic
achievement as writers and on creating a positive writing culture.
Writing workshop typically employs writing support individually and through
small/whole group minilessons (Calkins 2016; Routman, 2005). Writing workshops should invite
students to engage in the writing process in topics of their choosing where students are
researching, exploring, collecting, interviewing, talking, reading, co-authoring, prewriting,
drafting, revising, editing, and publishing (Ray, 2001, p. 5). Writing workshops can have a
positive impact on student writing and academic growth (Meisani, 2022). Through trainings on
writing workshops, middle school teachers will gain insights on writing instruction strategies,
techniques, and accommodations to support their students of all abilities to improve their writing
(Lain, 2017). Utilizing authentic writing workshops will also create the writing culture and
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community suggested by Graham (2018a). Many also believe that student-centered approaches
like writing workshops build a sense of identity and develop social relationships within the
classroom. By incorporating evidence-based writing workshops where writing is consistently
practiced, teachers’ concerns about the pressures and educational policies of standardized testing
can be addressed (Lain, 2017; Ravitch, 2012).
Additionally, some consider the focus on standardized writing assessments as
“failing a significant segment of our student population, namely, students of color or students
whose first language is not always American English” (Balster, 2012, p. 63) and as
overshadowing the students’ rights to quality writing instruction (Hillocks, 2002). Some believe
that writing instruction, when administered through the lens of preparing for standardized tests,
is a disservice to students because it disallows a view of writing as meaningful or authentic
(Boscolo & Gelati, 2007). The continued practice of using writing instruction solely as
standardized writing test preparation will decrease motivation and efficacy with writing practice
(Wright et al., 2020). Wright and colleagues’ (2020) claim that teachers focus more on
preparation for state writing assessments than authentic writing, resulting in writing instruction
with no purpose or meaningful value other than to prepare students for a standardized test.
Theme 3: Confidence in Student Writing Ability
Multiple data sources pointed to the first theme of the teacher’s confidence in her
students’ writing ability. A teacher’s discourse can contribute to the classroom learning
processes, outcomes, and how students react to one another (Kayima & Jakobsen, 2018). Data
collected suggests the teacher began each class with a positive, thought-provoking quote in
general to boost her students’ general confidence, yet she also appeared to recognize the reality
of her students’ weak writing skills. As reported in the prior chapter, the teacher’s discourse
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revealed that the teacher inwardly possessed a lack of confidence in her students’ abilities as
writers. This lack of confidence may have fed into their low motivation to write and engage in
high demand cognitive activities. By telling students what to write and pivoting writing
instruction without reteaching writing skills, teachers disallow needed verbal space for students
to build a classroom community of authors or to make cognitive contributions to the class
discourse (Soysal, 2021).
Kiely and colleagues (2015) state that professional development training to help
teachers address the differentiation needed for the range of student academic needs. Professional
development can provide effective strategies to influence teachers’ beliefs towards the diverse
students they are serving. The findings reported in Chapter Four revealed that Ms. Mitchell did
not feel confident in moving the writing scores of her ELL students or her students with learning
disabilities. Professional development offering proven strategies, such as sentence framing, could
engender hope for a teacher trying to help her students and motivation for students feeling little
energy for writing.
Additional research by Fazri and colleagues (2021) claims that in addition to the
teacher, the principal’s role as an instructional leader is crucial and should create the culture of
literary academic achievement, which cannot occur in isolation. Professional development is
needed focusing on providing teachers the skills and strategies to support ELL students and to
provide peer support in modeling writing strategies (Munguia, 2017).
Theme 4: Establishing Spaces for Student Engagement
Previous researchers found that peer-assisted writing (De Smedt et al., 2018) and
feedback had a positive impact on student motivation in writing (Hier & Mahony, 2018). Perhaps
a part of this class’s lower motivation to write is related to students mostly working
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independently. Studies demonstrate that the culture of collaborative writing has a positive impact
on student motivation (De Smedt et al., 2018; Hier & Mahony, 2018). To build upon the
sociocultural and cognitive theories of writing, teachers could implement the writer(s)-withincommunity (WWC) model to help students find meaning and motivation in order to increase
their writing competence (Graham, 2018a). Writing and teaching of writing is shaped by the
community in which the WWC model occurs (Graham, 2018a). By incorporating this model,
ELA middle school teachers can possess the instructional structure to build a community of
writers, address the socioemotional development of students through writing, boost higher order
thinking skills, and consolidate writing workshops into her classroom, without feeling like a
“deviation.”
As a teacher of writing who is actually a published author, the participant could
model her writing process that could build a community of writers in an authentic and
meaningful fashion. In reflecting on the genuine opportunities for learning, I was reminded of
Graham’s work (2016). Graham’s (2021, p. 47) figure below (see Figure 2) illustrates how a
community of writers can be built while considering their social contexts to develop both a
collaborative and independent class of young authors.
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Figure 2. Basic Components of Writing Community (Graham, 2021)

By following the basic components of writing community (Graham, 2021) through
establishing the foundational goals, norms, and purpose within the classroom, it will allow for
there to be a sense of not only a writing community, but also a sense of identity (Graham, 2021).
Suggestions for building identity will be further discussed in this chapter. A key component of
building on the culture of writing is providing feedback among students and between teachers
and students (Graham, 2021).
Theme 5: Feedback on Student Writing
Based on observations of Ms. Mitchell’s class, it appeared that middle school
students were in need of clear formative feedback, either verbally in person or through online
general comments on Canvas, the course platform used for teachers and students to upload and
submit their assignments. As outlined in Chapter Four, teacher discourse, student-teacher
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discourse, or student discourse about writing feedback was rare to nonexistent. I observed
students disengaged, without any conversations regarding feedback on their writing pieces.
Rather, the teacher communicated in a one-way process of the teacher giving general directions,
reminders, or re-directions, and students listening to their teacher and later trying to recall and
implement the general reminders into their writing.
As self-described, one of Ms. Mitchell’s largest inhibitors to providing feedback
were students’ incomplete writing assignments. In her mind, feedback and evaluation were
summative and occurred at the end, punctuated with a final grade, rather than formative to bring
joy and motivation in improving writing skills. Echoing the writing workshop format, Kirshner
and Merriënboer (2013) suggest teachers identify a common skill to improve, such as ordering
the evidence, then teachers create focused, direct instruction minilessons. After this direct
instruction, students return to their writing to revise their piece with intentional improvements,
increase motivation to become better writers, act within pacing guides to meet student needs, and
spur growth in order to nurture a community of writers. This practice of direct instruction based
on student needs aligns completely with Atwell’s (1987) and Calkins’s (1994) recommendations
for creating small flexible groups to invite students to learn a skill, and then immediately return
into their writing to address, and then revise.
Feedback is one of the most effective methods for increasing student achievement
(Hattie, 2008). In interviews, Ms. Mitchell seemed to understand of the importance of feedback,
but did not have a standard way of providing individual formative feedback on student writing.
Although there is not consensus on how feedback should be given (Weigle, 2014), feedback is
normally divided into three categories: written comments, individual conferences, and recorded
oral feedback (Solhi & Eginli, 2020). Ms. Mitchell talked about writing often, but she talked to
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her students, not with her students with is needed for effective feedback. While oral feedback
was provided during the prewriting process, feedback was not recognized as a two-way process
by either the teacher or the students. Feedback should not be a one-way street (Graham, 2018b).
Dialogic feedback should be an interactive process that engages the students in conversations
with their teachers and enable inner dialogues for students (Espasa et al., 2019).
By engaging students in a teacher-learner dialogue, students gain an opportunity to
interact with their writing, and in turn, improve their writing (Küçükali, 2017). Moreover,
teachers can implement the practice of using audio-visual feedback when reviewing students’
essays when they have completed their drafts or final products. Research shows that voicerecorded feedback improved students’ content, organization, and use of mechanics such as
spelling and punctuation (Solhi & Eginli, 2020). Utilizing these approaches will ensure student
engagement and consistent approaches to writing instruction that will benefit student writing
practices. In similar fashion, RQ2 was created to addressed possible solutions to increase student
motivation and identity as writers and student responses to writing instruction.
RQ2: How does one middle school ELA class exhibit identity, writing development,
and discourse surrounding writing instruction?
RQ2 addressed how the middle school ELA class might exhibit identity, writing
development, and discourse surrounding writing instruction. The following codes were used to
help answer this research question: (a) teacher identity, (b) student identity (c) writing process
(i.e., showing student samples, student approaches to writing practice), and (d) student discourse.
After coding the collected data, two themes emerged: (1) teacher identity as a writer, and (2)
student identity as writers.
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While this research question originally sought to explore students’ writing development
and student discourse within surrounding writing instruction, examples of this were not
demonstrated during my observations. My participant's approaches to writing instruction and her
beliefs as a writer explain the absence of writing development and student discourse reflected in
the student and teacher identities revealed during my data collection process. Furthermore, while
the absence of writing development and discourse did not form themes, they support the two
themes uncovered for RQ2. Table 10 reflects the themes and implications discussed in this
section:
Table 10. RQ2 Discussion and Implications

Theme

Issue

Solution

Teacher Identity as a
Writer

Teacher identity impacted
student learning

Reflect on self and participate
in collaborative meetings to
develop identity through social
context (Cote & Levine, 2002;
Krzywacki, 2009)

Student Identity as
Writers

Students were working
independently and resulted in a
lack of identity as writers

Incorporating rubrics more
consistently (Spandel, 2006)

Theme 1: Teacher Identity as a Writer
It is crucial for a teacher to consider their identity and role as a writer within their
classroom. Recognizing a teacher’s identity as a writer influences the practice in the classroom
and the ways writing can be incorporated for students (Frawley, 2020).
Ms. Mitchell’s hesitancy to share her own published writing with her students
demonstrated the identity of a teacher who enjoys writing but may not have the space to share
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and process ways to implement writing skills and strategies to her students of diverse academic
needs. Cote and Levine’s (2002) multidimensional model of identity formation (see Figure 3)
displays the different levels of identity formation within a culture in the figure below:

Figure 3.Côté and Levine’s Multidimensional Model of Identity Formation (2002, p. 134)

The multidimensional model of identity formation shows that teachers’ understanding of
the norms, values, and ideals pertaining to writing through a social context can allow for
recognition of their perspectives of a writer and demonstrate good teaching practice (Cote &
Levine, 2002), Examples of teachers developing both a personal and social identity could be
achieved in social context by attending professional developments, or collaborative lesson
planning meetings. Furthermore, a teacher’s process of recognizing their identity is both a social
and individual social process (Krzywacki, 2009). By teachers internally recognizing and
reflecting what it means to be a good teacher and how they wish to implement writing within
their class, they can demonstrate what it means to be a professional teacher (Cote & Levine,
2002; Kryzywacki, 2009).
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Beswick (2007) and Kempenaar (2019) suggest that teachers’ beliefs, specifically
regarding writing instruction, may change throughout the course of their careers and in response
to specific professional development experiences, such as a writing strategy focus, especially
when the development of a community of practice among teachers for effective writing
instruction is prioritized. Recognizing the need for additional knowledge and professional
development to effectively implement new practices in writing is imperative at the school level
and at the teacher level (Fives & Buehl, 2012). An educator’s understanding of themselves as a
writer influences the way students view themselves as writers (Frawley, 2020).
Theme 2: Student Identity as Writers
Chapter Four explored how students responded to Ms. Mitchell’s writing approaches
and her identity as a writer. Ensuring that the design of instruction is best suited to students and
their understanding of themselves and will help structure social interactions and conceptualize
their knowledge (Ladson-Billings, 1992, p. 314). Rather than learning through isolation, when
students are engaged in meaningful responsive learning, they can foster a sense of identity (Kelly
et al., 2020). Training and allowing students to self-reflect on their strengths and weaknesses
across analytic categories such as rubrics (Spandel, 2006) as a writer will not only establish
writing goals to accomplish in the short and long term, but serve to shape their identities as
authors (Andrade, 2000). Based on my observations and informal interviews, my participant’s
students believed that the purpose to writing is to help them learn. They also understood the
value that strong writing skills bring to their learning because it connects to other topics (Bryan
Interview, Day 10), but their actions demonstrated low motivation on writing extensive essays
with high cognitive demand to complete the task.
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Additionally, Ms. Mitchell often gave students the choice of working independently
or with an assigned partner, with whom to work with on assignments. While students often chose
to work independently in Ms. Mitchell’s class, research suggests the levels of motivation and
engagement are influenced by the culture and community of writers and the social interactions
within (Graham, 2018a). By incorporating the suggested practices, levels of engagement,
collaboration, and the level of academic discourse between student and teacher and student and
student can increase. Next, limitations presented within the course of this dissertation and
suggestions for further research are included.
Limitations and Future Research
Every study has limitations. A limitation of this study was the time dedicated to data
collection. Within an ethnography, the time to collect data should be extensive and prolonged
within the field (Creswell & Poth, 2018). This study was conducted within five weeks and over
16 days of observations and two days of additional interviews. In future studies, a longer period
within the classroom setting; preferably from the start of the school year until standardized
testing might yield interesting findings to gain more perspective and context. Additionally, the
purview of this study and the inherent structure of this research setting only allowed me to
observe one seventh grade class period and one planning team meeting for both the seventh
grade and sixth grade teams. Perhaps, an extended time frame might provide more contextual
information on approaches to lesson planning, on the district’s writing workshop understandings,
and how these factors might influence writing instructional decisions. Typically, researchers
might explore four or five cases (Creswell & Poth, 2018); however, this dissertation was limited
to one case study.
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Additionally, future research might examine many teachers and many classes, since
the writing culture may vary by class period and each teacher has their own teaching styles. I
would love to observe multiple seventh grade ELA teachers in different school settings to
increase my understandings and add to the field in the future. Within an ethnography, researchers
need to understand the sociocultural system and seek patterns within the setting (Creswell &
Poth, 2018). The understanding of patterns and themes within a setting are inferred based on
words and actions of the time data is collected with the researcher present.
Another possible limitation related to this study is researcher bias. All researchers
shape the writing that emerges and should position themselves within their writing (Creswell &
Poth, 2018). Along with my dissertation chair and our weekly meetings deconstructing and
examining each conceptual memo and related evidence, we took many steps to mitigate
researcher bias. I was previously a reading and ELA educator in both elementary and middle
school for eight years in this region, so great care was taken to make transparent my
positionality. To ensure both reflectivity and my positionality, I met with my chair weekly to
discuss evidence, preliminary conclusions, and possible bias. I also took care to reflect and focus
on my research questions and goals before, during, and after each observation. Related to this
process was a limitation I felt emerged while writing this dissertation and wondering if my
themes or conclusions might read differently if I know that my participant would read them. I
sought out Weis and Fine’s (2000) recommendations and applied them post hoc. However, for
future studies, I suggest referring to Weis and Fine’s (2000) self-reflective points of writing in
qualitative research:
(a) Should I write about what people say or recognize that sometimes they cannot
remember or choose not to remember?
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(b) Has my writing connected the voices and stories of individuals back to the set of the
historical, structural, and economic relationship in which they are situated?
(c) How far should I go in theorizing the words of participants?
(d) Have I backed into the passive voice and decoupled my responsibility from my
interpretation? (P. 33)
These limitations guided suggestions for recommendations for practice and research on the
culture of writing in middle school ELA classes.
Additional Recommendations for Further Research
The findings of this study as well as the limitations discussed suggest further research to
improve writing instruction and further explore the culture of writing instruction in middle
school:
1. Further qualitative research on the lesson planning process in terms of teachers
making writing instructional decisions is needed. This study highlighted the need for
a better understanding of the impacts of effective lesson planning processes and
implementation, especially within a middle school context.
2. Further qualitative research on the culture of practices and collaboration between
ELA teachers and administration regarding writing instruction and practice in
classroom and the impact it has on ELA departments is warranted. Findings within
this study brought attention to the lack of consistency and understanding, stemming
from a lack of a codified, technical vocabulary of our profession among the Lime
County Secondary Literacy District Team, the administration within Lime County’s
middle schools, and one teacher. Additionally, the different understandings between
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the district, school, and class contexts appeared to have an impact on the writing
instruction enacted and observed in Ms. Mitchell’s class.
3. Further qualitative research on approaches to writing instruction between elementary
and middle school feeder schools is needed. Findings within this study suggest that a
lack of collaboration and perhaps communication between elementary and middle
school feeder schools have an impact on writing instruction and students’
proficiencies demonstrated in Plant Middle Schools. Further research could provide
an understanding of the relationship between the elementary and middle school
feeder schools writing curriculum and the impacts that writing instruction may have
on students’ identity as authors.
4. Qualitative research on the how the implementation of digital technologies and
digital literacy impact the collaborative culture of writing and/ or students’ writing
identities would prove beneficial to the field as well. While it was not a research
question within this study, the writing instruction in this class demonstrated a need to
understand how digital literacies can be leveraged within ELA middle schools to
nurture a community of efficacious writers.
5.

Policies relating to the importance of teacher certification and colleges of teacher
education in general could gain valuable information to better serve our students
through quantitative and qualitative research focusing on temporary certified ELA
teachers and their approaches and pedagogies of literacy instruction, particularly
writing instruction, within middle school ELA classrooms.

6. Exploring approaches to incorporating reading and writing instruction within
Intensive Reading courses.
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Concluding Remarks
Findings of this study suggest that inconsistencies in the understanding of writing
instruction and of writing workshop, lack of confidence in student writing abilities, not
establishing a space for student writers to grow as authors, and not providing dialogic feedback
resulted in a culture of struggling writers who avoided writing and lacked overall effort to put
into their writing. Effective writing practice is essential to students’ academic success beyond the
K-12 classroom (Graham, 2019). Writing instruction presents its own challenges, and the beliefs
and attitudes of teachers can shape the writing community of the class and guide how the writing
process is implemented within the classroom (Graham, 2017). Writing is an essential part of the
classroom and helps students develop their cognitive processes (Graham et al., 2015).
Administrators and instructional leaders should inform and guide teachers to reflect on their
beliefs and instructional practice in regard to their students with disabilities and their ELL
students, to impact students’ writing achievement and to nurture classroom community (Kiely et
al., 2015; Munguia, 2017).
Procedures for enhancing motivation should include a supportive writing environment,
collaboration among students, direct instruction of writing skills, strategies, and knowledge
needed for successful writing, and should display student work and successes (Graham & Harris,
2016). “Simply telling our students about the pleasures and rewards of writing is not enough, we
need to design assignments that engage them in meaningful, productive intellectual work”
(DiYanni & Borst, 2020, p.161). School leaders and instructional coaches should recognize the
need for writing instruction and focus on setting clear goals for both students and teachers
(Calkins & Ehrenworth, 2016).
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Additionally, findings from this study suggest that teachers would benefit from consistent
support in approaches to writing instruction from their district, instructional support team, and
administration. While districts and their schools do provide numerous resources and require
training on how to implement and model writing strategies, nascent teachers, particularly those
from nontraditional teacher education programs, may somehow need buy in and close follow up.
Additionally, making sure that teachers becoming more familiarized with rubrics may result in
improved goals and writing success. A unified understanding of approaches to writing
instruction and implementing writing workshop also bolster improvement in student writing
abilities (Atwell, 1987; Calkins, 2005).
Teacher preparation programs, specific to secondary ELA and the developmental needs
of middle schoolers, produce many teachers with traditional certification with evidence-based
instructional strategies to boost writing scores and nurture young authors. However, with severe
teacher shortages and the uneven preparation of alternatively certified ELA teachers, students
will continue to fall through the cracks and widen the illiteracy gap. Steps towards ensuring
meaningful and collaborative trainings for middle school ELA teachers will allow for teachers to
not only implement effective practices into their classes, but find value in writing instruction.
Meaningful training will also result in increased student academic performance from the
resources that may already be provided for teachers by their districts.
Even the best teachers acknowledge and embrace having the room to learn and grow
from new practices and should be provided with the space to learn new skills and strategies to
meet their students’ academic needs. Reflecting on teacher beliefs and instructional practices can
help teachers of writing to develop communities and identities of writers within the classroom.
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By establishing identities as writers, student engagement in the writing process, ownership of
their writing through peer feedback, and confidence in their writing will increase.
Low proficiency scores (NCES, 2011) in writing for our students creates an urgency to
improve writing instruction, especially within middle school ELA classrooms. This dissertation
aimed to serve as a reference on what the culture of writing instruction looked like in one middle
school ELA class and how writing instruction might best be approached to improve the deficit in
writing scores and to nurture students’ identities as writers. Further research is needed to better
explore the nuances and patterns within middle school writing instruction and to investigate the
culture of writing across multiple contexts.
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OCPS Application to Conduct Research
Research Notice of Approval
Approval Date: February 22, 2022

Study ID Number: 601

Expiration Date: February 22, 2023
Project Title: An Ethnographic Exploration of the Culture in Writing Instruction in a Middle
School Classroom
Requester: Misha Zaidi
Sponsoring Agency/Organization/Institutional Affiliation: University of Central Florida
Thank you for your request to conduct research in Orange County Public Schools. We have
reviewed and approved your application. This Research Notice of Approval (R-NOA) expires one
year after issue date, February 22, 2023
Additionally, we have received principal approval from the following school(s) to participate in
your study:
Walker Middle School, School name: Ms. Rebecca Watson, Principal,Rebecca.watson@ocps.net
If you are interacting with OCPS staff, students or families, you may email the school-based or
district-based administrators who have indicated interest in participating, including this notice as
an attachment. After initial contact with applicable administrators, you may email any necessary
staff included in your application. This approval notice does not obligate administrators, teachers,
students, or families of students to participate in your research; participation is entirely voluntary.
OCPS badges, indicating security clearance, are required to collect data, whether in-person or virtually
(including virtual interviews/focus groups and virtual classroom observations), at any OCPS campus
or building.

•

All external researchers (non-OCPS employees) intending to collect data in-person or
virtually must undergo a FDLE/FBI Level 2 background screening in order to gain access
to our facilities, staff and students. The screening will be similar to the one utilized by our
district for our instructional vendors. Pending review of the screening, the school board
will determine if you are eligible to collect data in-person or virtually at our facilities and
interact with administrators, faculty and students by issuing an OCPS Approved
Researcher badge.

More information on the security clearance process will be emailed to you in a separate
communication.
You are required to bring the following items with you every time you visit an OCPS facility:
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1. Copy of your R-NOA (research notice of approval)
2. Copy of your OCPS Security Clearance Form
3. OCPS badge
You are responsible for submitting a Change/Renewal Request Form to this department prior to
implementing any changes to the currently approved protocol. If any problems or unexpected
adverse reactions occur as a result of this study, you must notify this department immediately.
Allow 45 days prior to the expiration date, if you intend to submit a Change/Renewal Request
Form to extend your R-NOA date. Otherwise, submit the Executive Summary (along with the
provided Cover Page) to conclude your research with OCPS and within 45 calendar days of the RNOA expiration. Email the form/summary to research@ocps.net. All forms may be found at this
link.
Should you have questions, need assistance or wish to report an adverse event, please contact us
at research@ocps.net or by phone at 407.317.3370.
Sincerely,
Xiaogeng Sun, Ph. D.
Director, Research and Evaluation
Orange County Public Schools
research@ocps.net
407.317.3200, Ext. 200-4730
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Semi-Structured Member Checking Interview Protocol
Interview Week 1 (March 22-March 24)
Participant: Seventh Grade Classroom Teacher
Purpose: To understand how the social, psychological, and the organizational factors of a culture
impact writing instruction and practice within a middle school English Language Arts (ELA)
class based on observations within the study’s setting.
Central Research Question: What is the culture of writing instruction in one middle school
English Language Arts class?
Research Questions:
1. What do the components of writing instruction look like in one middle school class?
2. How does the middle school English Language Arts classroom exhibit identity
distinction, writing development, and discourse surrounding writing instruction?

Data

Question

Prompts and Elicitations

Icebreaker

•

How are you today

Provide Some
Background

•

What was your educational
background?
How many years have you
been teaching?

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Classroom Context

•
•
•

Teacher Practice and
Class Writing Process

•
•

Teacher and Student
Discourse

•

How many students are in
this class?
How many students are on
IEPs, 504s, behavior plans?
Which curriculum are you
following?
When did thesis statement
writing begin in your
class?
I noticed that there is a
step-by-step approach used
within your class, could
you please explain this a
little more to me?
I noticed that you used the
phrase “simplify your
sentence” to help students
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•

•
•

•

Thank you for your participation
Purpose of interview
Any questions before we begin?
What were your major(s)
Did you do a teacher preparation
program
Were you provided with any workshops
on writing when you began as a
teacher?
Were you provided with any workshops
throughout your time as a teacher?
What are, if any, blocks you notice
within this class?

What is the approach to thesis writing
within your class?
What do you think are some blocks to
thesis writing that you have noticed in
your class?

What is the process for students to write
sentences in their own words?

Data

Teacher and Student
Identity and Beliefs

Question

•
•

Organizational Factors

Member Checking

•

•

Prompts and Elicitations

put sentences into their
own words, could you
please explain your
approach to this?
How do you view yourself
as a writer?
How do you think your
students view themselves
as writers?

Overall, how does
administration include
writing within your
school?
Paraphrase any key ideas I
noted
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•

•
•
•
•

In education and as a teacher, how do
you see yourself as a writing instructor?
Confident? Strong? Need more
practice?
How do you think your students view
themselves when it comes to writing?
Strong? Confident? Not able to do it?
Does administration hold trainings,
writing workshops, etc.?
How did instructional coaches play a
role with writing instruction this week?
Thank you for your time

Semi-Structured Member Checking Interview Protocol
Interview Week 2 (March 29-31)
Participant: Seventh Grade Classroom Teacher
Purpose: To understand how the social, psychological, and the organizational factors of a culture
impact writing instruction and practice within a middle school English Language Arts (ELA)
class based on observations within the study’s setting.
Central Research Question: What is the culture of writing instruction in one middle school
English Language Arts class?
Research Questions:
1. What do the components of writing instruction look like in one middle school class?
2. How does the middle school English Language Arts classroom exhibit identity
distinction, writing development, and discourse surrounding writing instruction?
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Data

Question

Icebreaker

•
•

Writing
Development

•

•

Teacher Practice

•

•

Student Identity

•

•

Follow Up

•

Prompts and Elicitations

How are you today?
Do you feel like you
restrain yourself from
referring to the test or do
you feel that students need
to hear FSA reminders?
I noticed last week that
you initially wanted
students to focus on only
story hooks for their
introduction but then later
in the week, you told them
they could do question or
quote hooks. What
changed?
Beyond the writing
workshop, how is writing
incorporated in your
classroom?

•

I noticed that you bring up FSA
reminders sometimes, but then you also
tell your students that you want them to
be comfortable, I was wondering if you
could go more into that with me

•

Could you go more into the shift in your
approach for writing a hook?
What writing practices (i.e., written
responses, essays, etc.), if any, are
included in the coursework?

For students who are
unable to dissect the text
because of the level of
complexity, what
strategies do you use for
students to break the text
down for comprehension?
If you could do this year
again, would you change
anything? Why or why
not?

•

How do you approach scaffolding for
your struggling students?

I noticed that there is a lot
of motivation from you to
keep students going. For
students who are stuck at a
certain point in the writing
process, what strategies do
you use for students to
overcome their writer’s
block?
Do you think that your
students took the Plant
Writes seriously? Why or
why not?
Student samples from
Plant Writes and two more

•

What tips and tricks do you provide for
your students if they are struggling on a
sentence or how to start a certain
paragraph?
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•

•

Data

Member Checking

Question

•

Prompts and Elicitations

samples from their recent
writing assignment. Also,
will want to collect four of
the thesis statement
activity
Rephrase what I heard
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•

Semi-Structured Member Checking Interview Protocol
Interview Week 3 (April 4th- April 6th)
Participant: Seventh Grade Classroom Teacher
Purpose: To understand how the social, psychological, and the organizational factors of a culture
impact writing instruction and practice within a middle school English Language Arts (ELA)
class based on observations within the study’s setting.
Central Research Question: What is the culture of writing instruction in one middle school
English Language Arts class?
Research Questions:
1. What do the components of writing instruction look like in one middle school class?
2. How does the middle school English Language Arts classroom exhibit identity
distinction, writing development, and discourse surrounding writing instruction?
Data

Ice Breaker

Icebreaker

How would you describe how
you’re feeling in one word?

Background Information

•

You mentioned
previously that you have
a temporary certificate, I
forgot to follow up and
ask what your
temporary certification
is in?
• What are next steps
after the three years are
done with the temp.
certificate?
• This job can get
isolating. Who do you
turn to for support?
(I think it’s so cool that you
have your own book) Do your
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Prompts and Elicitations
•

Thank you again for
taking the time to
answer my questions
• Thank you for agreeing
to participate in my
study, it really means a
lot
• Purpose of the interview
all questions and
answers are
confidential, and you
will be given a
pseudonym
Any questions before we begin?
• Who do you model
after?

Data
Writing Process/Practice

Teacher Beliefs

Organizational Factors

Ice Breaker
students know that you are a
published poet?
• Last week, you were
very frustrated with
your students and how
they approached scoring
each other’s essays.
Could you go more into
your feelings of
frustration?
• Why do you feel that the
rubric grading did not
go well?
• If you could do that
practice over again,
what would you have
done differently?
• Did you create the thesis
statement activity?
• What do you think is the
most effective writing
strategy that students
should know?
• What do you think is the
biggest obstacle with
teaching writing?
• What do you think is the
biggest obstacle with
writing for your
students? (aside from
their confidence)
• Have there been
trainings or PLCs on
how to score essays?
• Have there been
trainings, workshops, or
PLCs on how to do
scoring with students?
• You previously
mentioned that Walker
is all about writing. I
can tell that this school
places a lot of value on
writing instruction. Do
you feel that you get
support with writing
approaches from the
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Prompts and Elicitations
•

Had students done this
practice before?

•

•

What skills, tips, tricks,
or techniques for
writing instruction has
administration here
provided for you?

Data
Member Checking

Ice Breaker
•

administration team?
How so?
Rephrase what I heard
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Prompts and Elicitations
•

Anything to add?

Semi-Structured Member Checking Interview Protocol
Interview (April 8th)
Participant: Testing Coordinator (Ms. Miller)
Purpose: To understand how the social, psychological, and the organizational factors of a culture
impact writing instruction and practice within a middle school English Language Arts (ELA)
class based on observations within the study’s setting.
Central Research Question: What is the culture of writing instruction in one middle school
English Language Arts class?
Research Questions:
1. What do the components of writing instruction look like in one middle school class?
2. How does the middle school English Language Arts classroom exhibit identity
distinction, writing development, and discourse surrounding writing instruction?
Data
Icebreaker

Provide Some Background

School Context

Question
How are you today

•

What is your
educational
background?
• What is your
professional
background?
What is/are your role(s) within
this school?
•
•

Identity and Beliefs

•

•
•

How many Plant Writes
assessments have been
held this year?
When did writing
instruction begin at this
school?
There are numerous
approaches and beliefs
to writing instruction,
what is your belief on
writing instruction?
How do you view
yourself as a writer?
How do you think the
students view
themselves as writers?
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Prompts and Elicitations
•

Thank you for your
participation
• Purpose of interview
Any questions before we begin?
• What were your majors
• Did you do a teacher
preparation program
• Were you provided any
workshops on writing
when you began as a
teacher?
• What about during your
time as a teacher
• How is writing
incorporated in the
school?
• Are there any writing
clubs, yearbook, or
journalism clubs?
• What do you value
about writing
instruction?
• Do you feel that the
focus of writing
instruction increases as
the FSA approaches, or
it stays consistent
throughout the year?

Data

Question
•

•

Organizational Factors

•

•

Member Checking

•

How do you ensure that
your team and the
teachers are on the same
page with getting
students to where they
need to be with their
writing?
What do you think is the
biggest obstacle with
writing instruction?
(From teachers and
students)
How are students held
accountable for their
scores on the Plant
Writes assessments?
Overall, how does
administration include
writing in your school?
Paraphrase any key
ideas I noted
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Prompts and Elicitations

•

Are there incentives?
What is the process after
students complete the
Plant Writes
assessment?

•
•

Thank you again for
your time

Semi-Structured Member Checking Interview Protocol
Interview Week 4 (April 11th- April 13th)
Participant: Seventh Grade Classroom Teacher
Purpose: To understand how the social, psychological, and the organizational factors of a culture
impact writing instruction and practice within a middle school English Language Arts (ELA)
class based on observations within the study’s setting.
Central Research Question: What is the culture of writing instruction in one middle school
English Language Arts class?
Research Questions:
1. What do the components of writing instruction look like in one middle school class?
2. How does the middle school English Language Arts classroom exhibit identity
distinction, writing development, and discourse surrounding writing instruction?

Data
Icebreaker
FSA

Writing Development

Teacher Beliefs

Question
How was your week?
• Were you able to see
what the prompt was for
the 7th grade FSA
writing test?
•

I noticed that when I
would talk with some of
your students, they
would be able to tell me
their thoughts, establish
an elaboration, and with
some promptings
connect it back to the
prompt. However, when
they are asked to write
it, even after looking at
the examples, they are
unable to. Why do you
think that is?
• What do you think your
students learned this
year?
• Do you find teaching
reading skills (such as
comprehension, author’s
purpose, point of view,
and inferencing) or
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Prompts and Elicitations

Data
Feedback (Discourse)

Member Checking

Question
writing more enjoyable?
Why?
• While going over some
of the students’ written
responses for Limits of
Empathy, I noticed that
they were able to give a
general idea of what the
question was asking but
were unable to really
connect it back to the
question at hand. How
do you ensure that
students write a
complete response?
• How do you approach
expectations for
students written
responses? What are
you looking for in their
responses?
• Rephrase what I heard
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Prompts and Elicitations

Semi-Structured Member Checking Interview Protocol
Interview Weeks 5 and 6 (April 18th, April 19th, April 22nd, and April 25th)
Participant: Seventh Grade Classroom Teacher
Purpose: To understand how the social, psychological, and the organizational factors of a culture
impact writing instruction and practice within a middle school English Language Arts (ELA)
class based on observations within the study’s setting.
Central Research Question: What is the culture of writing instruction in one middle school
English Language Arts class?
Research Questions:
1. What do the components of writing instruction look like in one middle school class?
2. How does the middle school English Language Arts classroom exhibit identity
distinction, writing development, and discourse surrounding writing instruction?
Data
Icebreaker

Check-In

Background Information

Teacher Beliefs and Practice

Question

Prompts and Elicitations

What three words would you
use to describe yourself as a
teacher?
I just wanted to make sure if I
didn’t offend Z (student name)
last week when I got her
confused with A (student name)

1 White students
14 Hispanic
1 Other
5 Black

•

How many students identify
as White, Hispanic, Black,
Asian, or Other?
Last week you mentioned that
your master’s in Secondary
Education was basically
classroom management. I was
wondering if you could go more
into that?
• What does “Writing
Instruction” mean to you?
o What about to
administration
• What does “Writing
Workshop” mean to you?
o And for
administration?
• What is the difference
between Reading and ELA?
• I noticed that you
brought up resubmitting
to students this week. Is
this a practice that’s
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0 Asian
• Which courses did you have
to take?
Did you have to pick a
track to focus on in your
master’s? (Classroom
management, ELA, Math, etc.)

•

•

Writing instruction has
different definitions for
everyone, what does it mean
to you? What does it look
like to you?
Writing Workshop is seen
differently by everyone,
what does it mean and look
like to you?
• How are Reading and
ELA subjects different?

Data

Writing Development

Question

•

•

•

Student Identity

•
•

•

FSA

Organizational Factors

been yearlong? Is this
also applicable to
writing assignments?
You mentioned that you
created the assignments for
your students. I was
wondering if you could go
more into that process for
me.
• Were your assignments
preparation for the
Reading FSA or a
continuation of writing
instruction?

Prompts and Elicitations

I noticed that you
mentioned the Reading
FSA much less than the
FSA Writing test. I
wonder if you could tell
me more about that
How often does
administration come in to
see writing instruction or
practice in your classroom?
Principals have different
attributes that make them
leaders. Do you view your
principal as a leader in
writing instruction?
• I understand your
assistant principal also
is an assessing
administrator for the
ELA department. Could
you tell me more about
her instructional
guidance and leadership
provided to you?
• Do you feel that your
students approach these
assignments more
openly than writing
assignments?
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•

What was the process like
for you? Difficult, easy?
Why?
Did you use district provide
resources? Did you utilize
ELA curriculum websites
such as NewsELA,
CommonLit, etc.?
• (If continuation of
writing instruction)
How would you
describe it being a
continuation of writing
instruction?
• Did you feel your
students were more
prepared for the
Reading than Writing
test? Why?
Why or why not do you
view your principal as an
instructional leader?
•

•

What differences did
you notice?

APPENDIX F: CONCEPTUAL MEMOS 1-5
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Conceptual Memo Week 1 Tuesday, March 22-Thursday, March 24th
Walking into the classroom on day one, I noticed that there was a sense of classroom
community. Jokes between students and teacher were aplenty from talking about how students
talked too much to students joking on the teacher about how she wouldn’t help them even though
she said she would be a student’s partner. Single desk styled and, in a row, students sat wherever
they chose unless the teacher felt it was necessary to move elsewhere. There is a total of 20
students in Ms. Mitchell’s seventh grade class. Ms. Mitchell also ensured that she asked her
students what certain words meant in Spanish so that all of her students understood what she was
saying to them (i.e., “how do you say one word in Spanish” “what is one more?”). Many of her
students responded happily when she would do this.
I came into the classroom for my first observation on the second day of their writing
workshop in preparation for the standardized writing assessment that will be happening on April
7th. On the first day, students were highlighting the pros and cons to their topic on the benefits of
single-gender classrooms. After completing this, students were going to deconstruct the prompt
and begin writing their thesis statement. By the end of the week, students were expected to
complete their thesis statement, hook, and introduction paragraph. I compartmentalized my
conceptual memo into the emerging trends and possible themes that emerged from my first week
of observations. I would like to make a note to myself that my seventh-grade lesson planning
observation is not included in this conceptual memo as I was unable to find any connections yet.
One observation I have made, however, is that teachers and administration are on
different pages with their approaches to writing instruction. Teachers appear uncertain of what
they should be doing and how they should approach writing instruction; whereas the
administration team had many solutions and resources to help their teachers. There was a voice
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of concern with student test scores from their latest mock writing scores from administration. I
would like to explore this in my upcoming week and hope to find connections across the
seventh-grade lesson planning meeting with what I might see in Ms. Mitchell’s class and
practice.
Feedback
On days two and three, Ms. Mitchell would walk around the classroom providing
feedback for students on their thesis statements, reasoning, and hook for their introduction.
Initially, students were confused on what pros and cons meant when they were
identifying the pros and cons of single-gender education. Throughout week one of my
observations, Ms. Mitchell kept reiterating that she wanted her students to feel comfortable
writing their hook (“we’re going to be looking at the pink highlighted section on the reasons that
you feel comfortable writing about,” “you don’t have to start writing down, once you start
thinking about it, once you feel comfortable with how you’re going to write it, then you start it,
okay?”) and writing sentences from the text in their own words (“see how I simplified it? I want
you to simplify” “this text evidence is good, but the evidence is the text, you can simplify this”).
Ms. Mitchell also kept referring to the examples provided in the Google Document that the
students were doing their work in. This document was provided by the district from their lesson
plan. As mentioned in our interview, Ms. Mitchell uses it and adjusts it to her students’ needs. I
noticed that when a student was stuck on something with how to write a part of the essay, Ms.
Mitchell would refer to the examples and ask students to do the same. If they did not understand
it, she would not understand why they did not understand the concept (I see this more on days
one and two of my class observations).
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Student Attitudes and Actions Week One
Day 1 was more teacher-led and more answers on what students should write for their
evidence, elaboration, and thesis statements were provided by Ms. Mitchell. I noticed during
Days 2 and 3 that more off task and behavioral issues were occurring when students were
working independently. Ms. Mitchell was constantly reminding students about redirection of
getting back to work and staying focused on their assignments. Ms. Mitchell was often telling
her students that she would be calling parents regarding behaviors if they wouldn’t get focused
on their work. I noticed that phone calls or any follow up did not occur in the first week there is
this the second week?
One student, Jake, his entire body turned around away from Ms. Mitchell, when she was
going over how to write their thesis statement and when asked if he knew the answer to Ms.
Mitchell’s question regarding evidence found within the reading passage set, he responded with
“hmm?” and then was asked to turn around instead of answering her question. I worked with
Allen on Day 3 as soon as Ms. Mitchell finished going over the assignment verbally (when he
turned around to me: “Ms. Can you please help me?”). While working with Allen, I noticed that
he was able to verbalize his reasons that supported the prompt and was even able to give me a
story that connected his thinking to the prompt. However, when it was time for him to write what
he told me, he felt very stuck. One thing I needed to remind myself was that I am not the teacher;
nor am I a teaching assistant within the classroom. However, I found myself engrossed and
ended up helping him the entirety of the class period.
On Day 1, the teacher originally had students paired off to do the work (approach to
selecting partners was not disclosed to me) but I noticed that they weren’t engaging with one
another. Students were more so working alone or seeking assistance from their teacher. At one
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point, one student [name]calls her out and says, “my partner is helping everybody else but not
me” and “you barely talk to me.” Throughout the week, I noticed this student, Allen, would seek
her attention to get assistance. When she would give directions, he would put his head down or
would be on another website, however, as soon as she would finish directions and would begin
walking around the classroom, he would look at her and wait for her to come to him. This is a
trend I noticed in Week One. Numerous students would not pay attention to the directions while
they were being given or while the teacher was verbally addressing how to do the writing tasks,
but as soon as Ms. Mitchell would stop directions, they would either look to her hoping that she
would come to them or they would put their head down, play with their fingers, or just stare at
their Google Document that held their assignment on.Allen’s work from this writing workshop
will be included in the Appendix.
I believe that these behaviors I’ve noticed stem from the teacher going over the content
verbally but would not truly allow students to practice writing on their own. For example, on
Day 1, Ms. Mitchell says when they began deconstructing the prompt, “so I’ll give you the verb,
you’re going to tell me what the noun is, sounds like a plan? Okay, we’re not going to work as
teams because I can already see how this is going to work out… alright so for the first part, we’re
going to focus on this verb, ‘write.’” This followed by students copying what she wrote in the
chart for deconstructing the prompt. In her lesson planning meeting, Ms. Mitchell expressed her
exhaustion because her students were struggling to write their thesis statement, and that she was
unsure of why they were unable to write a thesis statement: “I got to that point because I know
that outline, we have, it gives examples. And it’s highlighted in pink, they’re not even reading
the examples.” Another teacher during their meeting chimed in and said, “they’re kind of
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struggling with essay writing, I needed to read three examples of essays. They’re giving you the
model of the structure, right there… some of them just look at me, like, ‘what?’”
This makes me wonder if this phenomenon is due to the lack of confidence that Ms.
Mitchell brought up in our interview. “They spent more time second guessing their thoughts and
because of their lack of thoughts, they don’t want to engage, they don’t want to speak in class.”
While Ms. Mitchell is reprimanding her students, she also motivates them verbally and with a
quote on the whiteboard that says, “shine bright like a diamond” and tells her students things
such as, “see, I know you’re so smart,” and “I commend you for putting in time and effort.” I
think showing her students motivational quotes is a valuable practice; however, I wonder what
strategies and techniques Ms. Mitchell uses to motivate her students academically with writing
practice.
FSA Preparation
During class, many mentions of what students will see on the FSA. Even though in our
interview Ms. Mitchell said that she is not a supporter of teaching to the test and wanted her
students to feel comfortable writing, I noticed more focus on student behavior and their grammar
(“don’t approach the FSA like this,” “when you are doing the FSA on April 7th, you have to look
for good evidence,” “you have to be ready for this test,’). I wonder if student misbehaviors were
higher because of more mentions of the FSA? I also noticed that while my study is focused on
the culture of writing instruction and not on the culture of standardized test preparation, I found
myself losing focus on the culture of writing itself and worrying and focusing on how prepared
students would be for the FSA and how preparation was conducted for upcoming writing test. As
I consistently return and revisit my research questions, I would like to continue exploring the
developing pattern of a culture of test preparation during my time in Plant Middle School. I
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should also remember my positionality of a researcher who was previously an ELA teacher
during my time at Plant Middle.
Inconsistencies
The last trend I noticed in Week One was that Ms. Mitchell was inconsistent with her
approaches to writing. For example, on Day 2, she told her students that she did not want them to
write a question as their hook because she was not a fan of them. However, on Day 3, she told
her students it was okay to write a quote, fact, or story hook for the introduction. Interestingly,
she wanted her students to write a story for their hook, which appeared difficult for many
students to connect to the text and write about something that reflected about their personal
experiences as a student in a co-ed classroom. When walking around and asking students about
their personal connections and how they may benefit from being a single-gender classroom, I
was faced with many shrugs and shy “I don’t know.” I then prompted some students to consider
a time where they wished that they were in a classroom that a girl or boy wasn’t in their class
where I was faced with sly grins and one “yes, because I would like to act out because of a girl in
my class, but then I would get in trouble” (Allen). Another example of inconsistency is when
Ms. Mitchell instructed students to deconstruct the prompt on their own, but then she did it with
them, and she told them to copy what she had written on her class document it consisted of
students mainly copying what she had on her document.
Key trends from this week to continue looking for in Week 2:
-Process of feedback
-Process of strategies and skills for struggling students
-Student reactions and interactions within the classroom during writing
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Conceptual Memo Week 2 (Tuesday, March 29th to Thursday, March 31st)
Central Research Question: What is the culture of writing instruction in one classroom?
RQ1: What do the components of writing instruction look like in one middle school class?
RQ2: How does the middle school English Language Arts class exhibit identity, writing
development, and discourse surrounding writing instruction?

This week, I noticed that students were sitting in a different arrangement with their desks
in that the there was a small group of desks in the back (approximately 12 desks) and the
remainder of the desks were in the front of the class. Ms. Mitchell explained to me that about 13
students were grouped in the front (who were behind in the writing process and needed more
help and guidance) and about seven in the back to help Ms. Mitchell remember how to best
differentiate the students who did not need her assistance and those who needed more of it. The
goal for this week was for students to complete their practice FSA writing essays by Friday. In
the back of the classroom, students were typing away furiously, working on their second body
paragraphs and conclusions of their essays. In the front, students continuously looked to their
teacher, hoping she would catch their eye and come guide them. Others, about three or four
students at any given time, would have their head down, playing with their fingers, or playing
games on another site, hoping that they would not get caught by Ms. Mitchell.
Writing Development
This second week of observations, I noticed that Ms. Mitchell changed her approach to
the way students should address writing hooks with those students who needed more assistance.
In Week One, she asked all her students to write a story or narrative hook (like a vignette)
because when looking at her student’s Walker Writes essays, she saw that many students used
the question hook method, and she told students that she was not a fan of it (“I want you guys to
not use the question hook. We’re not going to do the question hook. I got sick to my stomach
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reading the Walker Writes and everything was a question hook”). However, in Week Two, Ms.
Mitchell saw that the story hook was proving difficult for some of her students. “I had a feeling
they would end up wanting to tell a whole story like the three little bears… I realized that they’re
not in a place to be able to do that type of hook… so that’s why I had to take it a notch down,
because they just couldn’t grasp the concept of storytelling.” The practice of writing a story for
the hook in the introduction of the informative, nonfiction based prompt may be confusing for
students.
Ms. Mitchell explained that she gave “layers” of the information to the students who
needed to be “spoon-fed.” Throughout the week, I noticed that these layers, or levels of
differentiating, would sound like giving her students encouragement, such as “keep on writing,”
or telling them instructions, such as “copy the thesis statement… this should not take you guys
long because I did most of the work,” and “the fact that I give you so many resources in the
directions shows me that you guys are not choosing to read the directions. You’re choosing not
to use the resources that will help you.”
Feedback
As I transcribed the class observations, I noticed that this week’s overall theme seemed to
be “tell, don’t show.” Ms. Mitchell provided feedback to most of her students; however, it
showed up in different ways for certain students. For her students were demonstrating higher
behavioral issues (i.e., those who were off task, talking to others, or simply not writing), her
feedback would be more behavior correction as opposed to guiding students with the writing
process. For her students who were attempting the work, she would tell them “what to do” for
their writing process as opposed to talking with the students about their process (“Okay, then
you’re going to find evidence in the text that shows that single gender classrooms… there’s a
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spike in confidence. And then right after that, you’re going to elaborate using your words to what
you wrote about it,” “when I’m verbalizing it, you should be thinking to yourself, ‘okay, that’s
what I’m writing about,” and “so right here, you’re going to talk about how a boy or girl, boy or
girl, since you’re a boy, let’s talk about this. About how women may not have high confidence in
a co-ed class like this. He may not feel confident answering questions because he doesn’t want
people laughing at him, you understand?”
In the continuing theme of feedback from the previous week one, I gained more insight
on Ms. Mitchell’s approach to providing feedback. Ms. Mitchell would tell them what to write
and where to look in the sources provided:
(a) “So that’s all I want you to talk about. Talk about why students tend to be
misbehaving in the classroom with boys and girls,” paragraph eight and two talks
about that. We’re gonna say that again, paragraph eight and two talks about that. I
will take that and put it here, put it here,”;
(b) “So students can be distracted from paragraph one as our students tend to be
distracted in co-ed classes, then I would look at the text or anything highlighted in
pink that was talking about how students that are in same sex classes have been able
to focus in your elaboration and use the evidence to show to explain how in co-ed
classes the students are distracted.”
I also noticed that she did a similar approach of telling her students what to write with her
lower performing students as well. She would tell them to copy what she had or would tell them
word for word what to write in their introduction boxes. In Week Two of their writing workshop
I observed, numerous students were still working on writing their introduction (which includes
their hook, thesis statement, and reasons, or central ideas). As Ms. Mitchell is telling her students
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what to do, she does not allow for time for students to do the work or to converse with her, it is
more of a “listen to all of the things I want you to do and follow through with that.” I believe that
Ms. Mitchell’s approach to telling her students how to write as opposed to showing her students
how to plan for a thesis statement, write a thesis statement, hook, and reasons created a block for
a half of her students. They remained unsure of how to write their overall introduction paragraph.
Teacher Beliefs
In interviews, Ms. Mitchell told me that she believes that her students do not like to write.
During my class observations, Ms. Mitchell has expressed to her students that she is against
handholding and is simultaneously trying to have her students ready for their FSA writing exam
and their eighth grade teachers. She does not want to be poorly reflected by her students because
they are unable to write. Ms. Mitchell also believes that the lack of bridge between elementary
school and middle school has resulted in her students’ poor writing abilities. Ms. Mitchell aims
to prepare her students to the point where they do not need her. “I want them to rely on
themselves and their ability to get the answer. I tried my best to actually teach with the concept
and process of detachment.”
In addition to Ms. Mitchell’s provided feedback in the classroom, she believes that
utilizing resources such as videos and sentence stems for Evidence and Elaboration would be
beneficial for her students. I think back to last week and during my member check-in session
with Ms. Mitchell and how she said she feels responsible as a writer to help her students feel the
freedom of writing and expressing themselves. She is motivated to teach them and has much
self-efficacy as a writer and to teach her students how to write. Ms. Mitchell is also a published
author and would love for her students to learn more about the expression of self and who they
should be as citizens within society.
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However, I observe that she does not use accepted teaching strategies such as modeling
writing skills (i.e., transitions, writing sentences in their own words, how to write elaborations).
Ms. Mitchell does have the teaching tools to help her students overcome their challenges to
writing essays. She was not provided any training or professional develop on writing or how to
conduct writing workshops the time since she became an ELA teacher. Even though she has a
Bachelor’s degree in English Literature, she does not have the teacher skills to give her students
the accommodations and scaffolding they need to write.
Sitting in on the planning meetings, I observed that some of the teachers at Plant Middle
School (pseudonym) who said that they were not taught how to teach writing to students, but
they went forth and asked other teachers who had experience on how to teach writing,
collaborated with others on how to teach writing, and ask others about their practice and what
strategies could be used in their classroom with their students. Since Ms. Mitchell has a
temporary certificate as a secondary ELA teacher in Florida, she does not find value in planning
sessions with her sixth-grade team and is unable to plan with the seventh grade team, because
she teaches during that time. Additionally, she tells me that she does not find value in the
planning sessions, because the planning time does not officially count towards her accreditation
to a full permanent teaching certificate. Because she has a temporary certificate, I wonder if she
is not motivated to seek out practices and skills she can incorporate into her classroom. I think
because she does not have the writing instructional strategies and tools for differentiation and
accommodating her students with their writing, the higher levels of frustration from both her and
her students may be the result. Further, she is unable to tell her students how to overcome certain
writing blocks and tells them to “look at the example” or “did you read the example, what are
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you not understanding then?” This may also result in the “tell, don’t show” theme that has
appeared in Week 2 of my observations.
Plant Middle School believes in the value of writing instruction. The value in writing
instruction led to conducting two mock writing tests throughout the school year, so that students
get a feel for FSA writing assessment. Based on my interview with Ms. Miller, the testing
coordinator, the school has an administration who find the purpose in writing instruction and try
to make sure that writing is incorporated, in not only the ELA courses throughout the school
year, but also within their professional development meetings.
FSA Beliefs
When I was interviewing her, Ms. Mitchell stated that does not agree with using the FSA
as “a tool for education and does not teach to the test, however, she recognizes the weight it
holds on to instruction and the importance it carries for teacher.” “The only reason it is so
pronounced in my classroom is because it’s coming up… I am mindful of its existence.” She
believes that if you are teaching effectively, then you do not have to remind students that certain
things will be on the FSA. If you are teaching effectively, then the students are being taught to
“leave better” from their classroom. This makes me wonder if Ms. Mitchell internally believes
she is not teaching effectively since she mentions the FSA Writing test often during my class
observations.
On the other hand, there was much less discourse surrounding the FSA this week as
compared to week one of my observations. On Day 4, Ms. Mitchell refers to the FSA and
approaching writing when providing feedback to a student regarding his use of sources, “that’s
all coming from one source. When you’re doing your essay, you have to use two to three sources
you’re reading… they want to see that you’re able to use both sources to express your ideas.”
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Student Identity
One student, Bryan, had his head down on Day 4 of my observations because he was not
getting the help from Ms. Mitchell that he wanted. On Day 5, Bryan immediately turned around
and asked me for help when Ms. Mitchell was calling students up to provide feedback on their
work so far. Like Allen, Bryan was able to tell me verbally his ideas, his story hook, and his
reasoning for why single-gender classrooms would be beneficial. He was able to connect the
prompt to himself and provided great elaborations in that he was able to connect the evidence he
provided to the reasons supporting the prompt. However, he was unable to write the ideas and
answers he provided me with. Allen did the same thing on Day 4 in that he would be confident in
the answers provided, but writing his ideas down were difficult for him. For both students, when
I showed them the sentence stems that were provided by the district and included in Ms.
Mitchell’s Writing Workshop module, they showed relief to see these resources and when using
them, were able to complete their sentences. What is interesting is that Ms. Mitchell did not
mention these resources to any students who were stuck on starting their paragraphs for either
the introduction or their body paragraphs.
On Day 6, two ESOL students were struggling to write their introductory paragraph to
which Ms. Mitchell was becoming more frustrated with them and was not understanding why
they weren’t understanding how to do the work. She had repeated to them to use Google
Translate and to refer to the examples that were provided in the assignment. When speaking with
Ms. Mitchell, she expressed that she felt her ESOL students were pretending not to know English
because she would hear them speak English in the hallways and two students she had last school
year (Allen and John) pretended that they could not speak English until the end of the school
year. I mention this conversation in this section because I wonder if her struggling ESOL
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students are pretending or if it is because the reading level of the passages are much above theirs
and they still do not understand the text after translating the text and would like Ms. Mitchell to
provide them the step-by-step method to writing each section of their essay. I also then wonder if
it’s not so much the students pretending not to know how to do the work but is a result of their
lack of confidence in writing in English as that can be more difficult than speaking socially in
English. I will be following up with two ESOL students in Week four to hear their attitudes,
efficacies, and beliefs surrounding writing instruction.
I believe that the result of Ms. Mitchell’s “telling” feedback provided to her students to
feel more dependent on her and be “spoon-fed.” Examples of student attitudes and actions
regarding writing instruction remerged where students would play games while teacher was
giving instructions but would then try to get her attention (or mine this week) so that they could
get help. Some students were hesitant to show Ms. Mitchell their work, even though she was not
harsh with her feedback. I think her students not willing to share their unfinished work
demonstrates that they are still not feeling confident to show their work, even though it is a work
in progress. There were also several students who wanted her to keep checking their work. I
believe that her students’ actions of low self-efficacy demonstrate their lack of confidence with
their writing, however, Ms. Mitchell’s students do want to work for her. I believe that her rapport
with her students makes them want to try, but because they do not have the tools or skills to
utilize the resources and practices of writing, they simply do not write on their own. The
demonstrated actions witnessed during my class observations represent Ms. Mitchell’s
sentiments on her students’ lack of confidence to write.
Key Trends to Continue Looking for in Week Three:
-

Student reactions and discourse
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-

Teacher process to writing

-

Teacher discourse. I am finding this is sprinkled throughout Conceptual Memo 2 and
fits into many trends of this week

-

If the trend of inconsistencies continues from Week One into Week 3
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Conceptual Memo Week 3 (April 4th- April 6th)
Central Research Question: What is the culture of writing instruction in one classroom?
RQ1: What do the components of writing instruction look like in one middle school class?
RQ2: How does the middle school English Language Arts class exhibit identity, writing
development, and discourse surrounding writing instruction?

This is the week of the FSA Writing test. Levels of frustration, tension, and anxiety were
high this week compared to any other during my time at Plant Middle School so far. Students
were running more in the hallways, the number of fights had increased (there were four this
week), and teachers were feeling more exhausted with preparing students for the looming test. I
noticed that Ms. Mitchell ceased her walk around the class and provide feedback to students that
was more prominent in Weeks One and Two and she was at her desk most of the time, calling
students to come up and show her their work and was monitoring their laptops using the
observation program called LanSchool. This week I felt was a breakthrough week for me
because the trends of inconsistencies, the underlying feeling of low self-efficacy with writing
instruction, and the FSA stress from Ms. Mitchell came to light. At this stage of my data
collection, it appears that the culture of writing instruction in one middle school classroom is
broken into the following components: motivation to do the work, but unable to, independence
versus partner work, and frustration.
Teacher Identity and Beliefs
One major thing I noticed when I was in the classroom this week was that there were
higher levels of frustration from Ms. Mitchell. When asked for clarification on something from
her students, she would continue the practice of telling her students to look at the examples and
was not understanding why her students weren’t understanding how to write a thesis statement.
On Day 7, Ms. Mitchell was extremely frustrated because her peer reviewing assignment did not
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go as planned. She felt her students were being disrespectful as they did not respond well to the
assignment. She believes that students should provide feedback for one another and they “didn’t
understand fully how to grade” (Interview 3).
Ms. Mitchell thinks that her students “don’t want to read… if they don’t want to read, if
they don’t want to read their own stuff, how are they going to want to read someone else’s?”
Based on my conversations and observations so far, I believe that Ms. Mitchell’s internal outlook
on her students’ academic abilities reflect on her writing instruction and her more “tell don’t
show” approach and ends up spoon-feeding more than she realizes with her students. I am not
sure how significant this may be, but I noticed that Ms. Mitchell walked around less this week
and asked her students to come to her desk throughout the class period. I am not sure if this is
correlated to her exhaustion or what she perceives is part of the process in writing instruction.
While reflecting on her frustrations, Ms. Mitchell commented that she has tried
everything from “spending a lot of money on snacks and everything and motivate them.” I
noticed that Ms. Mitchell brought up how much she spends on snacks to keep her students
motivated, but I wonder what intrinsic motivational techniques she’s used within her class. She
uses an extra credit system in her class (when students engage, they earn extra credit points that
are cashed in at the end of the week), I also wonder if because her extrinsic motivational system
is in place, some students feel that they do not need to try as hard because a) they know that their
teacher is not holding them entirely accountable for their assignments (i.e., assignments are not
reviewed together as a class) b) they will be able to get a higher grade in her class because of the
extra credit.
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Writing Action
I was also able to collect some of the students’ work as they had completed their essays
and the thesis statement activity. I noticed that with the students who were lower performing,
they left their assignments blank. Allen was an example of this in that even with Ms. Mitchell
going over the examples and her method of approach on how to write a thesis statement, he left
the answers blank. Another student, Lily, who is a higher performing student, was able to
provide her ideas, but her grammar was not proficient (Ex: “bowling is a sport for everyone
bcause Bowling is a free sport it can be played by anyone and anywhere and its not needed with
expensive materials”). She was able to provide the topic and the three reasons about why
bowling is a sport for everyone.
One of the highest performing students in third period, Eddie, was able to write a
complete thesis statement with proficient grammar. I noticed that he did not include all three
reasons in his answers. He would provide only two reasons in all his thesis statement answers
(Ex: “Bowling is a sport that is for everyone because it is not limited to one age group and could
be played at any time.”).
I also looked through Eddie’s final essay for this assignment and he was able to write his overall
ideas proficiently. There were minor grammatical errors, was able to connect a majority of his
essay to the prompt, and he was able to structure his essay based on his ideas. I noticed that
while Eddie was able to provide evidence that supports the overall topic of the benefits of singlegender classes, he was unable to tie his ideas to his reasons on how single-gender classes are
beneficial.
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Paragraph Three from Eddie:
“In most schools, students get bad grades because they aren’t focused
enough. The reason is because they get distracted during class by their opposite
gender, resulting to have low grades compared to single-sex classrooms. In
paragraph 12 it says, “researchers found that students at single-sex schools had
not only superior academic achievement, but also had higher educational
aspirations”. Also adding, researchers also mentioned how students that attended
single-sex classroom are more likely to go to collage. This shows how single-sex
classrooms make a change in student’s education.”
Student Identity
Student Samples
Allen, an ESOL student who is lower-performing, was able to provide cited evidence
from the passages to support the topic, “why single-gender classes would benefit the schools,”
however, he was unable to explain in his own words at a more in-depth level how single-gender
classes were beneficial for students. Allen was constantly stuck throughout the first two weeks
while working on this assignment. He asked me for help during the introduction paragraph
portion of planning his essay. Most other times throughout the weeks however, he would
constantly look to Ms. Mitchell, would text on his phone, would play games on his laptop, or
would look elsewhere. I later asked Allen about his writing process, he said that he thinks
planning out what he is writing because it helps him, but he needs help from Ms. Mitchell to help
him do better. He did not finish this assignment.
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Paragraph Two from Allen:
“Boys may feel uncomfortable around girls and it makes them act
differently in class and not pay attention. But in a single-gender class boys will
boys went from being in the 10 to 30 percent listing to 73 percent. They
went from a reading average of about 20 percent to 66 percent.
In a single-gender class, i think that boys and girls will be able to focus
more because they will be with their own type like their own gender and they will
focus on the boys or the boy not focusing on the girls
So, in my opinion, I think that being in single-gender classes will help us
focus more on ower work or classes instead of focusing on how to act around a
girl.”
Writing Activities
On Day 7, I worked with four students who were in the front of the classroom (which
means that they are a little behind and need more support). They were unsure of how to start
writing the thesis statement, even after reading the examples. I asked the students what they were
stuck on, and they all were unsure of how to start writing their thesis statement. I had students
highlight what the main topic appeared to be about in one color. Then I had students highlight
the reasons that connected to their topic in another color. They were able to do this effectively.
However, when it came to writing what the topic was and the reasons supporting it, they were
stuck again and needed sentence starters. I felt hesitant in taking over this small group of
students because I am not the teacher, her assistant, nor did I want to overstep any boundaries.
I noticed that while the classroom was setup this way, the students were not given extra
support this week. Many students were partnered up, but they were not talking with each other
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except for showing what they had written independently and the other copying what the faster
writer completed. One student who offered to help Bryan was “helping” him by typing her work
into his document.
Lastly, on Day 9, Ms. Mitchell played a Kahoot game to review for the FSA writing test.
Throughout the game, Bryan’s low self-efficacy showed through comments such as “I got it
wrong,” “If I get it wrong, I’m closing my laptop,” (x 2) and “this is bullshit, I don’t want to play
this game anymore bruh.”
It appears that Ms. Mitchell’s students are motivated to do the work for her, but they are
unable to write because they do not have the skills or tools to support them in their writing
process. They want to engage with the activities, but then stop when they read the task and seek
help from Ms. Mitchell. Throughout the week, I noticed that if she did call on a student, it was to
correct a behavior, tell them to do their work, or a general announcement. If those students who
appeared to be struggling did not get the help they needed from Ms. Mitchell, they would
continuously look at her, put their head down, or just stare at their screen. These are behaviors I
noted from Weeks One and Two as well.
Lastly, I noticed that for the higher-performing students, there wasn’t a next step for
rigorous work. These students would be given a free period (this happened for all three days I
was there for observations in the classroom). A suggestion in this point of my data collection
would be for those higher-performing students who had turned in their work to work with the
lower-performing students to guide them and engage in academic discourse. Another suggestion
would be for those students who turned in their work for Ms. Mitchell to pair them up and have
them peer review their work. In doing so, these suggested practices would incorporate a culture
of academic discourse among students and opens a way for students to see other student work.
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Writing Development
Feedback
This week led to a little better understanding of the culture of feedback within this
seventh grade classroom. Ms. Mitchell is able to provide feedback by telling her students
structure their writing, but I noticed that there is not as much in-depth reflection on what they
have written. (Day 7, classroom observation: “You have to restate the prompt, restate the
question in some shape or form that shows that you understand what is being asked. Afterwards,
you have to incorporate the supporting ideas,” “you guys have to think about what you’re going
to say,” and “right here it gave you an example. It gave you the topic, just like in the prompt.
And if so, importing information gathered from a text, and it shows you how they combined it to
create the thesis statement. If you did not examine this example, to see how it makes sense,
you’re not- you’re cheating yourself.”)
In the last quotation from Day 7 of my classroom observation, I realized that
while Ms. Mitchell feels motivated to teach her students how to write and is efficacious in her
writing abilities, however, she is unable to provide writing strategies for helping her students
starting sentences, transitions, or helping students make connections between their evidence to
support the prompt and how their evidence supports the prompt in their own words (also known
as elaborations). Even though she has provided sentence stems and transition resource pages for
her students, she does not refer to it when she is providing feedback to her students. She reminds
students to read the examples provided in their writing exercises (their essay on single-gender
classes and their thesis statement activity) but does not explain the example to their students for
them to understand the examples provided. When students ask for help, she refers to the
example, and when they tell her that they have, she is unsure of what they are not understanding
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and asks them to read the examples again. I saw examples of this in Weeks One and Two as
well.
Discourse
FSA Talk
Teacher
When conducting my member check-in meeting with Ms. Mitchell this week, she
told me that the most important part of writing is planning the essay. Interestingly, I did
not see this approach while I have been present for observation. Ms. Mitchell had her
students fill out six tables (Steps 1-6) of their writing process and then write out their
essay. When talking to the students about their FSA Writing test, on Day 8, she told her
students to pull up a Google Document and write their essay out on there first and then
put their essay into the FSA portal. On Day 9, she rescinded her comment and told
students to “write the central idea on the piece of paper [planning sheet]. I would write on
the scrap paper the paragraphs the evidence that I like and I also write my two supporting
ideas down.” This also falls under the inconsistency category I have noticed in the
previous weeks.
While Ms. Mitchell understands the importance of planning, she may not have the
tools or skills to help her students write a cohesive outline when planning out their
writing. Furthermore, I think this also represents the stress she felt about her students not
being ready for the FSA test. “I didn’t feel that I got a sense of true confidence from them
[students], based off of the effort they were putting in” (Interview 3).
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Student
On Day 8, when Ms. Mitchell had her students peer review their essays, I spoke
with Eddie about his scores he gave to his peer. He was able to explain to me why he
gave his peer the scores that he did. Eddie’s response was that his peer was able to
provide the proper structure of the text, but she didn’t really get into her evidence. She
also did not really go into the elaborations. He gave her a 3 out of 4 in evidence and
elaboration, 4 out of 4 in organization, and a 2 out of 2 in grammar. I was unable to speak
with his peer because she was called up to Ms. Mitchell to show her thesis statement
activity and then they began reviewing it as a class.
Things to Continue Fleshing Out in Week Four:
•

FSA Talk

•

Feedback

•

Student Engagement with Assignments

•

Change of discourse surrounding writing (if this occurs)
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Conceptual Memo Week 4 (April 11th- April 13th)
Central Research Question: What is the culture of writing instruction in one middle
school English Language Arts class?
Research Questions:
3. What do the components of writing instruction look like in one middle school class?
4. How does the middle school English Language Arts classroom exhibit identity, writing
development, and discourse surrounding writing instruction?
It’s the week after the FSA, and there is a much lighter attitude and atmosphere in Ms.
Mitchell’s third period seventh grade ELA class. From each of my day’s observations this week,
I notice much less conversation and/or direction from Ms. Mitchell this week as well. I noticed
that she sat at her desk a majority of the class (40 minutes of the 45 minute block) throughout the
week while I was there. This week, students worked on an assignment titled, “The Limits of
Empathy.” Their first step was to read and highlight a key individual, event, or idea in pink, the
author’s point of view or purpose in blue, and any unknown words in yellow. Students entered to
see directions on the board, but I noticed that her directions on the board told the students to
highlight the author’s point of view or purpose, but on their assignment on Google Doc, it says to
highlight the author’s opinion. At the top of her assignment on the board, Ms. Mitchell provided
the definition of author’s purpose. Seeing this discrepancy made me think about a trend of
inconsistencies in writing instruction I have seen throughout the four weeks so far.
Writing Development
Assignments, based on Florida Standards, are given on Monday and last the entire week;
there were three assignments for students to complete. This assignment was based on a
nonfiction passage and students needed to answer multiple choice questions and answer short
response questions. The short response questions were also standards based. Students were
expected to write “gist” statements for groupings of paragraphs (1-3, 4-5, 6-8, 9-10, and 11-13)
determine and write the central idea, and complete two written questions based on the reading in
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their assignment this week. It is important to note that within the district, the practice of “gist”
statements is to help students put a sentence, phrase, or paragraph into their own words to help
understand the premise of that text. “Gist” statements are meant to help students write their
elaborations when working on their essays. The first essay question of this assignment asked the
students, “According to the information presented in “The Limits of Empathy,” what is the
purpose of sacred codes?”
I collected student work from three levels of students (high, middle, and low). The lower
performing student is also an ESOL student.
Student Level

Response

Yaz, High performing student A

“Sacred codes are something they
follow and sacred codes make you take action
and help people” [sic]

Allie, Middle performing student B

“The purpose of it arouses the
strongest emotions and attachments.”
“The sacred code helps unlock the
dividend knowledge that is stored within, it
may give you the tools to consciously
manifest the life you desire.” [sic]

Jeremiah, Low performing student C

Yaz, the high performing student was able to look back at paragraphs 11-13 and gather
what sacred codes were and put his answer into his own words. However, his ideas were unclear
(i.e., “they follow”) Allie, the middle performing student misunderstood what the question was
asking, and thought it was related to the word, “empathy,” which was a major focus of this
reading selection from the basal? Fiction /nonfiction? Article. Therefore, she gave a brief
definition of what she thought empathy meant. The Jeremiah, the low performing student was
able to locate where in the article sacred codes were discussed but was unable to answer the
question in his own words, so he Googled “What is the purpose of sacred codes?” and copied
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and pasted the first response he found in the search results. Based on a later conversation with
Ms. Mitchell, she informed me that she created these assignments by using Google or resources
such as Teachers Pay Teachers.
The next written response asked students, “Why do you think the section on the Nazi
prison guards was included in paragraph 5 of the text?” Ms. Mitchell also explained the meaning
of this paragraph verbally with her students and the significance of this paragraph. On Day 12,
Ms. Mitchell explains, seated at her desk,
“I’m going to explain that scene to you so you can fully understand what they’re
trying to say in the article about empathy… And I feel like you guys didn’t respond to
what was being said, because you don’t understand what plowing down is… Does
everybody understand what plowing down means?...Now, imagine a man in a tank doing
that [plowing down] to mothers and children. So, he’s crying, because obviously he’s
feeling the pain of what he’s doing. But because of his loyalty to his country, he’s still
doing it. And he’s giving that example to show that empathy can make them understand
what is wrong, but it’s not going to push you to change it. It’s not going to do anything
about [pause] I don’t think that is the complete truth, because there’s no complete truth.
Another perspective I’ve seen people do things to motivate people, but that’s what he’s
talking about. So, I need you to focus on that, because one of the question is going to be
referencing the Nazi in the story.” Students already read the passage the day before.
Students were given this assignment on Day 11, a Tuesday, and were expected to
complete it by Friday.
Not many of her students were listening or following along the selection during this
explanation. I looked at the responses from the same three students for this following question
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(“Why do you think this section on the Nazi prison guards was included in paragraph 5 of the
text?”).
Student

Response

“Because it shows that empathy did
nothing to stop them they just felt sad and did
not think of helping them or anything like
me” [sic]
Allie, Middle performing
“To show some guards had empathy”
Jeremiah, Low performing
“The nezi [sic] prison guard was sad
that he had to kill his own people but was
loyal to his nation” [sic]
I noticed that with Yaz, he was able to give a general explanation of why the Nazi prison
Yaz, High performing

guards were included in the nonfiction reading passage but was unable to go more in depth. It
should be noted that this while this is not generally considered writing instruction, per Lime
County’s provided lesson plans, writing instruction is considered practice of conducting written
responses to reading passages. He also provided unclear ideas in his response as he did in the
first question (i.e., “did nothing to stop them,” “they just felt sad,” and “helping them or anything
like me”). This student also finished this weekly assignment on the first day. Based on the length
of the text and the complexity of the written response questions, this assignment should take one
to two class periods (a total of 45-90 minutes depending on student academic performance). It
was assigned to them. Ms. Mitchell told him on Tuesday that he could play Wordle in the
meantime, “You already finished right? A new assignment is not going to come until Monday”
(Ms. Mitchell to this student, Day 12 (Tuesday) in classroom observation).
Jeremiah, the lower performing student, again demonstrated a baseline understanding of
the central idea of the article, and thought that the purpose was simply to show the Nazi prison
guard’s empathy, but not that they still would not change their actions because of their felt
empathy.
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Jeremiah was able to demonstrate his understanding of why the author included
information about the Nazi prison guard but was unable to connect this the purpose of the article.
Yet, this analysis of author’s inclusion of Nazi guard or guards for the purposes of writing
instruction to model for students how to structure, provide evidence or Elaboration.
Last, I analyzed these three students’ written responses explaining the central/ main idea.
The central idea of this article, after my reading, and finding an answer key online, was that
while people can feel empathy, all people or most people or some people will not change their
actions due to self-interest.
Student
Yaz, High performing

Allie, Middle performing

Jeremiah, Low performing

Response
“Empathy is something that we all
have but instead of being sad take action on
it” [sic]
“The central idea of this article is
empathy can be shown or felt and how there
is empathy everywhere” [sic
“The central idea of the article is that
in a culture is inculcate about moral
categories and touchy about giving offense on
each other”[sic]

Yaz was able to convey the gist of the central idea but was unable to connect the point the
author was making in the second half of his article to his evidence. Allie, the middle performing
student, understood that this article spoke on empathy, but not the idea of people not acting on
their empathy. Jeremiah’s response shows that he can restate the question but was unable to
convey his ideas in a cohesive manner.
Feedback
Also, I noticed during this week that Ms. Mitchell did not walk around the classroom as
she had in weeks prior to the state testing but was monitoring her students’ laptops using
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LanSchool. In LanSchool, teachers can monitor what students are doing on their laptops. She
would converse mainly with one of the students sitting closest to her desk (about the student
needing to get back on task) or would correct students’ behavior (“I have not seen your fingers
touch that laptop all class.” (Day 12), “Sit up, I will have y’all stand and start doing jumping
jacks. Use that same energy you have in the hallway running around acting the fool when you’re
doing your work.” (Day 10), and “I’m hearing a lot of conversation.” (Day 11).
On Day 11, one student was unsure of how to write her gist statements and asked for
help. Ms. Mitchell’s response was “talk about what the paragraphs were about. If you think
about, “what did I just read?” Promise you, if you was [sic] to ask yourself those questions, and
the universe is going to answer.” I noticed that Ms. Mitchell has referenced the universe a few
times, when students ask for help or clarification on how to approach a certain question or
writing task. I did not hear Ms. Mitchell’s conversation of how gist statements could be broken
into scaffolded questions for the student to be able to synthesize what they read into a gist
statement their own words.
Organizational Factors
Based on the implemented Viking Period, incorporating written responses in teacher
meetings, and mock writing tests throughout the school year, I am led to believe that this middle
school generally values and finds purpose to writing instruction. Yet, the school writing
coordinator does not have a cohesive approach, across grade levels, to implementing writing
instruction. When I spoke with Ms. Miller, the middle school testing coordinator, last week, she
said that she sends out resources to teach writing to the ELA department, and they can use the
information to their discretion. However, I think it would be valuable to review, discuss, and
practice those resources and use PLC time to practice utilizing those resources and what it could
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look like in the classroom. I also believe that Ms. Mitchell’s outlook, while admirable, on not
needing to model after any teacher she has met is impacting her growth, keeping her teaching
repertoire stagnant, and not expanding teacher of writing skill sets. In the three weeks’ time I
have been a researcher at Plant Middle School, there has only been one PLC meeting. Most PLC
meetings were cancelled due to testing, teachers being out sick, or administration feeling like
PLC is not needed. The testing coordinator mentioned in our follow-up interview that she has
provided writing PLCs, but this was not mentioned from Ms. Mitchell or from another sixth
grade teacher, Ms. Lee.
Additionally, while Plant Middle School values writing or writing instruction based on
my observations and conversations, I think that the lack of follow up on writing practice only
means that students are completing written responses for their assignments as opposed to
focusing on the entirety of completing an essay or writing creatively. Ms. Lee, the sixth grade
lead teacher, mentioned in a passing conversation with me that she wishes there were more focus
and push for writing instruction from the beginning of the school year; however, the push for
writing complete essays and pieces start whenever a mock FSA writing test comes closer (fall,
winter, and spring) and then administration does not focus continue the emphasis until the next
mock test approaches. The testing coordinator also mentioned that focus on writing instruction
occurs in “waves” in our follow-up interview in Week 3. These “waves” get higher when a mock
writing test approaches or when the actual FSA Writing test approaches (April 7 th, 2022).
Student Identity
I saw more actions related to general student identity as opposed to only their words this
week. I noticed that there was more joking and conversation with their teacher, but less students
were focused on the work. I spoke with two students more in-depth about their perceptions on
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writing and writing practice this week. One of the questions I asked was if they were motivated
to write essay. Both Allen and Bryan gave a hesitated look. Allen answered, “Oh, I don’t know.
Sometimes. It just depends.” Bryan’s response was “Yeah. Ms. Mitchell keeps me motivated.”
When asked if they think that writing as a skill is helpful to them, they both answered yeah and
because it helps them learn. I probed them a little further and asked them how they think it helps
them learn. Bryan’s response was “I’m not sure.” Allen responded with “because when you write
something it will help you with something. Or learn about some type of topic that will help you
with a passage.” The next question I asked was if they agree with the following statement: “I put
a lot of effort into my writing.” Allen answered no, but Bryan said he did. Interestingly, Allen
filled out bits and pieces of his essay that they were working on during their writing workshop,
but Bryan had not.
When students were working on the thesis statement activity, both students submitted
blank documents to Ms. Mitchell. As a reminder to the reader, the thesis statement activity was a
practice for students to work on how to write a thesis statement based on the prompts provided.
Both students find that Ms. Mitchell’s feedback is helpful to them, because it helps them write
better, or she explains the directions differently than what is written on their assignments. The
last notable question I asked both students was “when you have a difficult writing assignment, do
you still try to finish it?” Both answered yes. The information I gathered from these questions
provided insight on their respect for their teacher. While they feel that writing can be difficult
depending on the topic, they still value her feedback and want to still try writing for her.
However, I find this interesting because during my time in Ms. Mitchell’s class, Allen and Bryan
mostly will have their head down on their desks, or will play games on their laptop, or will seek
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help from her by calling her name, raising hands, looking at her (that they most of the time did
not get).
Handholding/Spoon-Feeding
There were notable differences between the writing workshop where students were not
actively engaged in the writing process, would put their heads down, or were constantly seeking
help and the things I observed such as more students answering the multiple choice questions in
Week 4. Based on my class observations in Week 4, I think that the culture of students unable to
complete and proficiently answer the questions in their individual weekly assignments is due to
Ms. Mitchell’s approach of allowing students to either work independently or with a partner. Ms.
Mitchell is motivated to teach and prepare her students in terms of writing, but when asked for
help this week, Ms. Mitchell was still unable to provide strategies for her students or support
them in answering the question aside from telling them to look at the examples of how to write a
gist statement and reread the text. I think her lack of writing strategies is a result of educational
background, not being traditionally certified, and not receiving training on writing strategies. The
approaches witnessed in my class observations show the result of her not getting any training as
has not had even one education course on writing instruction and did not get any coaching on
instruction through PLCs, coach, administration.
Positionality
In terms of my own positionality, I noticed that as I transcribed, reflected, and
synthesized this week’s field notes, I was focusing more on student behavior and classroom
management than the actual instruction taking place. Even during first transcribing, I did not
notice that the instruction of the week was not focused on writing, but on reading
comprehension, using writing as a tool to perform /show whether students were reading and
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comprehending a basal reading selection entitled, “Limits of Empathy.” I also need to remember
that I am present at the end of the school year and that writing instruction could be impacted.
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Conceptual Memo Week 5 (Weeks 5 and 6: April 18th, 19th, 22nd, and 25th)
Central Research Question: What is the culture of writing instruction in one middle
school English Language Arts class?
RQ1: What do the components of writing instruction look like in one middle school class?
RQ2: How does the middle school English Language Arts classroom exhibit identity,
writing development, and discourse surrounding writing instruction?
In Ms. Mitchell’s class, students have been focused on reading passages, answering
standard-based, multiple choice questions, and responding to short response questions to prepare
for the upcoming Reading FSA in two weeks. As these two weeks were focused on reading
skills, with no to little mention, rather than writing, I noticed I was paying more attention to the
interactions between instruction and classroom management, teacher approaches to supporting
students with their work, and teacher literacy beliefs between reading and writing instruction as
ELA incorporates both skills.
As I finalized the observations and data collection with Ms. Mitchell by two member
checking interviews, I gained more insight on her beliefs on writing instruction. Therefore, this
final conceptual memo focuses less on writing instruction and context since her class was
focused more on reading instruction and focuses more on the final two member check-in sessions
with Ms. Mitchell.
Teacher Beliefs
Ms. Mitchell, which was also reflected in previous conversations with her, believes that
she is a resource to her students and should not be used as a “crutch” (Teacher Interview 5, Part
1, April 27th). She does not believe in “busy work;” however, she had her students working
independently on reading and answering questions since her Writing Workshop series (her
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moniker) ended on April 6th. This week, she felt that her students were really understanding the
questions and tasks at hand for the reading passages created from online resources such as
Google and Teachers Pay Teachers. However, when I observed their work, a majority of the
students were getting the multiple choice questions incorrect and were not answering the long
written response question completely.
Writing Expectations
When I asked about how Ms. Mitchell ensures that students are writing to answer
questions completely, she said she does not. She will pull certain students up to speak with them
one-on-one, but will not go over answers as a whole group because not all students have finished
the assignments. Therefore, she waits until written work is turned in and will leave individual
comments on student assignments to tell them which answers were correct. In an effort to
increase student grades, students can also resubmit assignments after she tells them which
answers were incorrect; however, Ms. Mitchell expressed that not all students take advantage of
this. I was unable to see how many students took advantage of this opportunity.
A key theme that stood out to me during our member check-in sessions were her
responses to my questions asking how students knew her expectations for the written responses
in the reading assignments and if they knew what she was looking for. “I set the expectations
every single time… I said, “Look, you read the step, because I always provide the directions. I
set the expectations, and I keep the directions on the board in the PowerPoint, and I rewrite it
over here [pointing to the whiteboard beside her]. And then, I verbally say it so most of the time
they ignore when I’m talking, but it’s on the board. And I’m really good with keeping the
PowerPoint up so they can see all the directions they need.” (Teacher Interview 4; April 22 nd).
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Reading Versus Writing Instruction
Mitchell stated that she finds reading instruction is less difficult to teach than writing
instruction because “they don’t have to write about it… They’re fine with doing the multiple
choice questions. I think they’re even fine with looking for the evidence, and… but when you
apply your brain to now, they have to do when you apply rigor and like, okay, write about it.
Half of them go ‘huh?’”
Ms. Michell states that she loves writing, and she loves teaching writing, but Mitchell
believes that reading instruction is easier. “Writing entails more creativity, because now you
have to really think of how do I want to write? And what purpose? There’s more tiers, more
levels of thinking. And they don’t want that challenge half the time” (Teacher Interview 5, Part1,
April 27th).
I noticed Ms. Mitchell applied a difference in approach for preparing students for the
Reading FSA test. In the time since the writing workshop ended, Ms. Mitchell remained seated
at the front of the class at her teacher desk for the entire class period and did not walk around to
provide students with feedback or to tell them what they could fix. Instead, she would monitor
student engagement via LanSchool (a program to monitor student laptops) and would ask certain
students whom she noticed needing help to walk to her desk where she sat throughout the class
period. My observations noted more focus on her correction of student off-task behavior as
opposed to support of the academic material. Additionally, I noticed here was much less mention
of the Reading FSA as compared to the FSA Writing test. I wonder if this is because Ms.
Mitchell felt that teaching reading is easier than writing and felt more confident in her students’
abilities with reading testing. “Reading is easy to grasp, and kids can’t get no place [sic] without
knowing how to read. They can finagle writing. You can’t force a kid to write. They go to learn
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how to read before they write. But the writing, I don’t think that component has been thoroughly
planted, hasn’t taken root to a lot of these kids. So, they struggle and the writing is hard”
(Teacher Interview 5, Part 2; May 4th).
Ms. Mitchell noted that her students were more willing to do the work for reading
assignments. “Kids will read before they have to write… that means they [pause]… they’re
requesting more energy and effort from their brain. They don’t want to do that. They just want to
get it done” (Teacher Interview 5, Part 2; May 4th). Her observation over her years of teaching is
that her students struggle more with writing than reading, because they have to remember the
structure, organization, purpose, literary techniques, and spelling.
Administration as Instructional Support
Ms. Mitchell firmly believes that there is more to teaching than preparing students for
testing. “I can’t come into the classroom and just teach English, or just teach to the state test.
Because there’s a next chapter after. There’s a life after” (Teacher Interview 5, Part 2; May 4th).
Ms. Mitchell views the process of a writing workshop as a “deviation” (Teacher Interview 5,
Part1, April 27th) from what she does normally in her class. She believes that the district created
writing workshops were designed to prepare students solely for test preparation and to fill gaps
in education that she believes do not exist. Ms. Mitchell does not think that a writing workshop
should “deviate from what we normally do. I don’t see how—I just feel like it’s another
interruption” (Teacher Interview 5, Part 1, April 27th).
Overall, Ms. Mitchell does not view her administration as people or instructional
professionals she can turn to when it comes to instructional support for writing instruction. When
asked her thoughts on how administration may view writing instruction, she responded initially
to this question with one word: “funding” (Teacher Interview 5, Part 1; April 27 th). After I
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prompted her, Ms. Mitchell believes that writing instruction and the ability to communicate in
the written word is “an avenue to liberate yourself,” (Teacher Interview 5, Part 1, April 27 th), she
believes that her administration does not possess the passion for writing in the way that she
thinks the teachers do. “If you don’t have a background in English, it’s hard to have the passion
for the English [literature], for the writing. It simply just won’t exist, because if you had liked it,
you would get the degree” (Teacher Interview 5 Part 1, April 27th).
In terms of the administrative support, Ms. Mitchell has at her disposal, the literacy coach
and testing coordinator, Ms. Miller as well as the assistant principal, Ms. Brown to whom she
could turn. While Ms. Miller is the coach on campus who specializes in writing instruction, Ms.
Mitchell turns to the instructional coach, Mr. Smith, from time to time for instructional support
since she believes he has a stronger background and understanding of English Literature. Ms.
Mitchell stated that she would not go to her assistant principal, who is also her assessing
administrator, for writing instructional support because she does not have an academic
background with an English degree.
Next Steps:
-

Tying all conceptual memos together for overarching themes
Connecting the last three interviews to what I saw during the writing workshop
instructional components
Connecting student work, data, and lesson plans to the beliefs uncovered in the
conceptual memos
Deciding how to treat the term Writing Workshop? Define it for Mitchell’s
classroom, and then formally define it according to Donald Graves and Donald
Murray? Etc
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APPENDIX G: SEVEN-TIERED STRUCTURE OF ESSAY
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APPENDIX H: MODIFIED VERSION OF FSA RUBRIC
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